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INTRODUCTION 
After submitting two  reports concerning expenditure by the Guarantee 
.Section of the EAGGF,· one  dealing with milk producta,  and the other 
r7i th olive oil and oil  seeds,  the ·Special  Committee  of Enquiry set up 
::.  ~  . : 
by the Commission  on  3 October 1973  had its terms of reference extended 
by tpe Commission  Decision of 5 March 1975· 
This Decision  gave  it the' task ofdealing with one  of the  following 
subjects: 
- beef and veal 
- wine 
cereals 
compensatory amounts 
problems concerning stock control. · 
At  the first meeting on  12 - 13 May  1975  beef and veal was  chosen as  a 
priority sector for  investigation.  It was  made  clear,  however  that  in 
studying this particular sector it ought  to be  posoiblo to examine,  in 
depth,  problems concerning the system  of compensatory  amounts  and  stock 
control. 
The  main reason why  the Committee  chose beef and  veal is the substantial 
grot-rth  in expenditure by the Guarantee Section in this sector  (as  shmm  in 
the diagrams  below),  and,  in  particular,  the considerable additional 
expenditure  on  the various new  systems  of premiums  which have  been intro-
duced as part  of the  organization of the beef and veal market. 
Furthermore,  the  cases of fraud and speculative deflectj_ons  of'  trade 
that have  come  .to  light recently encouraged tho  Com:ni ttee ·to  oxa.mine 
the circumstances  and seek WS¥S  of rem.edying the  s:l t1'a.tion. 2  -
Evolution des  depenses  du  FEOGA,  section Garantie,  dans  le secteur 
de  la viande  bovine  <!es  annees  l970 a  197S 
Trend  of  EAGGF  Guarantee  expenditure  in  the  beef  and  veal  sector 
for  the period  from  1970  to  1975 
Entwicklung  der  Ausgaben  des  EAGFL,  Abteilung Garantie,  im  Rindfleisch-
sektor  f~r die  Jahre  1970  - 1975 
Incremento delle spese del  FEAOG  - Garanzia nel  settore delle carni 
bovine  per il periodo  1970  - 1975 
Evolutie van de  uitgaven van het  EOGFL  afdeling garantie  in de  sector 
van het  rundvlees  tijdens de  periode  1970 - 1975 
Udviklingen  i  udgifterne for EUGFL's  garantisektion inden for  oksek~d­
sektoren  i  arene  i970 - 1975 
1000 mill.  UA  - UC  - RE 
100 mill.  UA- UC  - RE 
1970  1971 
Aide a !'exportation 
(restitutions) 
Aid  to exports 
(refunds) 
Erstattungen 
Aiuto all'esportazione 
(restituzioni) 
Restituties rundvlees 
Eksportstf,6tte 
(restitutioner) 
Intervention 
Intervention 
! 
Intervention 
Intervento 
Interventies 
Interventies 
Intervention 
1972  1973  1974  1975 
" - 3  -· 
Part  du  secteur  de  la viande  bovine  dans  les depenses  tota1es  du  FEOGA, 
section Garantie  de  1970  a  1975. 
Proportion relating  to  the  beef  and  veal  sector of  the  total  EAGGF 
Guarantee  expenditure  for  the  period  from  1970  to  1975. 
Antei1  des  Rindf1eischsektors  in den  Gesamtausgaben  des  EAGFL,  Abtei1ung 
Garantie,  in den  Jahren  1970  - 1975. 
Percentua1e del  settore della carne bovina nel1e  spese  totali del  FEAOG  -
Garabzia  per  i1 periodo ·1970  - 1975. 
Aandee1  van de  sector rundv1ees  in de  tota1e  uitgaven van bet EOGFL 
tijdens  de  jaren 1970  - 1975. 
Oksek~dsektorens ande1  af EUGFL's  garantisektions  tota1e udgifter 
fra  1970  - 1975. 
1971 
1975 -4 
As  for previous reports,  questionnaires concerning Community  rules were 
prepared and processed with a  view to checking that Community  provisions 
are/applied. properly and  t'o  discover ~  imperfection that  there. might  be. 
I 
In addition,  three visits were  organized in the Member  States:  in Ireland and 
the United Kingdom  from  20  to 23  October 1975,  in France  from  3 to 7 November 
1975  and in Italy from  23  to 27.February 1976.  The  object  of the exercise 
was  to enable the Members  of the Committee  to take  a  look at  the practical 
arrangements for  implementing the intervention .system, the trade arrange-
ments  and the system of premiums. 
* 
*  * 
The  Special  Committee  of Inquiry takes the opportuni.ty provided by this 
report to recall the conclusions .and  general  recommendations  formulated in 
previous reports,  the act.ion taken subsequently and the  other work  carried 
out by Community  institutions which could·contribute to more  effective 
prevention of irregularities and better'protection of Community  funds. 
As  a  first step the Committee  advocated improving the Community  rules 
by introducing greater precision and  by adapting those provisions which 
...  have  proved di"fficul  t  to apply.  It stressed the  advantage  of greater co-
operation between  a~inistrations, between Member  States  and.between 
filember  States and the Commission  and  the need to impr<'·lfe  certain control 
procedures. It suggested that the penal  ties for infri.ngemonts  be  increased 
and. the methods  of recovering sums  wrongly paid be  improved.  Finall~ it 
stressed the  importance of improving the training of staff responsible for 
carrying out  checks. 
Various discussions  and  opinions  stemmed  '.from  the examination of these reports 
by the Commission,  the  Parliament  and the Council. 
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The  Eufopean Parliament  approved the. conclusions reached by  the  Committee 
•, 
in its previous reports and  added "soma  aeneral  comments, notably  01.  the mod for 
setting up  a European Court  of Auditors  (Doc.  EP  No~  40 157  and 41  708). 
The  Council  concluded the examination of the first two  reports of the 
Committee  by  adopting a:  .,Resolution on  stricter prevention of  and  proceedings 
against  irregula.ri  ties in the financing of the  common  agricultural  pclic.y" 
(OJ  C 298  of  30 December  1975 ). 
In this Resolution the  Council  firstly calls on  the Member  States and the 
Commission  to put  the  conclusions  and  recommendations  of the Committee  into 
practice.  Secondly  "the  Council  hopes  in particular that  fina.m.~ al  support 
will be  granted  only to those  economic  operations which  are carried out 
in lino with the objectives of  the  Comnrunity  rules in so far as  these 
objectives are  set  out  in Coffimunity  acts. 
The  Council  also adopted tho  "Directi:ve  on  mutual  assistance for the 
recovery of claims resulting from  operations forming part  of the  system 
of financing the European Agricultural Guidance  and Guarantee  Fund  and 
·of the agricultural  levies and  customs  duties"  (OJ  L 73  of 19  March  1976). 
Little progress has  been made,  however,  in the  examimdion of the proposal 
for a  Council  regulation onmutual assistance between the  competent  au-tho-
rities of the Member  States and between the latter w&d_the  Commission  for 
ensuring the correct application of Community  customs  and agriculture 
....  regulations  (Communi ta.rization of the Naples  Agreement). 
This proposal  was  submitted to the Council  by the Commission  on  25  April  1973 
(OJ  C 100,  22  November  1973). 
The  Commission 
a)  on  3 February 1973  addressed to the Member  States a  Recommerd:,tion  on 
closer cooperation with· respect  to  th~ EAGGF  (Gua:nmtee  Sec!.ion)  opera--
tions  (OJ  L 44  of 18 February 1975  page  23); 
.;  . 
:. 6 
... 
b) intensified the  work  of the Group  of experts on  "Irregularities",  set up 
: 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i. 
' 
i  t
der_  Council  Regulati~n No.  283/72(l) by: 
l 
I'" 
.... 
,  sending reminders to ~lember States which had been slow to notify 
irregularities; 
systematizing the transmission of information  (rapid communication 
system,  list of officials to be  contacted in each Member  State); 
- drawing up,  for the use  of the  inspection bodies  of the  ~tember States, 
a  highly confidential list of irregularities committed at the expense 
of the EAGGF  Guarantee  SectionJ 
- holding  speci~lized meetings: 
•  in the beef and veal  sector,  several oases of irregularities examined 
by  the  Committee  were  studied beforehand by the Group  of experts; 
i 
I 
'. 
.  ; 
•  preliminary work  has been carried out with a  view to introducing checks i 
' 
by the Member  States on  operations forming part of the EAGGF  (Guarantee ; 
· Section) financing system  (accounting checks). 
v 
The  report  on  application of Regulation No.  283/72 was  transmitted to 
the Council  and to the Parliament  in October 1975. 
I 
. i 
! 
c) prepared and  implemented in all Member  States a  special checking programme· 
with particular reference to beef and veal,  the results being communicated 
to the Committee, 
d) is now  considering the possibility of: 
including. administrative sanctions in the regulations  governing the 
common  agricultural policy, 
organizing seminars to provide training and guidance for national 
inspectors  (appropriation ·or  ·'0,000 u.a~ entered in the 1976  Budget). 
(l  )~egulation concerning irregularities and the recovery of 
connection with the financing of the common  agricultural 
zation of an information system in this field. 
sums  wrongly paid in 
policy and ·the  orl?;a.ni-f 
t' 
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CHAPTER  I  THE  INTERVENTION  SYSTEI1 
·. Buying in - public storage - processing - sale· 
This  Chap·~er deals only with intervention in the  form  of buying-in by the 
intervention agencies.  Private storage aid will  be dealt with in Chapter II. 
iECTION  I  - THE  RULES 
.  Ae  The  guide price 
The  basic Regulation 805/68  on  the  common  organization of the  market  in beef 
and  veal  is based  on  the  concept  Qf  a  "guide price",  which  may  be  defined 
as the price which it is hoped  to attain on  average  on the  Community market. 
for all the quantities marketed during a  given marketing year.  Two  guide 
prices are  fixed before 1  August  each year  for  the marketing year  beginning 
in the  following year,  one  for  calves and  the other for adult  bovine  animals. 
Pure-bred breeding animals are not covered by the organization of the market. 
On  the internal market  of the Community,  the  guide price is intended to 
encourage  production without  leading to the formation  of structural  sur-
pluse~,  and  servas  as  a  reference in the public buying-in policy,  since 
the  intervention price is fixed as a  percentage  of the  ti'-'ide  prir.a.  It is also 
.  .  .  .  .  -~·  -·~·-··-
used in calculating the Community  protection against  import  a  from  non- ~,  ... ,...,_.,_''· 
member  countries. 
B, '·Intervention  :  scope and  pra~~-ouncif  ~\\'llllation 1302/73,  aa  amended 
.'•<  •  "'='- }}.-._ 
by Regulation 1729/74; detailed rUles·  ~  · Co\mir:i\~.on Regulation 1896/73, 
.  '·  '~ 
as last amended  by. Regulat~on 3083/75;  Regula~'~o'r:~22/74,  as  amended  by 
Regulation 3188/74 (1  ))~  .  ·  '·,  ~·- . 
(1  )_ 
\ 
"~~  - ......  -.,~  .. 
'"-... ..  ~~··~ 
.·~,.  .  .  ~<:~._ 
... \,··· ... 
.  For the rules on the  financing of intervention eipendi  ture  :  . 
Council  Regulation 2305/70,  as amended  by  Regu~ation 1174/75• 
. I  . 
I  ,\ 
! 
.. 
'  ' 
'·' - .•  ::.~"""'.10. ___  ..  ....., ..... _ ......  -..  ~ ......................  ,.  l-·  ···~1. •.  -- 1  ••. 
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. Intervention.  me.asures  may  be  applied ..  when  prices on  the 
Community  market  cease to remunerate production at a  level close to the 
guide price.  As  the rules are at present,  there can be  no  intervention in 
respect of veal. 
Three  typ~e of intervention in  the  form  of public buying-in are provided 
for,  only .two  of which  depend  on  th_e  level of prices on  the  Community  market, 
calculated on  the  ba.ais of prices recorded on the  representative markets 
of each Member  State. 
(a)  Hhere  the Community  market  price for adult  bovine  animals is ler;o than 
98  ~ of the guide price and simultaneously the market  price  in a  certain 
region is leso than 93 %  of the guide  price,  intervention measures  may  be 
taken, in the regions concerned  •. 
·(b) 'rlhere  the  yommunity  market  pric·e is less than 93  %(
1
)  of the  guide price, 
intervention is automatic  throughout  the  Community. 
(c)  There  is a  system of  ''permanent"  intervention,  which is unrelated to the 
levels  mentioned above.  Introduced by  the Council  on  20  December  1972, its 
aim  was  to enable  operators to offer certain high quality meat  at  any 
time,  whatever  the Community  market  price,  and to receive 93% of the  guide 
price.  This measure,  therefore  assured  breeders of a  kind of  minimum  guaranteed 
price,  as is the case  in other sectors. 
t  •·  \·: 
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The  obligation  on  intervention agencies to buy ttas  however  . f 
modified for the 1976/77 marketing year to avoid encouraging production which  ';.' 
(1) 
would  onl~ be  ~estined for  interventi~~·  Council  Regulation No.  568/~6 of  15  March  t:: 
1976  prov1des  1n efftct that if the pr1ce recorded on  the representat1ve markets  f 
~ 
of a  l•'lember.  St~te or of a  region of a  Member  State is not  less than 95 % ofl  ~._.: 
...  / ... 
Derogations:' for the  1975/76 marketing year the intervention price 
at 90.42% instead of 93% of· the  guide  prioe  (Regulation  463/75):. 
1976/77 marketing year it. was  fixed at 90 %.  of the gu:i.de  price. 
·.··· 
h'B.S 
for 
fixed 
the 
1·. - '10-
the  guide  price during a  certain period the  "permanent" intervention 
measures may  be  totally or partially suspended in the Member  State or 
regi~concerned. 
2.  !n_!e!V!:_~i_£n_~.!! .er!!c_!i_£e 
Buying in by-the  intervention agency is  governed by three essential require-
menta: 
- to ensu.re  effective market  support, 
- to facilitate the disposal  of goods  on their removal  from  storage, 
- to restrict the financial  burden  on  the  Community. 
Therefore,  only meat  of certain qualities and  certain cuts may  be  bought  in. 
Checking for compliance  with these  standards must  be  carried out by  the inter-
vention agency at  the  time  of bRying in  (checking  ~f weight,  quality and  origin 
of the  me~t offered and veterinary checks)(l). ·In addition,  the 1ntervention 
centres must ·be  so chosen· by Member  States that the operations of intake  and,-
. where  appropr-iate,  slaughtering and freezing may  be  carried out under satis-
factory technical  condi  tiona. 
Since the buying-in :prices cro fixed by.the Commission  according -to  quality 
(a maximum  and  a  minimum  price per quality),  buying in entails classification 
of the n:eat  offered by reference to national  scales-_for the grading of oarcases. 
On  account  of the saturation of public storage facilities,  the Community  has 
had to defray,  in addition to the storage costs as  such,  part of the cost  of 
transp~rting (Council  Regulation 1729/74) (2) and processing the meat  stored. 
The  costs  involv~d are.~he additional transport costs  incurred byr  operators 
whose  meat  could not  be ·acc~pted by one_ of the five nearest  intervention 
centres and the  cost-~ of processing either by boning  (Regulation 1315/74, 
repealed' by Regulation 2630/75)· or by the manufacture  of preserved products 
(Regulation 1295/74(3)).  For the disposal  of frozen beef from  public stocks 
...  / ... 
(l) Since the  introduction of the premium  systems  (orderly marketing premium  and 
premium  for producers of bovine animals),  the intervention-agency must  check 
whe~ meat  is bought  in whether it comes  from' animals  on  which  a  premium  has 
been paid.  In principle the meat  cannot  be  bought  in in such  case~- If, by wo.y  of 
derocation from 'this rule,  such meat  is bought in,  the intervention  ag~ncy must 
demand  that the seller refund the premium. 
(2)  .  ' 
Rogu; 'ltion lapsed on  6  April 1975 
(3)  Regulation lapsed on  23  May  1975 
~--·" 
11-
( Co1.mcil  Re[~illation 98/69  and  Commies ion Regulation 216/69)  the  t;ellin.:; 
prices are  ~ither pre-set or determined by means  of a  tendering procedure. 
It should  be  noted that,  although  for buying in there is  o.  scale of prices 
for the  V'~ious qualities of ca.rcasc,  this is not  necessarily re-
flected in the  :fixing; of the selling prices,  since  the  price range ·for 
frozen  meat  is much  narrower  than  for  fresh meat. 
In order to facilitate the disposal  of public stocks and,  to encourage 
meat  consumption,  two  measures were  taken  : 
sale at reduced prices of certain beef and veal  and preserves thereof 
to  certain inoti  tutions and  bodies of a  social  cha.racter  ( Co~runission 
Reculation 2035/74); 
sale of beef and  veal  at  reduced prices to certain categories of consumer 
(Council  Regulation 1856/74 )~ 
These  measures  will  be dealt  with in Chapter VI  of this report. 
SECTION  II  ANALYSIS  OF  IRREGULARITIES  'AND  PROBrn.lS  IN  ADMINISr1'1!.1UNG 
THE  Th"TERVENTION'  SYSTE\'.i 
Few  irregularities  have  been discovered.  However,  the checks which  would 
enable  them  to be  detected are  sometimes  inadequate. 
A.  Irregularities 
1.  Only one  serious irregularity has  been  found  and  reported to the 
Commission.  It concerns the  check weighting of ca.rcases offered for 
intervention.  In the  case  in point the declared weight  of the  carcases, 
1-~hich  was  registered by the  intervention agency and  used  e.s  the basis 
fo~pa~ent, was  lo%  above  their actual  wei~t. 
The  irregularity was  discovered when  the hot weight  of carcases,  which is 
recorded -ror  :factory PurPOSes,  was  compa:~:·ed with the co\d weight  which is 
...  I ... \ 
\ 
! 
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.... 
used asltho basis for sale to the intervention agency.  It was  found that 
inotead of being lower  ~han the hot  weight  the cold weight  w~s recorded 
as being higher and it appe·ared that the cold weight  had been inflated by 
abou:t  10 %. 
The  intervention centre  ~n this case was  located in  t~e facto~y offering 
the mea.t  to intervention an<i  the weighing was  carried out  on  the factory 
scales.  The  explanation suggested for the recording of inflated weights 
was  that these .scales ;had  been tampered with.  \olhile  this may  be  a  possible 
explanation of how  the  fraud was  perpetrated it is disturbing to find that 
an irrcgu.larity of this magnitude,  which  was  based. on fraudulent  misrepre-
sentation of weight,.could go  undetected for a  period of nine months  and 
it leaves the Corr.mittee  in some  considerable  doubt  as to the effectiveness 
of the supervision exercised at this factory. 
2.  Several  cases of shortfall in public intervention stocks have  been recorded. 
They are not necessarily due  to irregularities.  In all cases the  ware-
.  . 
houses  concerned were  held  financial~y responsible. 
B.  Deficiencies in checking 
1.  In!ern~l_agd_e!t£r~al !U£e~!s!o~  £f_the_o£e!a!i~n~ £~r!e~  ~u! B1_the 
'·!n1e!v~n!i£n_a~e~c!e~ 
. • 
There  are several types of supervision of the operations carried out  by 
intervention agencies. 
Tho  intervention agencies have  introduced variOus internal procedures 
for the  supervisi~n of operations  fo~ which· they are x·esponsible  (mainly 
~ing in and storage).  in some  Member  States, within the intervention 
.• 
... / .. •  . 
-~~··  ~---... ..  -----..-- . -- ~·--- ·---·-- -··--.---· 
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agency  ~tself or the peripheral  organizations responsible for the actual 
execution of the  ol'erations a  specialized corps  of inspectors has  been 
set up  to carry out  internal supervision of all ·operations  • 
There  is also a  measure  of external  supervision,  usually provided by  an 
audit  body or other independent organization. 
However,  it would  seem  that  external  supervision could be. stepped. up  in 
some  r.tember  States. 
2.  fh~c~s_a! !h£ !i~e_of 2Uli~g_i~ 
.  . 
The  controls of a  qualitative nature  (origin,  quality,  health)  are car-
ried out  satisfactorily and  may  lead to tho refusal  of meat  by the inter-
vention agency. 
It has been established,  hm.ze\ler,  that  in one  respect  some  inter-
vention agencies  do  not carry out  the checks required·by the rules  :  this 
is where  an  intervention agency accepts ·meat  from  animals on  which  a 
premium  has been paid at the time  of their initial marketing or at the 
. time  of slaughter. 
In principle,  such meat  must  be  identified so that either it can be  refused 
by the intervention agency or the seller can be required to refund the 
premiwn. 
It .should be  noted that these checks  are required even. in I·fember  States 
which  do  not  apply the  premium  system;  since their intervention agencies 
~- may  buy in  mea~ from  animals originating in other Member  States which  grant 
the  premium.  It must  be  admitted,  however,  that  in this case the origin 
of the meat  offered for intervention is difficult to detect  since it bears 
only the  stamp  of the slaughterhouse in the  country where  it is offered 
for intervention. 
The  absence  of strict controls may  :have  lead to the operator benefiting both 
from the  premium  and  from  the normal  buying in price paid by  the inter-
vention agency,  contrary to the· rules in. force  and a  G~t~ce of 
undue  expenditure for the EAGGF. 
0. 0  ;  ••• 
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Some  Tkmber  :3tates have  sol  vccl  this problem  by  systematically making the 
l'aqui.rcHl  doduotio:n  from tho bUJfint;  in prioo,  on tho  assumption that all 
· meat  offered to the  intervention agency comes  from  ariimals  on  which a 
premiu.'ll.hn.d  been paid. 
It should be  noted that unde-r  the  new  system of slaughter premiu.ms  applicable 
in the 19I6/77 marketing. year it is still prohibited to  combine  the  premium 
and  the  normal  intervention price in the Member  State that grants tho  premium 
(Council Regulation  797/76  of 6  Aprill976,.Article 2)J  from  now  on  f·!cmbe:r 
States that  do  not  apply the  ne'tt  premium. system  may  in no  case  bu_y  ~ '•  -;;eel' 
derived  from  categories of animal  eligible for the premium  in a  l•1ember  State 
which  applies the  oystem  (Commission  Regulation 803/76  of 1 April  1976). 
Thus  the  intervention agencies are still under an obligation to exercise 
control. 
On  their field visits tho  Committee  noted that  equipment  uoed to weigh  live 
animals  (in ports, at  the  time  of export) or carcases  (at the  time  of buying 
· '  in or taking  int~ st.orage)  did  no:t  :record the  WP.ight  as accurately as might 
be  wished •.  Weighing machines that automatically print out the  w~ight on.a 
ticket are highly desirable  •.  .  . 
-· 
4.  Supervision of  storage operations  - - ~. - - - .- - - - - - - - - - -
Community.rules  impose  several obligations on  Member  States with respect 
·to stock accounting  and  the  supervision of storage  conditions. 
.... 
(a)  Control of quantities in store 
.  The  Member  States must  notify the  Commission  of the products and 
quantities in store at the  end of  each month  as a  result of 
buying in,  giving the address and  the place of  at~rage .(Regulation 
1896/73,  Article 12). 
\ 
.... I ... 
.  -- .. -- ...- __ ._._-:·.  ~- ~- ..  ~ ... ... 
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This obli£ation entails  : 
-continuous stock accounting by  the _central. departments of the 
intervention agency, 
periodic_comparisons between these stock accounts  and  those kept  by 
each.store, 
physical  checks  to yerify that the  accounting stocks agree  with 
the -actual  stocks. 
In practice,  the first  requirement  is usually met,  although  weaknesses  ha.ve 
appeared  in the  analysis of ·the  central  accounts by store.  I"u.rthermore  the 
various sets of accounts are not  a.lways  systematically compared. 
Lastly,  on-the-spot  stocktaking is generally considered  to be  too 
time-consuming  and  too  costly and  so  is seldom  carried_ out.  However, 
on  field visito the  Committee  was  able to  observe that  phynical 
possibilities of inspecting stocks largely depended on  the  system 
adopted  for recording the  lots as  they were  placed  in storage.  In 
particular,  the  Committee  had  "the  opportunity to  study  a.  carefully pre-
pared system of identifying the lots placed in storage,  under which the 
stock accounting l-tas  easy to follow  a.nd- which also facilitated physical 
stocktaking. 
(b)  Supervision of storage conditions 
f.tember  States must  take all measures necessary to  ensure  the  satisfactory 
preservation of the  stored products  (Regulation 1896/73,  Article 4  (2)) • 
The  public  storage  of meat  taken over by the  intervention agency is  frequr::nt-
ly entrusted to private storage firms.- Member  Sta.tes~must select tho 
'stores by reference to their ability to ·supply the necessary services 
and  must  reserve  the  right  to  carry out  periodic checks of physical 
storage  conditions. 
\ 
No  irregularities in this respect  were  brought  to the Committee's 
attention. It was  nevertheless established that  one  intervention agency 
had  received  complaints  from  purchasers of intervention meat  regarding 
the  state of preservation· of the meat. -
·~,.; ... \ 
\ 
\ 
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'l'hiFJ  lce.voo  some  doubt  regarding tho  existence or effectiveness 
Pf  the  checks carried out at  stores. 
5·  Procesoing of meat  taken in by the  intervention agency  - - - - - - - --- - -4- - - - - - - - - - - - -
The  supervision of processing operations raises a  delicate problem 
in that only permanent .supervision of processing could provide all the 
i  ·  requisite guarantees that processors were  meeting their obligations. 
.... 
(a)  Boning  · 
Community  rules  spec].fy  in detail the  physical  conditions under 
which  boning must  take  place.  These  must  be  inserted in the 
contracts concluded between  t}:le  intervention agency  and  the  cutting 
plants.  These  conditions deal  in particular with  the  temperature 
.of the plant,  the trimming and  packaging of cuts and  the  timetable 
for carrying out  the work. 
It was  found  in the  course  o.f  on-the-spot  checks  by the Commission 
services that the surrounding temperature was  not  always  checked 
{lack of recording thermometer). 
The  addition,  one  intervention agency  found  several cases where  the 
iabelling of boxes of boned  cuts did not  correspond to their actual 
contents.  Incorrect labelling may  conceal  an  irregularity,  such  as 
the misappropriation of certain cute by  the cutting plant  • 
(b)  Processing into preserved products 
Processing into preserved products is carried out by.private 
undertakings.  The  intervention agency must  reserve the  right.to 
exercise  constant·  supervision of this activity and verify the 
quality  of manufacture of' the processed products before taking 
them  in. 
In practice,  spot .checks  ar.e  carri~d out a posteriori in the  form· 
of analyses of mantifacturirtgsamples•  This  procedure does  not  make 
...  • ._.f  ••• 
'  i  · .. I 
\ 
I 
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it possible  to determine whether  the  processors have  met  all their 
o~ligations and  in particular whether the  meat  supplied by  the 
intervention agency was  used.inits entirety a.nd  exclusively in the 
manufacture  of preserved  products~ 
'l'he  imperfect  nature of chech'in.g  by means  of chemical  analysis of the 
preserved meat  will be dealt with later in connection with  the  export 
ohecks  on  preserved meat  qualifying for  refunds which vary according 
to  the  meat  content. 
SECTION  III - H1PERFECTIONS  1\.ND  PROBI.ET•1S  IN  APPLYING  THE  RULES 
1.  Public  intervention  stocks stored by  a.  Member  State outside its o"m 
·terri  tory 
Several  ~ember States,  in order to  store their public  intervention  ctocks, 
make  use  or have  in the past  mad.e  usc  of storage capacity available'  either· 
in another Jl!ember  State or a  non.:...memb4ir  country. 
This practice,· which  has become  necessary  in particular since 1974 
because of the  saturation of storage  capacity i.n  certain r.lember States, 
has grown  up  without  any well-defined legal basis.  The  present  rules 
do  not  expressly provid.e ·for stocks to 'he  held  abroad.. 
'I'hc  transfer of.stocks abroad has therefore taken place on  ad  hoc 
terms determined  by  each Member  State which  has  given rise to legal 
....  difficulties (customs  status of goods  stored abroad,  method  of 
applying the  system of compensatory amounts)  and  practical difficulties 
(checking of these  stocks,  cost of storage  and quality of t.he  snrvices 
provided by the private starers). 
(a)  Customs  treatment  applied 
In  some  cases the meat was  dispatched. under  temrkr<'.r;:  export 
arrangements  and  sometimes,  when. there ~e  no  such  arrangements 
in the  ~4:ember State concerned,  the  meat_h-=a.s  trcatE'd  as  o.n  orcHno.ry 
export.· 
I  •  •  • I  ,,  •  .,_ 
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LikeNiHe 1  storat;e  in the  country of destination has  been carried 
out  undc:r  customs  procedure that  can vary  from  one  Member  State to 
another:  some. r4emlJer  States have  applied the  bonde.d  warehouse 
.  I 
;
stem,  whereas  one  Member  State  ha.s  always  considered intervention 
.:  at· thus  stored in  i t"s  territory to be  in free  circulation,; 
.;(b)  Application of the  system of compensatory amounts 
.. , 
At  the  time  of export  the Member  States concerned have  not  applied the  .• 
monetary  and accession compensatory  amounts  either on  export  of 
the  goods  from  their territory or·on entry to the country of storage. 
According to the f.iember  States,  the  suspension of these  amounts 
resulted either.from the  customs  treatment  chosen  (temporary 
:exportation,  bonded  warehouse)  or from  the view that  th~ exportation 
of goods  did  not  constitute a  commercial  transaction. 
The  amounts  were  eventually applied, · case  by  case  and  according to 
final destination,  when  the meat  was  removed  from  store following 
its resale.  The  amounts  were  fixed by reference to the·date of 
offtake. 
·(c) Stock control  procedures 
The  fact  of storing goods  abroad does not  release. the  l~ember Stn.te 
concerned  from  the obligation to  supervise the ·stocks  • 
In all cases the  Member  State responsible  for  the  stocks must  by 
on-the-spot  checks ascertain the presence  and  st~te of preservation 
of the meat. 
In practice,  these visits seem  to  have been all too rare  • 
.._  In cases where  meat  is  stocked under the bonded  warehouse  system, 
inspections are made  by  customs officials.  But  since these 
inspections relate only to quantities and  the non-substitution of 
goods,  they cannot  replace  inspcctionG by  the [·!ernbcr  State respomli  ble 
for the  stocks. 
Therefore,  both  types of inspection should be carried out.where 
appropriate  and  this has not  alw~s been done• 
.  ~ •  I ... 
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\  (d)  Financial  implications 
I 
The  additional  costs incurred for this type of storage  must  not  be 
underestimated.  . 
'l'hesc  are  the  transport costs and, _where  appropri.n;t:e,  the  offtake 
. ·.I 
and  rcintake costs,  which  o.re  borne  by  the  Guarantee  Section of the 
F..AGGF  on  a  flate-ratc basis. Hhere  the transfer of meat  held  by  the 
intervention agency'ie involved,  there is no  limit  on  the distance for 
which transport costs are reimbUrsed  • 
.. 
However,  for this operation to be  carried out  two  conditions must  be 
satisfied  :  the transfer must  have  become  necessary o.nd  must;  be 
carried out  after authorization in accordance with  the 'Management 
Committee  procedure. 
Last~y,  one  intervention agency found  that the  coGts of storage abroad 
.  . 
.were  higher than the rate currently charged on its o-vm  terri  tory, _while 
. the services were  of poorer quality than those habitually afforded  by 
· cold stores in its own  country.  " 
2.  Complaints to the  intervention agency  on  the part of purchasers 
-..  l'lhere  frozen meat  i,s  sold by  the intervention agency the  rules  (Commission 
Regulation 216/69,  Articles 3,  4,  8  ru1d  9)  provide  that  : 
·(a)  the  intervention agency is to make  the necessary arrangemento  to 
permit  those  concerned -to  inspect  the products for sale before making 
their bids; 
(b)  that  a  bid submitted by the purchaser to the  i!'l t~srvention agency for 
the purchase  Of  frozen meat  is not  Valid Unless  i,f  is  acC~1!T!pUllied by 
a  statement  in which  the bidder agrees·to  forego  a.n.t  claim  as to the 
.. •  ..  :;'  he  af1signetl  to 
him.  . ·, 
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. ln'prn:ctice, these provisions  have  cer-tain disadvantages: 
- FirF.:tly9  in the  Cctsc  of bo.ned  meat  certain defects  cannot be detected  in 
the  froz~n· rrtate.  Pri9r examination of· the goods  by the  purch:=J~o:;crs  doer.; 
not  provide them with  a  real gua.rantec unless it is carried out  on samples 
which  arc  connidered to be representative of the lot to be  a~signcd and 
.\..rJ~ioh  have first  bc€n  thawed  but  such conditions are not  ahtays .fulfilJ.cd. 
Secondly,  the a  priori exclusion of any claims has not  in practice prevented . 
such claims  from  being made  and  from being investigated by the intervention 
~zency concerned. 
The  individual solutions applied to each  ca~c by the authorities· concerned 
have not  occasioned a:ny  expenditure for the EAGGF.  11cvcrthclcs~, there it 
something to be learned from this situation in that  such complaints may 
point  up  errors of classification at the time of buying in,  defects  in 
preservation methods,  or even opportunities for substitution during 
storace.· 
•  3;.  !!£_rmonization of tho  meat  &Tadinc syst.ems  uRed  by the  Member  States 
Each Member  State uses  a  system of grading carcases and quarters l-Jhich, 
although  b&~ed on uniform criteria {age,  weitht,  conformation and  degree 
of  fat~ening), leads to the creation of a  scale of quality which is not 
transferable from  one Member  State to another. 
Grading·depcnds partly on the breed of the animals,  which may  explain the 
specific nature of each national grading system.  On  the. other hand,  some 
cat"egories  do  not  exist  in certain  J~ember States simply because they.· 
correspond to a  particular type of cut  \·:hich the othe.r States do  not use 
{e.g. Pistola cut). 
The results. of this are that: 
.  \ 
...;.  it is necest!lary to fix a  multitude of buying-in prices, which  complicat.es 
the administration of the conunon  agricultural policy,  .. 
- it io.  impossible for opcrn:torn to  mcl~c valid comparisons  between the 
. quality of ~eat from different  M:ember  States r 
there are difficultie·s in. marketing f'rom  one  ~1ember State to another 
··  and restrictions on competitione  •  •  •  o·/ •  •  • . 
;  . 
.1·. 
... 
' _:  ("  .  ' 
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The  aim  should be·  J.;o  move  towards  a.  single grading system  •. 
4•  Fi:dnr; of prices by catcrrory on buying in and on resale by the intervention 
e.:-:,cnc;;: · 
The  number  of categories used for fixing the buying-in  priccr:~  aml the. sellj.ng 
prices for meat  held by the intervention a.,scncies  are not  the sarne, 
At  the time. of reGale  t  certain quali  t :l.es t  to \'thich different buying.... in 
price::;  \'tore  .applied,  arc amalgamated  and the meat  oold at  a  oingle avcra0c 
price. 
Although this system  is acceptable for the resale of forequarters,  \-thich 
a.re  mainly intended for the procesaing industry,  the Committee believes that 
diffc_renc<:::o  in quality should be respected nt  least  in the  catie  of hind-· 
quarters,  so that  a·  post-check can be carried out,  on resale,  of the grading 
which ttas  effected at the time of buying in. 
· · 5•  AppUcat:i.on of the perr.mnent  intervention s:-{?tem 
Tho  introduction by the Council of the permanent  intervention syt=rtem  wa.o 
intendc(l to afford producers  a  true price gu.aro.ntce  by &ivinc them the 
opportunity of offering meat  for intervention whatever the level of prices 
recorded on the market. 
Applicat,ion of the  system seems to have  led to excesses.  In one  country 
which is conspicuous  for its deficit, the intervention agency hnd to un-
derl..D.ke  buying in \·thile the market prices l-zcre  much  higher than the inter-
vention prices. 
As  regards the  economics  of the situation, possible explanations include  : 
in :a:co\mtry· .with a  deficit and ·extremeiy ·dependent  on external influences; 
~ai;k~t' pr~c~~ arc subject to  frequent  fluctuationso  It may  be  n~m.uned, 
. there'fore1 ·that producers will use the  intervention system to a.yoid 
acceptitig a  lower price on occasion: 
.  ~'  . 
conoerned can,  while being ciearly above the .inte1~vontion purchasing price, 
... 
mask a  much  lOl-lOr  purch,asirta price .level in 'certn~n rcf;ionse 
......  ...  / ... 
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The  Committee  has been unable to compare  these· explanations l-vith  the rE:alities 
of ·the  oituat.ion.  Ncvc:rthclesll  it c·onoiders  that the  oyotem of permanent 
intervention as  practised until  t~e end of the 1975/76 marketing year tended 
to diocourage·  co~ncrcial enterprise on the part of producers~ 
ThO  Cornmyt.c ·in therefore in favour of tho reform of the system set forth 
in Coun<Y.Ll  Re~;ulation No  568/76,  which provides that permanent  interVention 
meo.sures  can be totally or.pa.;rtially suspended: in a  Member  State or region 
\'lhen  the price recorded on the representative  marke·~ or marke·~s of that 
Member  State or region is not  lcos than 95%  of the guide price for a  certain 
peri  ode 
6o  Bu:z:ing  in of meat  fror.t  animr..tls  on which  premiums  have been p<1id 
Rules  ~iwe been laid dolm  governing the buyiria in for  intervention of meat 
from  a~imals on t-1hich  a. premium  ha.s  been paid.  During the 197  4/75  and 
1975/76 'marketing years  such buyinff in \'ta.s  in principle prohibited.  J•fember 
States could,  however,  derogate from this prohibition provided the premium 
.'\-saG  repaid  o 
Thi~ .provision,  which aimn at preventing unnecesoary expendHu.rc by the 
·  EAGGF  i~:respect  ·of the same  animal, wcs  difficult to apply,  partlcularly 
where the animals w:re  not ·sla.u~htered in the 1-iember  State  grant-
ing  i;lre  premium.  In: practice it meant ·that  J•!embcr  States liad. to be.  able to 
dctermi.ne the origin of the meat  offered ·(animals receiving a  premium or not 
in  a~othcr.Mcmber State), but this information wa.anot  necessarily available, 
particulaTly .if the meat  in·question had not been specially markedo 
The"'systcm applicable  in the 1976/77 marketing year (deduction of the premium 
:·in the case of Member  States applying the premium,  prohibition on buying in 
in the case of the other  Mcmbe~ States) calls for inspections to be carried 
out by all Member  States. 
It is,however,  simpler in that live animals which are the subject .of intra-
Community trade are no  longer entitled to the premium.  Consequently,  meat  from 
a.nimals.slaughtered in a  Member.State.other  ~han the one  grailting the premiu..11, 
whi~h .could  cause identification problems,  is'no longer affected by the pro-
.  . 
. ·hibi tion ·.on  buying in. This prohibition on buying in now relates only to 
moat  exported  by the Mernber· ,State granting the  premium,  the origin of which is 
...  .  .. /.,. 
~--·~ -':-..  --.,.---·.,-~;...._  ___ .:.,._ _____  -~-~------_......,. _______ . ____  :...:,...__..:. ______  ---.'·· 
easily identifiable from  the  vet~rinnry stamp  placed on the meat  at the 
slaugtherhouse. 
Timetable  for  ~-li.cation ef Communi,ty  decisions 
The  Member  States  have  sometimes  experienced difficulties in mee:ting the  dead.-~ 
lines for a.pplying certain Community  decision3. 
Uncler .Commission Regulation 1295/74 of .22  l·iay  1974 on the processing (into 
preserved products) of beef bought  in by intervention agencieo,  the deadline 
for the  completion of. such operations ti'as  3 August  1974.  Othc:·  regu1a.tions 
subseqUently extended the validity of that Regulation. 
.  Uever~helcss,  the rclati  vely short period allot-1ed  in the first instance  forced 
the'.  iriterv.en~_ion agencies· to act in haste,  which  could only· affect adveroely 
the .conditions under  l-rhich  contracts with the  manufa~turers were  concluded. 
and perfqrmed •... 
SECTI01T  IV  - :RECQi,1NEliDATIONS 
.... 
.:\· 
A •.  Heighrnf,'  equipment  and  operat~ 
·a) . It is essential that rteighirtg equipment  be  replaced if obsolete and 
that it be  regularly inspected in all establishments,  whether public 
.  or private'  where  weight  certification is carried out  • 
. b) · Heighing operations in ·cormection with purchases by intervention 
agencies  must  always  be  supervised  • 
B.  · Principles of stock control 
Stocktaking 
The  Committee  has  carefully considered the question of stocktaking of 
beef.purchased by intervention agencies  and  held in cold stores by them. 
It notes that the practice in regard to  atocktak~  "1~ varies  :i.n  effective-
nees between the Member  States,  and 'considers  tha·~  c.0ntrol  exercised. by 
fully realises that  there are particular di ffi  · ·_;.1 ties in connection  ~.;l Jci1  .  '  .  . 
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s~ocktaking in the beef sector due  to such factors as the quantities involved.,  the 
conditions  ~der which beef must  be  st~re~  (lo~ tempeTat~e) An~ the  loo~tion ot tho 
cold  store~fwhich may  be  situated in another. Member  State or in a.third countryi 
n  al:Jo  recognise's that  a  cort'ain measure of conti·ol exists in Gor.:e  Member 
Staten \>thereby  the  cold store mur;t  enter into a  contract  to accept  lcca.l 
rccponslbility for Cfltant it  ico deli  vcrcd  into store and would therefore be 
held liable to make  good .an;r deficiencies. 
'  '  Neverthclesn the  Committee  considers that  an  essential  clement  in the  con-
trol of intervention stocks ohould be a  systematic programme  of stock-
. taking and reconciliation w.ith the records of both the· storage contractor nrid 
the intervention a.gency. 
The  frequency and extent  of  EJtocktaking l·lould  depend on such factors  as 
. the. per::i.od  for vlhich  the cuntractor had.  continuously held stocko,  tho rCJte 
of turnover and  p~e:vious experience of hio efficiency and relinbility.  In 
so far as  compreher:sive  stocktaking is not  possible,  rccognjscd selective 
checking met.hods  should be ad9pted,  combined with a  thorough reconciliation 
when  stocks  nr.e  exhnusted or at  a  low  lev~. 
Furthermore,  systematic checko  should be applied when beef is being issued· 
from  intervention stocks to ensure that there is no  switching of lots to· 
cover up  deficiencieso 
~?-e  Corr.mittee  aloo  feels that the procedure  adopted in some  J,~mber States, 
and referred to above,  of mald  .. ng the cold stores legally liable under  contract 
for the quantities delivered into store should be generally adopted. 
Co  Stock::;. held by a  1-!e:nbcr  State outside its otm territory 
A regluation should be adopted concerning public storage outside the terri-
tory of the Member  State of intervention with a  view to :Laying down  detailed 
rules for its implementation.  The  new  instrument should in particular spccifyz 
..  .  .. ·. ~'· .. 
_.,,  .. 
;. ·•·'-'-· "···--...........  ·  .............. ··-·· ... ~:. ... ~:  .......  ~ . .. ; .. ::  .. :  . .... . 
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that  otora.ge  in another 1-Icmber  State io  authori~cd provided strict con-
. d:tt'i.onn  o.ro  obt::cl·vc.d  enc1  on the :responaibility or  tho.own~t Mol]lbcr  State; 
that  storage  in a  third conntry can only be· a.uthori.zcd  in cases  o_f 
exceptional ncccsaity (inspection and  customs treatment of such stocks 
raise oep3:rate.  p~oblems); 
·.  - tho  customs  treatment  to b.e.  applied to tho trnnsfer of meat  and its 
storage abroad·; 
;.:_.tho  dct:.dJ.cd  arrangements for  stock control. 
D.  Proccssfn;;  in-t.o  preserved. products of moat  held by intc:rvcntion  nc:;cnci0!J 
The  Committee  ha.S  ompl~asized the control difficulties caused. by the 
decision to authorize the processing of certain intervention meat  into 
preserved products. 
It f\u~thcr observes that the marketing of the preserved meat  is ex-tremely 
"  slow.  Out  of· a  total production of 98  000 metric tons,  291).  m.t.  had been 
sold by the· French intervention agency and 150 m.t. by the Belgian agency  up 
to  31  December'  1975.  It '""as  not  until  30 January 1976 that  a  general 
. decision was  adopted on the marketing of the preserves  (1),  more  than 
18  months after processing operations \-sere  begun  (Rerrulation 1295/7  4). 
The  Committee  in not  in a  position to  judge the conditons under which 
marketing is tnking place. 
It requests,  however;  that as  soon as all the necessary data a.r.e  available. 
(q,.tantities sold and selling price) the Commission  calculate the actual cost 
of  such  an  operation,  taking into accotmt  the cost of manufacturing the 
preserved meat,  storage costs  (18  months  for the first batch)  and the 
selling price. 
{1) Commission  Regulation lTo  223/76 setting up  a  system  li.nl·~ing imports· of beef 
and veal products  effecteq by  way  of protective  measure~; l-rith the saJ.e  of 
preserved beef held by intervention  agenci~s. · 
··,· 
...  I ... .  . .  . .  ' ..  '  ~- .. 
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E.  Control of operations carried out by;  intervention  agenci~ 
The  Committee  considers it dcsirC\,ble  for  external checks  of the  intervention 
agencies to  be  strengthened in some  Member  Stateso 
. F.  Specific suggestions 
... 
-'  -..r.  _  _,_ __  .-_  :. 
a).  The  Committee  recommends  that without  existing Regulations  being amended 
any complaints  from  operators who  have  bough~ intervention meat  should 
be  carefully examined vii th a  view to detecting possj.ble defects in the 
various intervention operations. 
b)  To  sir,nplify administration of the  common  aericul  tural poJ.J.cy  and  thereby 
facilitate control,  the  Co~~ittee considers it advisable  : 
~ 
to  harmonise  the  grading of carcases in the various Member  States  ~nth 
a  view to the gradual  establishment of a  Community  gr8.ding system J 
.  .  .  . 
.. th~t the scale or selling prices of  interven;~ion meat  shouid reflect' 
buying-in prices ·according ~o qual.i ty  •. 
'.  •' 
'  . 
.  ..  ~ 
\ 
,. 
t,,  '· .. 
·~· ..  _.~ ...... _  .. ___ .......... _....._,_" 
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CHAPTER  II  PRIVATE  STORAGE  AID 
.  '  / 
·  ..  SECTION~- SUMMARY  OF  THE  RULES 
.(Council Reg.  no.  989/68  and  377/74;  Commission  Reg.  nos  1071/68, 
2'(5/74,  878/74,  1860/75,  2086/75,  2711/75) 
.1 .. 
A.  Principle underlying the private storage aid system 
The  gr·anting of private  storage  aid was  provided for by Regulation no.  805/68 
ae  one· of the  forms  of public  intervention.  Its purpose  was  to s-i;P.bilize 
prices by  the withdrawal  of fresh or refrigerated meat  from  the market.  Tho 
mechanism  consists of granting aid to opera  torE;,  whether natural  or legal 
persona1 .  who  at their own  risk and  expense  store meat  which  they c'ontinue to 
own.  These  provisions' were  applied for the first time in January 1974. 
B.  The  rules applied 
i. Beneficiaries 
Only  natural  or legal  persons carrying on  business in cattle and meat  who 
are officially ~egistered in a  Member  State  arid  have  suitable storage fac-
ilities within the Community  may  receive• aid  • 
. 2.  Meat  in respect  of which aid may  be  granted 
Private  storage  aid m~  be  granted only for  products derived from  animals · 
originating in the Community  and  slaughtered not more  than 6  days previous-
ly  (l), with t·he  exception of animals  slaughtered in a.n  emergency. 
(l)  By  WS\1  of derogation certain regulations.  t~xed  ·this pe:r iod.  at 10 days  • 
.  ·  ...  ,:;  ·;  ·  .. 
'  ''  .;. 
I 
'  !  ., 
l 
-J \ 
i 
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~he.meat mt1~t  al~o  m~tiefy e•rtftin hoaltn and  voterina~y·requir0monts 
J and  must/not ·be  unsuitable  for  storage and  subsequent use• 
3·  Amoun~ of  the  aid  and  method  of fixing it 
The  aid  may  not  in principle exceed.  an  amount  corresponding to the coste 
:which  would  be  incurred 'if storage were· effected by the  intervention 
1 
:agencies • 
The  aid., 
be  pre.:.set, 
which  may  be  det~rmined by  ~cans of  a  tender~rig procedure  or 
is· fixed  per unit of weight  of unboned  meat  and  relate~ to 
the weight ascertained  on  entry into store artd  befor~ freezing  • 
. In  the  event  of boning  a  rate of equivalence is fixed between  the  weight 
of  the  boned  and  the  unboned  meat.  It is set at  77 % for  carcases·, 
.half-carcasc~ and  co~pcnsatcd  quarter~ and  70'% for  forequarters. 
4.  Obligations  o~  th~ ~cnaficiary 
The  aid  is granted in accordance with  the  provisions  of  standard  contracts  .  t 
concluded vi  th the intervention agencies  under  which  the  storer undertakes 
to place 'in  store and  to store  the  agreed  qu~ntity of  the  product  in 
question at his  own  risk. and  expense  within  the  specified  time  limits. 
(This  obligation is regarded  as fulfilled if not lt::ss  than  90 %  and not 
more  than  110% of  the  proposed quantity is placed in store  and  stored); 
- to  advise  the appropriate  intervention agency  of  the  day  and .place  of 
entry into store  l:l.nd  the  nature  and  quantity of the  products to be 
....  stored; 
- to  forward  to the  intervention agency  the  supporting  documents  in 
respect  of  the  storage operations; 
- to  store  the  products iri easily idetitifiable lots; 
-to allow  the  intervention.agency to  check  fulfilment  of these 
obligations at any  time. 
When·. the  contract is  concl~d the storer must .provide security.·· 
·'. 
./  . 
.  _.  '.• 
'.,. 
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I 
5.  Conse~tC!l'lCtl)fl  of  nun-ful:f'ilmen t _  of  oort trae  t1,.1!1l  o'bl i  ~l'l t:loria  I 
I 
!  If the storer does  not  fulfil his contractual obligations,  both  payment  1 
of  the  aid  and  release ?f the  security will bi affected.  The  general 
ruie  is that the  starer acquires  the  right  to  payment  Of  the  aid  and 
release  of  the  security at the  moment  when' the  i:l:ppropriate  agency 
estnblishes  that  the ·obligations of. the. contracting party have  been· 
fulfilled. 
I 
I 
Amorig  unfulfilled  obligations,  the  failure to adhere  to  the  qciantitics  ! 
.  I 
specified in  the  contract has  special  consequen~cs which  ~~r~  grnd~ally I 
defined  and  reinforced by the  rules.  At  present'the  following  provision~ 
.  .  ! 
arc applicable  : 
{a)  the  right to  payment  of aid is acquired  only if all  the  meat 
remained  in  storage during  the  entire storage period; 
(b)  if the  quantity placed  in  store is lese  than  the  quantity for 
which  the  contract was  concluded and  equals  : 
.  " 
- 90 % or  ~ore of  that  q~antity,  the  amount  of  the •id is reduced; 
less  than  90 % of that quantity,  the  aid is not. paid. 
.. :....-....  ··~·~--.. -·  ...  l.·-·· . 
;  . 
... 
(c) if less then 90  'fo  of the quantity specified in the contract is placed 
in store and stored within the  specified deadlines,  the oecurity fs 
forfeited inproportion to the missing.amouni  except  in the. case of 
force  majeure. 
In-the caue  of cut  and boned.ineat  the percentage referred to above 
was  fixed at  85  %· 
6.  Checks  to be  carried out by  the  intervention ag';ncies 
Apart  from  checking  the  te~hnical  characiteristic~ of  the  meat  as 
descri\)ed  in 2  above,  the·agency must  check  that  the  quantities and 
th~;storag~  ~ate~ specified  i~~he c~ritract are  sdhered  to by  the 
storer.  .  ...................... -..  -~:.~~.-~ .•  ;.~'!'::.~  ...  ~ ...  ··- ·- ·~- : "··  .;. .. · ... ---·--·-·· 
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To  the  extent  that  operat~rs are authorized  to have  the  meat  cut  up 
or boned,  the  interv~ntion agency {s  resp6nsible  for  check~ng that 
all the meat  resulting  from.the  boning or.cutting operation  was 
placed in store. 
The  rules  do  not  lay down  any  spebial. procedure  for  the  check of 
boning  6pirations. 
7.  Special  provisions 
In  order  to ensure  some  flexibility,  several possibilities are  provided 
for changing  the  storage d•tes during  the  period of validity of  th~ 
contract. 
Firstly, the intervcntionagencyor th.e  Commission  may  decide to shorten or 
lengthen the  storage period  spec~f,i..~d _in _the  contract if the market  situation 
so requires. 
In addition,  several recent regulations have  provided  for  the possibility of 
exporting the  stored products  before expiry of the  storage period under certain · 
conditions. 
SECTION  II.- IRRIDULARITIES  AND  CONTROL  PROBL:ElVIS 
-....!'--·  IrregUlarities 
Two  irregularities were  brought  to the knowledge  of the  Couunittee. 
.  .  . 
1.  The  removal  of products  from  storage before expiry of the  period specif-. 
'  ied  in the .contract was  discovered by an intervention agency when 
exB.mining the supporting docuinent"s  forwarded  to it. 
\  \ 
The.in~ervention agency considered that it wae  an error made  in good 
.  .  fai  tl{i 
i! 
·bJ- the operator and did not pay .the  aid for the  goods  which  were  removed 
,, 
t 
'from .storage. 
.f. . B. 
.... 
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. 
2. ·An operator placed goods  in store  . without giving prior notice to the  ·· 
..  /~t:::·::::: :~:::~0::::: :::~~:t:b::.:d:~::t~::::: ::·::a::::::: • 
./  ~ith the ·commission  the aid was  finally paid  • 
Control  nroblems 
Because of lack of staff the  intervention agenci€·'!  are not  ,.J.ways  able· 
. to carry out under satisfactory conditions the many  checks  v·ihich  should be 
made  at the various stages of the  private storage operation,  na~ely : 
examination of carcases and  qlk"'.rters  for heal  t~ and  veterinar;y purposes,· 
. (in particular checks. to ensure that the animals were  not  slaughte.red  .  . 
more  than 10 days previously)  and weight  checks; 
in the  event of boning,  weight  checks and  supervision of the placing 
of cuts in store; · 
verifyir1g the presence. of the stored meat  during and on expiry of the 
storage period. 
The  most  serious difficulties arise in connection with placing in store 
. and  boning  • 
. 1. Certain intervention agencies  have  drawn  attention to difficulties in 
planning inspection visits efficiently.  They  can only  repond to notif-i-
cations from  operators'who wish to place prodncte in store,  by sending 
officials on  the spot0  on  request,  and to the extent that the necessary 
staff is available. 
2.  The  boning operation involves considerable labour for the intervention :. 
agency.  ·J 
.. ·.· 
. '  ::  '  ~ 
~ .. 
....  o/o 
. ..:  :  .  • . 
._  .. : '.  . .  ,  '  . 
.·  . 
.  _,. 
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Boning operations are carried out frequently.  It is recalled,  for 
/xample,  that under Regulation no:  1860f75  on  private. storage  of 
/
forequarters  78.000 m.t.  were  placed in store  or which  45.000 m.t. 
;  were. in the form  of boned cutsJ  with regard to Regulation no.·  2711/75 
on  private storage .of  carcases•  half-carcases and  compensated quarters, 
of the 72.000 m.t.  which were  covered by contracts132.000 m.t.  were 
stored in the  form  of boned cuts and  11.600 m.t.  as quarters with bonos, 
according to the information available. 
Only  by  supervising each boning operation can· it be  ensured that all 
the meat  resulting from  the boning is actually placed in store. 
One  intervention agency also found it difficult to check,  with re€ard  · 
to the storing of boned meat,  that the product  came  from  an  animal 
which  had been  slaughtered less than 10  days previously. 
To  apply the niles to the full  t~e intervention.a.gency needs therefore: 
to mobilize a  large staff, which 'is not  always possible. 
SECTION  III  - RECO!IUlENDATIONS 
1.  Observance  of the purpose  of the private storage policy 
'· As  in the case  of intervention in general,  in accordance with Article 5 of 
Regulation 805/68 the purpose .or  private storage is to withdraw from  the· 
market  fresh or refrigerated meat  in the form  of  carca~es, half-carcases 
or quarters so as·to prevent or mitigate  a  substantial fall in prices. 
The  Committee  noted that while, initially,  priority in market  support 
measures was  generally given to public 'bu3'ing  in,  and private storage aid 
was  fairly limited,  the latter has .been granted more  frequent13' in  recent 
years. 
•I· 
.......  .  . .  . 
.· ..  · 
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The  Committee  recommends  that theprivate storage aid policy be 
kept flexible  so that it may  be  ad~usted as  ~1ickly as possible to market 
developments  and that it s~otild not  lea.d~  through freq1ae:tt  use,  to the 
financing of the working stook of processing undertakings. 
2.  Bon:ing  authorization 
.3  . 
Given the  purpose  of private storage referred to above,  the Commission  sought  to 
.•.  1 
.... 
'·  ,',. 
..  ;• 
establish to what  extent the boning opera1:ion is indispensable for achieving 
this purpose. 
It was,  found that the success of any private storage  operation-depends 
upon  authorization being given to operators to carry out  boning.  Boning 
of meat  before freezing and placing in storage is economically  justified 
,· 
for processorp who  conclude private  storag~ contracts.  The  boning operation,· 
. therefore,  cannot  be  completely ruled ,oU:t. 
The  Committee  recommends,  however  : 
{a) that boning be  carried out only when  necessary on  economic  grounds. 
Where  the .amount. of the aid is·  fixed by  means  of a  tendering procedure 
authorization to carry out  boning could be  envisaged if the volume  of 
.offers received for storage  of boned  meat  warrants  it~ 
(b) the boning operation should only be  carried out  in the presence of 
inspectors from  the intervention agency and  should be  subject to the 
same  rules  as those  goy~rning boning of meat  held by the intervention 
agency-.,· 
·.·.' 
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CHAPTER  III  - TRADrJ  ARRANGEMENTS 
Exci~uding the  system  of  mon~tary  .•  nd  accession~ 
comp~naatory amounts,  which will  be  dealt.with in 
_CHAPTER  IV 
\ 
SECTION  ·r  - Summary  of  the regulations 
A.  Imports . 
The  guide price serves as  a  reference  to  establish the level  of 
Community  protection in respect of.imports  from  non-member  coun-
tries. 
Under,norinal  circumstances. -the  protection machinery at  the  fron-
t.ier 'consists of  : . 
.  - an ad:valorem customs  duty; 
....::  a  variable  additional  levy which comes  into operation when  the 
·'  .  J  . 
.  (  · ·  C9~mU.ni.ty ·market  price is below 106 %  o~ the guide  price. 
1~ere·~re,  however,  special  import  ~rrangemen~s ·for  frozen  meat 
intended for  processing and  for  certain categories of animals 
inten~ed for  fattening. 
The  Community  ha~ also  accorded special arrangements to certain 
non-member  countries under bilateral agreements.· 
1.  Import  arrangements  for  cattle and  fresh  and  chilled beef  and . 
~ 
These  imports are  unres~ricted and  are subject to an ad valorem 
.  . 
customs  duty of 20 %  on  meat  and  16 % on  live animals. 
- Additionally, where  the import price for M.l vee or B.dul t  bovine 
•  I  '  •  ani-
mala  plus the incidence of the customs  duty is below the guide price, 
I 
! 
!  . 
I. 
an import  levy is charged to make  up the difference.  The  rate of this  . f 
levy varies,  as  shown. below,  according to the relationship between 
the price of the  product  on  the  re~~esentative markets  of the 
Community  and the ·guide price  : . 
\ 
!  .. 
I i 
I 
I 
'  .·, 
.. 
I 
\  :  ~ 
.  !" .. 
.... 
.....  ~~--~  ............... _~ . 
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Community  market price as 
%  of the guide price 
100 or  leas 
bet\-teen 100 and 102 
betl!een 102 ·and  104 
between 104 and 106 
more  than 106 
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Rate . at which the 
levy is charg·~a  (~) 
100 
75 
50 
25 
. 0. 
2.  Normal  arr<.i.n(iemento  for· imports  of frozen ·meat 
. . 
.-·. 
Pr6tection consists of the customs duty of 20 cfo. and the ·levy.  In· 
contrast to the arrangements for  fres~ ~eat,·  however, .  thi~ ievy is : 
· - charged in full l-rhatevcr the  s;tate of the· Community market J 
.  - fixed on  a  monthly basis. 
· ·  ·3 •. SJ2ecial  arr.angements 
.certain substantial advantages are allowed under the Community regulat-
.·  io'ns ·: 
- frozen  meat  for usc in the production of _preser\re_! containing only 
beef and veal  and  jelly,  of the corned-beef typei  can enter without · 
limitation and with total suspension of the  levy.  Only  the  20 % 
customs duty is paid on  such meat. 
- For other frozen meat  for use by the processing .industry,  a  forward 
~  . 
estimate of import requirements is drawn  .. up  each year· by the Community. 
Within the quanti  ties so  estimated;  SU:ch  meat  e1:'te:t-s ·with total or 
partiai suspension of the  le'vy .(from i  January 1972  to  31  December 
1973  suspension was total•  but  1 t  ~hou1d be  not~1 that the  ~stima.te 
has been set a.t  zero· since l974). 
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- Ce.lves  of  leaf!  than  80  kg live weight  intended  for  fatteni~_& 
can  be  imported  with6ut ievy,  at  a  customs  duty  reduced  by 
three-quarters  Cio  4 %i,  wheri  the  Community  market  price for 
calves is higher  than  the  guide  price. 
These  imports are  subje~t to  the  lodging  of  a  security_to 
guarantee  that the  calves will not be· alaugh'tered  within  a 
p~riod of  100  days. 
- Young male  store cattle weighing a  minimum  of  220 kg and a  maximwn  of 
_  _  .  duty; 
300 kg ca.n  be  imported without  payment  of· levy and with the  customs 7 
reduced  by  one-half  (to  8  %)  when  the  Community  market price 
for  calvea is higber than  the  guide price. 
These  imports  are subject  to  the  lodging  of  a  security· to ·guer-
.  ' 
~:.  ~tee that the  store  c~ttlo will be fattened in th,e  importing Member 
·f?t~te· ·ror  a  period of 120 days  from  the date of importation. 
·'-
.:.  Sav·e  where  prohibited by  the  Council,  the. products of the beef 
and  v:eal  sector may  be  brought in to  the  Co.mmuni ty under  the 
"inwa_rd  processing"  arrangements,  that is w~th exemption from levy 
and  customs duties,  for  processing in a  Member  State of the  Com~ 
muni ty'. 
4.  !ll_reements  with  non-member· countries 
\ 
In accordance  with  commitm~nts entered  int~ under  GATT,  the 
Comm,_~~~-~Y has  opened  the  following  tariff quotas  : 
- a  qtiota of'  frozen beef and veal of 38,500_metric tons expressed 
as boneless meat  (corresponding to 50,000 t  cu ·the bone)paying 
only the duty of -20 %  (exemption from  levy)  1 
.  .  ' 
a  quota of 30,000 head  of heifers and  cows  of mountain breeds  ·· 
'  at a  rate  of'  customs  duty ·reduced  to 4  %; 
a  quota  of 5,000 head  of' bullet  cows  and  heifers of Alpine 
breeds  at~ rate of-customs  du~y.reduded to 4 •. 
.. 
Agreements  have. been  concluded. with Aust.ria,  Switzerland  and 
Sweden  for  the  establishment of a "specific" import priee  • 
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lraatly,  eerta,in  trade!~  ag:rectm~nte with  Yugoolavis,  Argentill(\t  i 
~ 
./uruguay  and  Brazil,  and  the  Lom~ Convention,  provide  for  special  f 
arrangements  in  re~pect 6f  imports  of beef and  veal into  the  EEC.  t 
[  -5.·  Meo.sures. taken  under  the  protecti.ve clause  (Article  21  of  the 
basic  Regulation) 
Siri6c  February  1974,  the  Community  has  been  obliged  to  t~kc . 
various  measures  under  Arti~le.  21  of  the basic R:egulation  in 
respec.t  of  imports  from  non-member. countries  (protective clause). 
These  include  : 
(a)  the  extension  of  the  syst~~ of  import  lic~ncea to  certain 
meat  prep~rations and  preserves  (R  442/74  of  21  ·February 
1974).  This  system  had  in  fact  already been  applicable 
since 1968  to  other products  of this  sec~o~; . 
I 
~ 
I' 
{ 
I 
I 
I  '. 
(b) . the 1 inking of import  transactions to the purchase  of meo.t ·held. by i 
' 
the  intervention  agenci~s  (R 1084/74  of  30  April  1974  nnd  a 
R  1790/74  of  9  July  1974).  Under  this syatem,  import licen- f 
~ 
ces  were  issued  in respect  of certain quantities of meat  to  I 
I 
traders who  had  previously  purch~aed an  equivalent quantity 
from  an  intervention. agency; 
<~). the setting aside  of  inward processing arrangements 
in respect of beef  and  veal  products  (R  1853/74  of  16  July 
1974); 
the  suspension  of  the  issue  of import  li~ences and  of  the 
linking system  (R.1846/74 of· 16  July 1974  and R 2668/74 
of  21  October 1974).  This suspension was  extended to certain 
meat  preparations and.  preserves by R 610/7)  '1f  7 r~arch 1975, 
replaced by R 888/75  of 4 April 1975. 
·There  has been  some  progressive easing of these measures...  A 
derogation from  the protective clap.se  wa.s  a.P.ot·rot:~.  in  resvec·~- C:)i'..  , 
the  intport·a.tion of limited quantities of proc!:uc':s  ·,:originating in 
Botswana,  Kenya,  Madagascar  and Swazi.land  (Cor:;nission  i\0t,;Ulo.i.~:..c~;:; 
nos 780/75 .and  16~1/75)•.  .  '· 
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Commission Regulation 1090/75  of 23  April  1975  iutrod~_the issue  of 
import licences where  an  equivalent quantity had first been  exported from· 
tho  Community  (the EXIM  system).  This arrangement  was  later modified so that 
the quantities  imported could be  double  the quantities  export~d. It was 
abolis!ted on  16  January 1976 • 
.  During 'the P.e!iod of application of the protective measures a number  of 
poaaibili-t·i~s_·ha.ve been opened for the  importation of a."limals  intended for 
fatte~ingt·y~~~g male  bovine animals  (R.  1209/75  of 30  April 1975,  R 2476/75 
of  29  Septe.mber  1975  a.nd  R.  320/76  of 13 February 1976)  and. certain young 
bovine  a.ni~ai:s.of·Jupine breeds  (R.  1208/75  of  30  April 1975,  R.  3248/75  of 
11  Decembe~ 197-5  and-~.  321/76  of 13 February 1976}. 
Lastly,  a  system linking imports of beef and veal products with the sale  of 
beef  n11d  veal  held by intervention agencies was  introduced by Regulation·  - . 
76/76  of 16  January 1976  and with the aale  of  becf·~~d veal preserveG held 
by intervention agencies by Regulation .222/76  of  3~ January 1976. 
B.  Exports  refunds  (Council  R  885/68  and·  Commission  R  192/75) 
In  order  to enable Comniuni ty products covered by Community  regu_. 
.  .  .. 
lations to be  exported on  the basis of world market prices,  the 
difference between  these  prices and  prices in  the  Community  can be 
covered  by an  export refund.·  This  refund is granted only in_ respect 
of  produc~originating in the  Member.  States,  and  no  refund _is  grant-
~- .  ·. 
ed  in the  case  of· the  export  of products imported  from  non•member 
countries  and re-exported  to  non-member  countries  (R  885/68, 
Article 7). 
1.  Rates 
The  rate of  the  refunds applicable  to  the  various products is 
generally fixed  on  a  monthly basis by  ~ Commission  regulation 
adopted after  corisultatio~ with  the  Managemen~ Committe•· 
The  rate of the refunds is the  same  for  the six original  Member 
~tates ·and  Denmark.  However.,  until  the  end  of  the. transition.g,l 
•':: 
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period  ~:.\December 1977),  the  amo\:lnt  of  tho  rotund  il9  reduemd 
;by the  acc~b-~<""~n  compensatory  amount  in respect  of  .products 
.  '  . 
exported  by  Ire\~d ~nd  the  United  Kingdom  (seE'  Chapter  IV) • 
The  rata  of  the  ~t.·,_·nds ·may.  vaJ.•y  according~,_::::.~ destinn  tiun  • 
'"  For  certain preparatio"-".,_:  and  preserves of meat  · :r  offal  i  the 
rate of  the  refunds  also  -_,~ries_  according  to  L-~ij:'  meat.  cant~· 
2.  _Ar  __  . r.,_ngcments  for  granting  refu~c<  - .  \. 
'-"'  ..  The  gr~nt of  the  refund ia subject  ·~e  prcd-..~ction  o-r  cwo 
- . -- --- --'---~  t~!'e s of proof  :  .  .  ~::---,._ 
-proof of  the  exportation of the  goods  from\~ geo.graphical 
:--r,...-,b.  .  . 
territory of  the  Community; 
'\ 
~  .. 'in certain cases,  proof  of importation  into  a  non'\"'l!lmber  country. 
-~  ., 
(a) Proof  of exportation 
The  product  in respect  of· which the customs export  forrnalitiee 
have  been completed must  have  left the  ~9~~~hical territo;y 
of the  Communit~ within 45  d~s of the date  of completion of  --- .  "'-:,\(  these formalities. 
·.  .  --=-----.._ 
i""· 
.  For ~-~~-,?ial cases(supplies to ships,  airc:::-a.ft,  international 
_ organi;a.tion~~-~d foreign  ar~ed forces ~~,  th51  Gornrnunit;y:),  the 
.  product  must  have roached its destination wLhout  further 
processing. 
The  situation may  arise where  a  product ie the  subject of customs 
export_ formalities in Member  State A,  then passe_s  through 
Community terri  tocy other· than that of Member  3iate A,  before 
leaving the geographical  terri  tory of the C<;;;:rnuni ty or reaching 
'  . 
its "destination'.'  (see  above).  Where  thi.s  iR  -1-;he  case~ the proof 
to be  supplied so that the refund oa.n  be. paid  cons;.~ts u:t the 
production of  control_ copy of the Community  -~¥·a.nsit  document 
(T5 ).  .  .. 
·' :. 
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('b)  Pre,of  of:  im{!ortntion  in~.!>  a,non-member  oountrz , 
Such  proof is required  i 
- when  the  rate. of  the  refund . varies  according to  the 
destination; 
-.when  serious doubts  exist as  to  the real destination 
of  the  product; 
- when  the product may  be  re-intro~uced into the 
Community  because  of the difference between the rate 
of  tbe  refund  applica.ble  to  the  product  exported  and  the 
import  charge. applicable  to  an  identical product• 
SECTION  II - Irregularities 
According to the  information obtained by  the~ommittee, the irregularities 
recorded consist  of false declarations as to the  nature~ quantity or origin 
of the  goods  or the falsification of documents  and relate not  only to import 
but also to export  procedures. 
A.  Imports 
1. Falsification of import  licences  (EXIM  system) 
Under  the EXHi  procedure which constituted a  relaxation of the 
protective clause,  import  licences were  issued to traders 1rhen 
they had first exported an equivalent quantity from  the Community. 
Under  this system,  export transactions were  carried out  without a. 
refund and  the  imports  gave  rise to the charging of a  reduced levy 
fixed by means  of a  tendering procedure. 
One  Member  State reported the submission to its customs authorities 
of a  false  licence which had  been entirely fabricated· using 
a·false form  authenticated with false  stamps,  and which re-. 
peated certain entries appearing on  a  genuine licence.  The  purpose 
of this scheme  was  to double the quantity that could be  imported 
under the  import licence· (60,000 kg live-weight .of c.attle instead· of_ 
30,000 kg). 
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This  irregularity ~zrui discovered thanks. io colla.boration betHeen. 
the"  custor~s  service~ of two. Member  States.  Sine-a  the  original 
licence had been  is~ed by l~einber State A9  Iiiember  Stato  B,  to 
which the false certificate had been submitted,  contacted tho 
issuing office in State  A.  which it had been able to identify 
· through certain entrioc which had not  been falsified on the faloe 
document •. 
2.  Falsification of Community transit documents 
The  inspection services of  several Member  Stater:;  have  discovered 
. that large quan·ti ties of beef and veal  coming from  non-member 
countries ·under· cover  of  a  .Community  Tl (l) transit  document  have 
been fraudulently put  on  the Community market,  s.llnetimea  infringing 
the protective· clause  and without  paying the nor.mnl  import  cha.rgeo. 
All  the  methods used are based on false  or falsified tra.ns:!.t  docu-
ments  as follows  : 
(i) The  goods coming from  a.  non-member  CO\mtry 1-Tore  placed  in a 
Member  State A under the regime  of external  Community  tra...nsi't • 
\ 
A document  was  properly issued,  giving a  deFtination in Member 
State  B.  The  operator or tra.nsi  t  agent  situated in }!ember  State  B 
stamped copy no.  3 of the  Tl ·document  wi-th  a.  custums  stamp uhich 
had been declared lost by  a  customs  office of that J'•!e.mber  State. 
The  copy falsely stamped vras  then returned by  a.  method  as yet un-
known to the central office of the country of issue  A.  which for-
l'ta.rded it to the office of exit. 
The  goo~s were  then either sent  straight to the consignee in 
Country B,  or,  after camouflage  of the cartor:n to hide  any 
trace of the true origin of the  goods,  forwarded ·to Mem·ber 
(2) 
State  C under cover of a  genuine T2  transit document  ·• 
I 
I 
! 
I  i . 
! 
.  " 
' 
. (1)  Document  used for circulation in the· Comnnlhi ty of  gooc1.~~  <o~-rtng from  rion--member: 
countries under the Community transit proced.ure  (exter·,al  Community  transit)~: 
j  (2)  Document  used for circulation in the  Comr.mnity  of gor  ~~,  jr..  ~':'·;,~o  circulation 
in an old l·lember  St:ttA under the Community transit  p :ocedu;ee  (internal 
Community transit).  .  · · 
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(b)  In other cases the goods,  coming from  a  third countrywEl"l:)  placed 
under the regime  of external Community  transit  (isoue of a  trancit 
document  Tl);  after a  transit through one  or more  J.1ember  States, 
the goods  were  presented at  the frontier of the last 14embcr  State 
under cover  .. of a  false  T2  document.  This T2  document  contained a 
false declaration as regards the nature and  immediate  origjn of 
the product.  To· avoid n:ttracting t}le  attention of the. customs· 
'authorities, particularly during .the period of application of the 
prot~ctive clause,  the beef and veal had been declared as an 
industrial product. 
The-product was  then put  on  the market  in the last Member  State, 
copy no:  3 of the Tl  document,  stamped  i~egnlarly by  a  customs 
stamp,  being returned by the operator himself to the issuing 
office.:·.·. 
Similar methods  have  been used in other sectors,  in  particular 
in order to import butter from-non-member  countries for consumption·  · 
in the Community. 
3.  Importa of pure-bred breeding animals 
Pure-bred breeding animals,  which do  not fall within the  scope  of 
the common  organization of the market  in beef-and veal,  cannot  be 
·subject to an  import levy nor do  they qualify for an exPort refund. 
Imported animals have  on  several.occaeions been declared at the 
frontier,  with the aid of false documents,  as animals for breeding 
.when  in fact  they were  intended for slaughter. 
The  procedure was  as follows  : 
(a)  On  the importation of a  few  animals genuinely intended for 
\  _.,  breeding the  importer obtained from  his supplier a  certificate 
to that effect  J  ·; , 
·.·  . 
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/  (b)  when  these  animals were  taken through the customs the  importer 
did not  make  usc of this certificate but paid the customs duties 
and  levies ·apptopriate to the import  of live cattleJ 
(c)  soma  days later, when  importing a· large number  of animals  intend.ed 
for slaughter,  the  importer made  use of the said  c~rtifica.to, 
after having falsified it, in order to obtain exemption from 
all customs  duties and  levies. 
The  irregularity Has  discovered after research carried out  by the 
inves.tigation .departments of the Member· State concerned in conjunction 
with their counterparts .in the non-member  countrie·s where  the  certi~ 
ficate had  boon· issued. 
B.  Exports 
t 
J 
I 
! 
I 
I 
I. 
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1.  False declarations relating to quantities 
An  exporter of liye ca·ttle  from  one  Member  State to non-member. 
countries declared a  l-Teight  of 335  kg per head for the  exported 
animals  in order to obtain a  refund which was  granted only for 
animals  of  330  kg  a.nd  more.  In fact most  of the animals  were  below 
this weight  limit and were  not entitled to the refund. 
This irregularity was  discovered at a  routine weight  check by  ,, 
·customs  at the time  of export  • 
2.  False declarations as to the quality of the  p~ducts eX£Orted 
(a)  The  fat  content  of meat 
Instances of false declarations as to the fat  content  of meat 
were  discovered at a  time when  fat content was  a  factor in the 
calculation of refUnds. 
At  the .  time. these. irregU.la.ri  ties were  oommi tted, certain frozen 
boned or boneless'pieces were  eligible for refund on  export·to 
non-member  oountries.only if.their visible internal andcxternul 
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fat· content  tzas  10 %  or leas by  weight.  Refunds  of the order 
of 40 u.a./100 kg were  obtained by certain traders in respect 
of meo.t  the fat content of which  was  as high as 15  %. 
The  inifial checks carried out  when  the goods  were  cleared through 
cu~toms'did not  rcv~al these irregularities.  They  were  discovered. 
only during the  subsequent  chocks qarried out at tho premises of 
the exporting firms  and  as  a  result of the discovery of trade 
documents· {invoices,  correspondence with the consignee,  etc.). 
This irregula.ri  ty is now  purely. of historical interest· since the 
criterion of fat content disappeared from  the regulations on 
' 1  July 1972. 
.But  initial. checks carried out  \-then  goo,ds  are cleared· through customs · 
continue  to meet  with similar difficulties when  tho meat  is  presented· 
in certain  wa~s  (frozen meat,  preserved meat.- see below). 
(b) The  meat  content of preserves 
The  rate of the refunds granted on  exports of preserved beef and  veal 
depends  on  the meat  content of these preserves.  The  rates are scalqd 
I· 
I. 
·I 
I 
• 
I 
l  r 
. ·i 
J 
according to whether the preserves contain more  than  2o%,  4~, 6~  or 80%  I 
;J  of meat,  excluding offal and  fat• 
w  !_ 
The  irregularities recorded  relate to exports to continental African ooun- f 
.! 
tries in 1973  and  1974.  The  goods  exported were  declared as preserves  'i 
containing 8~  or more  by weight  of meat,  which would  involve  the paymen·t 
of refunds at the highest rate.  In fact the real meat  content was  only 
40'%,  the remainder consisting ,of offal and  soya fli:r..u-.  . . 
These  irregular practices wcro  brought to the  kno~ledge of the customs 
au~~orities by.competitors of.the firms in question.  The  checks.ca.rried 
out 'at the time of the customs clearance forma.li ties ·- in the form  of 
·laboratory analyses - did not succeed  ~n reveaiing the presence of 
,Pr9teins of vegetabl~ origin in the  preserves~ 
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The  irregularities could only be  proved 'after investigations were 
/
ca.:r:ried  out  at the exporters'  pr-emises.  These  led to the  discovery 
of production slips 1-lhich  revealed the  exo.ct  composition of the 
'  preserves  • 
. (c) E!Port  of boned  meat 
Commtmi ty rules provide that j  n  the case of the export  of l)oncd 
meat  some  pieces cannot qualify for refund: .this applies to cheeks,· 
offal,  shin and flank which  must  be  packe~ separately to enable 
observance  of this provision to ·be  checked. 
The  irregularities recorded relate to boned forequo.rtors  exported. 
· r  tli  th the shin and  flank and for which refunds l'lere  applied for and 
paid for the total quantity exported.  I.egal  proceedings were  :i.nstitu·t...; 
ed a.cainst  several  firms  and  continued for  several months  for  F:uch 
frauds.  They  t-lere  discovered by means  of a  physical  check  carried 
out by the  customs authorities at the-time  of export. 
.... 
It should be  stressed that this type  of infringement can only be 
discovered by  opening the containers of frozen boned meat  and  making 
a  detailed inspection of the contents.  Further,  even after inspection 
at the  premises  of the supplier to the  operator  (boiling work:nooms) 
it was  impossible to estimate the losses incurred by EAGGF  in respect 
'O,f  previous exports. 
:•:. 
'  ·p(d)  !,Yre.:..bred ,breedin~ animals 
·- ·' 
· Refund·s  may  not  be  gran·teci  when  pure-bred breeding animals are exported, 
with the appropriate attestations,  to non-member  countries. 
It is 'however  possible in respect  of live animals exported f'or breeding 
purposes that export refunds may  be  granted because  the proof that  th13. 
animal is apure-bred breeding animal  is not  or cannot  be·aupplied. 
One  case  of false declaration - .animals  intended for bre'eding declared 
as  pr~ductive livestock ~ has been offl.cia.lly reported to the Commission 
by a  Member  State. 
:; 
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Although the  above report concerns only an isolated case,  the control 
depa.rtmen·ta  of other  .Member  States have poirtted out the diffi.culties 
encountered in classifying animals for tuiff purposes according to 
whether they are  intended for breeding,  or for slaughter or are 
productive livestock. 
SECTION  III  - Difficulties encountered. in carrying out  checks 
The  wa.y  in t-vhich  the irregularities described above  were  discovered tends to 
sho\-1  that  there  are  c.ertain difficulties in ma.ld.ng  the physical checks at the 
frontier on  beef and veal products. 
•. 
The  logical.  ooncl'~.u~ions of this was  drawn  when  the criterion of vis~ble fat 
. content  in meat. was  eliminated from  the··rules governing the granting of refunds. 
Other difficw:bies still remain. 
A.  Physical checks· :  difficulties owing to the way  in which goods  are . 
presented. 
·1.  l·fE~ats  in refrigerated containers 
"'·  It is not re-alistic to ask the control authbri  ties .  a.t  the frontier to 
carry out  systematic checks  on  frozen meats  since this entails opening 
the vehicles with the possible  ri~k of deterioration 9f the goods; 
selecting a  representative· sample  an~  .thawing it. 
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2.  Preserved moat 
;fhe problem raised in .the chapter•on the  intervention  oys~em with 
j regard to the  supervision of the manufacture· ·of pre  nerve~ from  inter-· 
vent  ion meat  arises again when. the preserved meat  is exported and re-
funds  are  granted on it. 
Export  refunds  are  grn.n·ted  only :(or preserved beef and veal  s 
other than preserves that are finely homogenized or which contain -
a  lc>l.,  quantity of visible meat  fragments; 
- that contain neither meat  nor offal from  pigs; 
- that ·contain at 'least  2o %  by  weight ·of  meat,  with the exception.·. 
of offal  and fat. 
.  " 
The  meat  content  of the preserves is assessed only by  a  roundabout 
method  which consists of determining the protein'content by analysis. 
This method  of  inspectio~ has  the following shortcomings  : 
-samples must  be  sent to' a  laboratory; 
. .....  ....  in. order to identify the nature  of the proteins  (~nimal or vegetable 
proteins.,  milk proteins) tho laboratory needs expensive .equipment; 
-'lastly,  onoe  the protein content has been determined it is still 
necessary·to calculate the meat  con.tent  by applying a  coefficient· 
t'o the first result.  However,  these coefficientG are not  identical 
in all ·the Member  States, which m83  lead to varying assessments as 
to whether.  or not certain preserves are eligible for refundS  •. · 
·.·.; 
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'l'his  explains why  irregu.lari  tien in this field are often detectable 
only by retrospective checks carried out  on  ~he manufacturing premises• 
D.  Supe~ision at tho point  of exit from  the  geographical territory of the 
£,ommttni t;y: 
~llicre  a  product leaves the geographical territory of the Community  after 
passing through one  or more  l·1ember  States under the Community. transit 
syatem,.refunds may  be  granted only when.the  customs  office a.t  the point 
of exit returns the control  copy  T5  a!'ter appropriate endorsement.  In a 
number  of cases this document  either does no·t  reach the  issuing office 
or arrivea only after' a  delay of even more  than one  yea:r  which  obliges 
the Commission to accept  tho production of *'equivalent" proof {transport 
· document  and  proof of importation or of URloading of the goods  in non-
member  countries) which  does not  alw~s provide the same  possibilit7 of 
identifying goods  as tho  T5  control  copy. 
c.  ,Supervision of the arrival of goods  at their destination in a  non-member 
countg 
Where  the rate of refund varies according to destination,  the refund on 
exports to non-member  countries is paid only on  condition that the product 
has :been  imported into the non-member·country in respect  of which there-
fUnd  is applied for  • 
In its report  on  milk products the Committee  considered that the provisions 
on  the product ion of proof of arrival at destination  w~.;t•e  not sufficiently 
binding.  Article 8 of R 1041/67  stipulated that the following documents  must 
be presented : 
\ 
.  .· 
one  copy  of the transport docUment, 
and either a  copy of the custOins.or port.dootunent,  or a  cert~ficate 
. issued b;r  the official services or· the f.feinbei'· 'states e.stablished iii 
that country,  or a  similar document. 
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The  ~ation~l authori  tics could also accept  other documents  as equivalent (l)  ~ · 
Tv1o  euccer;:aive  regulations, ·n  2110/74  and R 192/75,  made  the  follol'ring 
amendments  : 
(a) In addition to the copy of the transport  document  - which is still 
required - it ia the copy of the customs  docwnent  which is requested 
·in the. first  instance•  .· . 
.· · · (b)  Onl,y if that  docUment  cannot  be  supplied owing to circumstances beyond 
the control  of the  importerf  may  proof of unloading be regarded as 
sufficient. 
(c) It is the .Commission,  and no  longer the ltiember  States,  l'lhich may 
decide  whether or no·~  other documentary proofs will be  acceptable. 
Application of these hnroher provisions has caused difficulties for all  ·  ' 
the Hember  State.s9  which have  asked for the problem to be  reexamined~ 
. ·As  a  result the CommisEion has had to introduce certain changes under 
··  n.  2818/75· 
=J!'"'irst;  some  documents  have been added to the list of documents  acceptable 
as proof of ttnloading of the product  in the cottntry of destination : 
- a  bank document  isoued by authorized agents established in the Community 
certifying that the payment  in respect  of the export  in question has 
been credited to the account  of the exporter;  this however  only applies 
to non-member  countries that make  the financial  transfer conditional  on 
the importation of the product; 
a  receipt  is~:med by an official body in the non-member  country in the case 
of goods  purchased by that country or by an official body in that country 
or in the  case of a  fooda.id- transactionJ 
a  receipt  issued by an international organization in ·the  case  of"  a  foodaid 
transaction. 
i 
J 
(1)  R 1041/67 bar.;  moreover  given :rise to difficulticr; of inte:r·pretation  a~ iG  cho;-;n  r 
·  ··  by tho reference to "the  Court  of justice for  a  preliminn.~·'/ :r::1 i  ~ir,;  ::~:1·1"  ~-·.·  Pi ~:··n~~-1 
·  goricht Hamburg  (Case  1~5/75 ~· 0~ no.· C i 7 of 24  Januar:t·  1976  )~  •  ·  . \ 
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Secondly,  the threshold above  which the Member  States•  competent  authorities 
:may exempt  operators from  furnishing the proof usually required has boon 
.altered. 
Regulation no.  192/75  provided such an  exemption only in respect of trans-
actions which  had been the subject  of an export declaration giving entitle-
ment  to n  refund not  exceeding 300  u •. a.  a.nd.  which  offered adequate  aar:.-ur.ance 
that the products in question would  reach their destination. 
·Regulation no.  2818/75  laid down  higher  levels.  For products of the 
beef and ·veal  sector they are  1 
·. 
400 u.a.  if the.non-member countryof.d.estination is within Europe; 
29000  u.~. if the non-member  country of destination-is outside Europe. 
~ 
Regulation 2818/75 was  adopted  on  30  October 1975.•  The  Committee  does not 
yet have. any information enabling it to  judge the practical consequences 
of the entry into force  of this reform. 
D•  !louting of documents  giving entitlement to payments 
_More. often than not,  a  number  of departments are  involved in foreign 
.trade transactions,  in par:ticular the customs  administration anci  the 
intervention agency of the  same  l·1ember  State or different Member  States · 
or even the customs  administrations of different Member  Stateso 
Depending on  the case the supporting documents for transactions are either 
I. 
·transmitted-from one  authority to another through administrative channels  ; 
I·  ,. 
or are dirP.ctly transmitted to operators.  Two  examples  may  be  given relating  ' 
to refunds  and  import  licences respectively. 
.  ; 
(a)  P~ent of all refunds is ·conch tional in the firct place  on  the goods  J 
ha'l(ing left the geographical terri  tory -of  the Community.  There are 
several possibilities  :  if the goods  for which customs export formal-
.  . 
ities have  been completed in Member  State A cross the territory of 
other Member  States :t)efore .leaving the geographical territory of the 
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CommW11ty,  proof of such exit is furnished by  document  T5  which is 
· returned through administrative  channels by the  customs office of 
exit· to the custom::;  office of departure or to a  central body. 
Some  Jliernber  States·  hn.ve  made  this procedure compulsory  even in cases 
· whore  the  goodo  are  exported  to  a.  non-member  country wi  thou~ transit-
ing through the terri  tory of another J.iember  State. 
On  the other hand,  in the Jliember  States which do  not· in the  la;~ter 
type  of case  employ the  procedure  of returning the T5,  tho oxport 
declaration certifying that the goods  hlive  left the geographical 
territory of the ·community is returned to the operator who  himself  .·  . :  .  ·. 
presents it to the paying agency to obtain the refrind. 
(b)  JJikew.ise,  an imp-;,rt  licence valid throughout  tho  Community  may  be 
-obtainE',ld  in Member  State A  and presented to the customs .authoriti.es 
in Member  Sta·te  B.  It mu.st  therefore be returned to the operator. 
The  fact that  one case of falsification of such  a  docwnent  has :been 
exposed clearly demonstrates the risks inherent in such a  procedure. 
It is true that in cases of doubt  the intervention agency,  or customs 
_office,  or  other department  concerned maJ,  return the document to the 
issuing  autho~ity to verify-its authelltioityo 
.Such verification should be carried out  more  systematically. 
SECTION  IV  - Recommendations 
A.  Pbisical  checks  on goods_ 
\ 
1.  ~ortance·of routine,checks 
The.  Committe·e  notes that in certain cases .irregula.ritL:s have  been dis-
covered following what  might be  regarded as routine nhe ;ks  (check weighings). 
Tlicrcforo  the  Cc-::-::'li ttec  ;-:o,~:J  ..  ::1.  str~~::;  tho  import.:  nco  of  r~"'rryin~ out  riu:::h 
checks,  even  on  a  random baGis,  as  there is a real  d~1ger that such routine 
checks  are frequently neglected or even  abB.Zldoned,_ 
,:··  . 
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2.  Procedure for carryine out  certain physical  checks 
It has .been found.  that,  witli regard· t·o  the beef and veal trade,  special 
equipment  is needed for the checks as to quantity and quality to bo 
carried out  at the frontier. 
(a) \'lith regard to chilled or frozen meats,  faCilities must  be ava.iia.ble 
.for opening the vehicle inside refrigerated premiseo  in order to avoid 
. any deterioration of the  good,s  while tho  check is taking place.  As 
not all customs offices can be provided with such equipment  there .~e 
·  tl-10  option  a  : 
.,.  :to·  undertake tho check \ofhenever  possible not  at  ~he frontier but 
· · :.inid.t?-c  the ·sending or receiving country either in specially equipped . 
·  .(mstoms ·cefltres or at the premises of tl1e  consignor or the consignee 
.·,·.··if  the~:e· .are  la.r&e  firms.  This option Hould be  in keeping tri  th the 
..  :.~iqe1i~es advocated by the Administration of the  Customs Union, 
·.which has·  Det  itself the aim  of transferring customs  supervision to 
the place of destination,  in particular by setting up the  Co~mxnity 
transit procedure.  Moreover,  this approach has been followed by 
certain I-'Lember  States,  although certain obstacles to its implcmen~ 
tation have  arisen,  pa~ticularly in the case of breakdown of the 
load after crossing the frontier,  and in cases where  the different 
inspection sources  ~e far. ap.artJ 
failing·that,  to channel  tr~e in beef and veal through specially 
equipped customs  offices,  provided. this does not  con~titute a 
barrier to trade. 
(b)  The  methods  of analysing preserved meat;  as praot·.;.sed by the various 
Member  States _to  determine their protein content  nnd,  by deduction, 
their moat  content,  should be  harmonized. 
Nevor~heless the Committee has reached the conclusion that the cheoks 
to. piov~de a  real  safeguard against  it:regulari  ties· must  be carried out 
·directly at the premises of .the processing firms,.both in.the form of 
·contirn1ous production16ontrol  and  quantitative checking. of  stoq~m. 
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B.  Supervision of tracle  in pu,t"e-bred breeding animals between the 
Q£!n~-~d  non-member  countries 
1.  Definition of pure-bred breedil1g animols 
,·,. 
i-
In the absence  of guidance  in the regulations,  the control authorities 
sometimes  have  recourse to the criterion of the  animal'~ market  value. 
This criterion is not  infallible. since traders may  then systematically 
undcrest.imnte  that value  ~d  where  neceasary present false  invoiceso .· 
In 1973  and  1974  the Commission  presented to the Council  propooals 
for regulations that would.  : 
on  the  one  hand  include pure-bred breeding animals in the common 
organization of the  m~rket in beef and veal, 
and  <m  the other in particular define the notion of a  pure~bred. 
breeding animal. 
Work  on  the question ~as come  to nothing on  account  of the reservations 
of certain delegations  •. 
The  necessa_~ efforts in this field should be  pursued. 
2.  Statistical moni torinK..._of  imports  and  e?Sl?orts 
l ••••• 
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f.  ....  There  is a  risk of artificial trade circuits being organized baoed on 
the export  of breeding animals which are declared as bovine animals 
intended for slaughter and thus attract a  refund and  the  subsequent 
importation of the  same  animals under their proper description which · 
gives entitlement to exemption from  the levy. 
Therefore,  in addition to the  p~oposai under  1  concerning the distinction 
to be  established b~ way  of regulation between the different categories  :  ., 
of animal,  the Committee  proposes that· statistics on  movements  of breeding 
animo.ls  in trP..de  betl-tee!l  the  Cot~muni  ty a.nd  non-m•::;,:<,l·  :..:c:~.:r;  ~ :· •...  ·- ·:. ·:  :·  .. ·:  ;)_ 
be under continuous surveillance  B.ll-d  ana.iy-s:Ls,  a.nd  if possi  hle,.  improveu •. 
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l 
c  •. Application of ReQ.!lation !10·  192/75 concerning the grant  of refunds 
It is  i~T_~portant  tha.t"Member  States should with the utmost  strictness 
ensure  observ.?.nce  of the provisions of rtcgulation no.  192/758  amended  · 
by R.  2818/75,  particularly as regards presentation of  th~ various 
suppor~i~g. documents  and the arrival of goods at destination. 
1. Proof that the  goods have  left the geographical territory of the 
Community. 
Where  the Community  trn.n.nit  procedure  is used,  the original  of control. 
copy no.  5  muct  be  systematically scut back as  proof  th~t the goods  have 
left th~ geoeraph_ical terri  tory of the  Comnmni ty. 
~lhat.ever the circumstances;  the production of the original of thls 
d09ume.nt,  properly endorsed,  must  be required in the first instance 
before. any  r·efunds can be paid. 
llhere  tM,s  document  is not  sent back to the customs office of erl  t 
l-Tithin three months,  the 11.ember  States may  accept  other supporting 
documents  as equivalents.  The  Commission must,  hot.,ever,  be  notified 
when  this procedure is used. 
From  the first notificationsreceived by the Commission it is clear that 
in many  cases the  '1'5  docwnents  are not returned within the  specified 
time limits,  which results in ever more  frequent  recourse to the above-
mentioned derogations which should only be used in exceptional  cases. 
Iri view of the  size of the  amounts  in  que~tion Meml:,er  States•  attention 
should be  drawn to the primordiai  importance of  st~ict observance of the  . ' 
procedure  for the return of the T5  document. 
2.  Proof of the arrival  of the goods  at their destination 
It is also necessary to ensure that all Member  states are squally 
strict in assessing whether the.proof of arrival at the destination is 
cenuinc,  and that the raising of the levels at 'which supporting dc·cuments 
may  be  dispensed with 4oes. not  lead to _ti.buses.  . 
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I 
. D.  Verification of certain documents  which  do  not  par;s through  tho 
.normal  administrative channels 
..  , 
vlhera  a  document  issued by  one .administrative  auth~rity (e.c;.  customo) 
is submitted by the trader himself as  a  supporting document  in .order to. 
· obto.in p·ayment  by  another authority  (intervention agency),  the paying 
agency. should be  in a  position to  compa~e the data on that- document· 
easily and  rQ.pidly with the  information held by the administrative· ( 
authority \..rhich  iasued ·the  document • 
. The  need for  speed,  which  io essential here,  would.be  met  more  easily 
if a  dat~processing system were  used. 
. E.· Cooneri1.·lio~. ·botw<:2en  C:ll:Jtorns  v.drninistrntions  and  investieative bodies 
... iri' thc\1iri-ercnt. Member  States 
... 
·~·  . 
•;. 
The 'number  of irregularities in connection with imports of agricultural.· 
·•  productD .  from  non-member  countries which arise through the use of .fcll.se · 
customs  documents  has  r~ach~d  disturbing proportions. 
.This situation calls for the intensification of effective cooperation 
betl-reen the customs  administrations of the different Member  States  •. 
The  follm..ring measures  are proposed  : 
- intensification of direct and  informal  exchange  of information,  even 
by telephone between :frontier customs  posts; 
- making  available~n particular to the inspection departments of eaeh 
Member  State,  officials from  the other Member  States who  would be 
responsible for liaison with their own  authorities nt all levels.  A 
step· of this kind is envisaged in a  proposal for a.  Council  Directive 
concerning mutual  assistance by the competent authorities of the 
l·iember  States in the field of direct taxation  (l); ·  · 
- use of a  secret code  on Community transit documents •.rhit;h  would 'hi'!. 
changed periodically in order to make  1~ .more.  difficult to falsify 
documents; 
j ...  . .  ~  .  ,  .. 
. ;  ··.·: 
..  "  '  ..,  ~  ·~  ·. 
(1)  OJ  EC  C 94,  27.4.1976 
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the building up of a  record  of the official stampa used by the 
administrationo of the different Member  States;  intenoificntioh of 
. studies of  the· detecti<?n .of falsification; 
intensified collaboration between the  investigation departments of  the 
different Member  States. 
The  Special. Committee  has noted that the  Committee  on  Community  Transit,  a.war< 
of ·the aignf:ficant  increase in cases of falsification of documents,  has 
o.doptcd.ana.rrangement  whereby the  office of exit to which  copy 
no~-· 3 is· returned should regularly retransmit this document  to the  o'ffl.co 
;of destiination in order to verify the  authenticity of the customs·stampo 
·.  ·  ~·  thereon.  · 
·T~l(~  Comrrii ttee recommends  that efforts in this direction be  continued. 
i· 
.  F.  Information provided to the C.ommiasion  on  irreeular;i  ties  ~n the field 
.... 
.) 
of. own  resources  . 
The  Commi ttce noted that information available to the Commission on 
cases of irregl.lla.ri  ties where  levies and  customs duties were  not collect-
ed,  m~iri.ly through falsification of  transit documents,  wao  inadequate. 
Regulation no.  28 3/72 (l) instituted an  information system only for irregular- r 
ities and the recovery of sums  wrongly paid in connection with certain 
expenditure financed by ·the  EAGGF  Guarantee Section. 
Tho  Committee  recommends that  a  system similar to that laid down  in 
R 283/72 be  introduced in respect  of own  resources. 
G.  Improvement  in the  managoment·of the common  W-ioultural policy and  the 
detection· of  irregu.la1•i tics, Jn particular throut;h  ·&he  use  of data processin.tt. · 
(a)_ Improvement  in the  mana~ment 
':··~~:  -~-·~,  i.·:"  dr.:.~ :.'t  j:.<.·c..: :.  .  .:;  '0  rationalise administration of the common 
agricultural pol icy  i~ alreadY common  in Den:nark  and the Federal 
. (1)  Council  regulation concerni-ng  irrc<?,Ulariti es  and  the recovery of 
sums  wrongly paid in connection With the financing of the  Common 
Agricultural Policy and the  organisation of a.ri  information oystem 
· in this field  (OJ  L  36,  10.2.1972).  .  ·  _.·  ··  ·  ·.  . 
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. Republic  of Germany. 
.  . 
'Jlhc  Comrnissi.on  at the end of 1974  asked  a  private fi.rm  to  s·tuny 
· tho possibilities of applying data processing to tho management  .  . 
and surveillance of EEC  regulations on a.gricul  tural markoto.  The. · 
first study is complete and work is continui:r:tg in two areas  specified 
by tho Commission  •  .  . 
o·toraga  and the communication of agricultural rates, 
bUdget  and  accounting system. 
{b)  _§xs~ematic detection .of 'irregularities . 
The  Committee  l'earncd;.of  t1-1o  studies made  by the French customa 
1  authorities  ~ith a  viC\'1  to orienting customs  controlo to sectors 
that  are  most  likely to •give rise to irregularities in trade  •. 
The  first study was  based on  an  analysis of the  system  of trnde  in 
the beef  n.nd  veal  sector,and mainly·consisted of comparing import 
charges  o·r  expor·t  benefits on  vey;y  similar products,  taking account 
.of the  origin of the products  and of the  terms of the various  ~nree­
. menta, .botl,l bilateral and multilateral,  concluded by the. Community. 
,':: 
Tho  purpose  of'  this study was  to steer customs  checks towards 
products·in respect  of which the operators could obtain financial 
advantages ·by  making false declarations,  for example  in the designation 
of  imported or exported products  • 
The  second study entailed an analysis of trade flows  in order to 
discern any aberr;;Lnt  movements,  or trends which could represent 
speculative or irregular operations•  This  study covered an  industrial 
product  in the textile sector but the method used could be  transposed 
to the agricultural. sector. 
Similar research baa ·also been undert8ken iri the United Kingdom. ' 
~· j. 
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The  Committee  wishes to express its interests in such work 
and to s"!;ress  the nee.d  to organize .information exchanges 'between 
the different Member  States on  the ·results of any studies which 
might  be  undertaken by them  in the future. 
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. CHM"['T:l?  IV  .:...  COf:lPF.!'!SA'!'OPY  l\r.)OUNTS  ··  .. 
. ,  .  ' I 
.  ~·  .. 
Since the  nor.:rnon  ac:r.icnlture.l  policy wa.s  bo.cc.:l. on .the. fixi~l! of common .prices 
··_··and  th~' financing by the  Commw1ity  of the cost  of intervention,  a  common  denominator 
_· ..  for in.ll  F.uropcnn  currencies N~S choscn:1  in the  form  of the unit  of acco,_mb. 
·:·,:  J\r;ricnltural prices  nre  f:i.xecl  in units of account,  then converted  hrto 
..  the national currency of each !.fember  State on  the basis of the  rola~ionoh~p 
bt~+.H~cri thin  eu.rrenc;y. a:r.tl  the unit  of account. 
·~  ·.· .. 
If _this  rcl:::~.t"i.onship  cha.ngcs,  for  example  as  a  resutt  of the  moc1.ific;.>.tion  of 
the. exchm'lzo  ra.tc  of  ."l.ny  cu.rrcncy,  Ed; cps  must  l)o  tflJ:-.en. At  ·the  prer;cnt  time· 
.  .  . 
whEm  th~re_ ·are changes  in tho value of currencies  ~;i  thout  any al-
ter:i.tion' ·to_ .. the  o:rnc:l.aJ,  ra.tc~  the rcsultj.ng di:f'ficultiea  arc overcome by the  .  '  .  ·~ 
·mcch.,_~iiun:.<or  ~~:mctnr·:{ corr:penaatory  amounts • 
..  •  .•  '  .: :  •  • ~'  •  •,  ··~.  •  •  r  ,  •  . •  •  . 
... 
reo.ajtuTt  their internal prices  a.ccordinsJ.yo 
In theory ·every _f·!eml)er  State revaluing its currency had to rcd.uce  ito · 
prices  c:x:prcsscc!  :i.n  nat iona.l  currency a.nd  every State clevaluing had 
to  increase them. 
_ Hmvever,  it provccl  :i.nipossible to act  so  abruptly .without  running the 
· risk of disturbinc the  economy  of the  country c~ncerncd  •. For this . 
...  reason,  when tho  French  fr!;!.nC  lva.s  d.evalucd  on  8 Augu:st .1969,.  fix~d 
compensatory amounts  were  introduced which were  intended to disappear.· 
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.  b)  In  r.~;:l.y  1971,  ocvcral  r~crn'bcr  st.,.tcG  n.do:ptcrl' n  r.iyr.·tcm  of float inc cxel1nnr;c 
ratoB ·  l'lhich  on 12  r~.<y  1971  led -to  the  ·~.doption of R.cL,"ttlrvtion  lTo  97 !J/ll 
r;ettinc up  a  sys·tcm of variable monetary  co~p~n!Olo.tory cm.ounto. 
\ 
~)  Lc-rtcr  dcveloprncnk:  r.w.dc  it ncc.ecsD,ry  -to  d.:i.st:i.ngui~'h  l.)ctt-u~en. tho::;c  ~·~er!ll).cr 
S·l.r.tten  HhV;h  und<Jrtook to limit the  rna.ximurn  fhtc·turttion. betHeen the 
strongeot  and l'Iehl::.cd. currencie::; -to  2.25%  and those tii1fch  continued 
.to  nllot-1 their currency to float  freely. 
J.ionci;n.ry  cornponshtory  .:mount~ for  'th~  fqn~cr nrc  f:i.::-::cd  n.nt1  for the  ln:Ltcr 
remain va:riablc.  The  n~H syr-rtcm,  moro  stable for the  St~:tos of  tlH~ 
monetary block,  cmnc  into force  on  4  ,Tunc  1973  (Rccu~a.tion 1io  5CYJ/l'J) •. 
DtJ·t·n.HcJ.  r'll.lcs  for the  gpplicn.tion of rnoncta.ry  comp•.msatory  r~1lotmtr; 
Here  codifictl in Rctilllation  lio  1]00/75• 
2.,  Pri  ncJ.pJ.o 
l·!'he!'l  the  cx'c1vinee  rate of  :).  J.!em'hcr  State's currency  ·rises nbovo the fluc-
tuation lirni't authorized 'by  intcrn6:tiono.l rules the:t  co•  .. mtry levic6  COT:l-· 
· penoatory amounts  on  :lrnpor-ts  and cranto them. on expor-ts  iri trade· with· other 
J.!ember  Sta.tco  and  non-rncnber  cotmtries,  Conversely,  a.  J.~cmbcr State t.rhose 
currency has  fallen belo\<t  the limit of fluctuation levies  compensatory 
amour.ts  on  exports  and  gr~nto them  on  imports, 
.3.  !!£ihod ?f'  cnlcuJ.ett:i.on  ~-nc:l  b.cnm:;  of p·nntini. .and ley:yim 
In the beef and veal sector, the basic amoUhts  are for live animals :(ctilves 
'  ' 
and adUlt bovines);  and coefficients are  appl~ed to oalo·!Jlate the amounts. 
for the various types of meat  (see table of  coefficient~ in Annex  2).: 
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·Am  in thQ  ct:Hin  at  :roi'mtt~~~,  tn(lrib11ci.:t'~  rH,rnponr.~M;o:ry amourrlin  r.:I"C1.t'lto(l  on  o'ltporl 
itre  paid  on~.y upo~ pl"oduction of 'prOof .thi.li:  the product  has·lcft the  .· 
ceoer."l.phic:ll territory of the  N"'mber  S-t.-,.tc,  en~ monctnry  compenm:d;ory 
.  ~mount  8  grant  cd  011  import~ only on product ion of proof that  Cllrlt  OT:ll:l  j,mport 
.  . 
:i:nrrn~·-1 i. t :i.e:::  J; <tve  'been  cornpl<:~ted  • 
..  _  Pn.ymcnt  of 1'nonetm·y  cor:Jpcnso.tory  nmounts  :i.n  made  only ·on  receipt of n. 
.  ' 
·  ..  wri·ttcn npplicn.t ion,. which,. except  in cases of force  majeure,,  m'Ust. be_ 
. r.;ubmi tted by the percon concerned within the  six inonthri  folloliing the  dAy 
on \othich  custO;';JS  forma.li tioa wero  completed.  Payment  is mo.de  \-li  thi~  t~;o months 
from the  do.y  on  which all the req-uired supporting documents were· fm'bmi ttcd  •. ·  ,,.·. 
.  . 
. Gompenr.atory amount's  levied._ on exports are collected _when· the  e:t.:Port  customs 
· ·  formalities  o.re  complct~do 
. The  Bolco-l.u:x:crnbottrg  Economic  Union (BI.EU)  and the Netherlands,  which have 
decided to maintain the r:w.rgins- of fluctuation betw0en thc1.r  currenciet'l Hhich 
-;,  · obtained before the 9 Ma.y  1971,  do  not  apply monetary compensatory amounts 
:'·c-,< bctt-tccn · thcmr:olvcs  and  are reeardcd as  a' oinc;lc l·!ember  State for tho  puT-
.  ·  pose of r.,pplyinr;  th~ system of monetary .compensatory amounts  in trnde · 
lrith the: othel' .Member  Stn-ten a.nd  non-member  eountriec:o  Thcr.c  cr.~ounta  ar~ 
·.·fixed. 
The  Fcde;;r,n.l  Tiepublic of Germany_  continuen to ·a.!)ply  fixed  compcnsa.tory ainounts~ 
. Denrna.rk  ha.s  not  applied  compcnr:atory amounts_ since tho 3 ·Juno 1973i 
All  tho  othc1· !;!ember  States apply variable  compensatory amounts  in. the 
beef and veal sector. 
•- 1~ T!te  common  (t...zricultural policy has  applied i.n the three new .Mcoibcr  States . ·.  '· 
(Dcnr:wrk,  J.rcland,  United Kiriadom)  s~nce ·1  February 197 3o  Hov1ever,: in order 
.  .  . 
· to  ensure the progressi  vc  harmon.izat iori of price ·levels \-Jhich ·at  t11e  .. · 
boginninc; were  often widely divereent,  0.  trari~itiona,l period was  laid down 
i~ ·the Act  ~f AcccasionJ  it ends  oil  .3l._Dece~ber,l977o 
•  ,.1·:·!',!',. 
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In the lJccf  011~1.  vonl  sector,  the ina.:i.n  rr.canu.reo  adopted for the trnnoitlonl'l.l 
pcr:lod 
i 
I 
a)  G\d.uj pricr:r.;  for calvcn  an~  _:J.dult  bov:i.nco were fixc<l by the Council for 
crJt l·k:r.1J<;:t'  ~-tate ha.vin5 rccard to the position du.rine the period 
pr1.or to  Accccs:i.on •.  These. priecs applied ns  of 1  Fcbruo.cy 1973.  HoNcvcr, 
Denmark  a.pj'llied the  Comrnunity  cuidc price  a.~<l  the  Common  Customs Tariff 
on that date. 
b)  In rcspcc:\;  of  T.rel~.nd  ~.ml. the United Kingdom•  these prices l-J:i.ll  l:e aliened 
HHh the  common  price levels  :i.n  cix staeeo (oucccssivo reductions  in tho 
differences  of 1/6,  1/5,  1/4,  1/3 and  1/2).  The  first  stage began  on 
14  f4ai  197 3. 
c) In  orrl<:~r  to· compem:q.te  the difference::;  in guide price still cxistillC 
betl'lcon  Ireland nnd tho United Kingdom  .1.nd  the seven  o·~her !•:ember 
ccmpcr.sntory  arnountr;  Here  set up for trad.e bet1vecn  Ireland and· the 
United Kilicd.om  n.nd  ·the  seven other  J,fcmher  States (their level 
· fallinc; p;tri pasr.m  \·lith the  approximation of priccc); 
in trade bet\ofeen  Ircln.nd or the United. Kin.:;dom  and  non-:-r.cml-cr  cour.-
A 
tric:::  1  the levicc and rcfundo fixed by the Commiscion accordi:'e 
to. the  Gituo:tion of the Community market  Vi~-&-vis tho Horld price 
arc  increaacd or decrcnzcd by tho  compensatory amount  mcntione~ 
above. 
2.  Rul  c::;  for c::ra.nt :i.n;;  Ct!!rl  1 cv;rinp; 
· The  gcr.cro.l. rnlca  coverni~s n.cccssion  compcnnn.t.ory  arnonntG  in the bc'3f 
. nr.d  veal  a ector l-7Cre  fixed 'ty Council Rcgulat  :i.on  No  181/7  3. 
The  dctailecl rules for grantillb nnd levying .tho  accessi;Jil  compensatory 
o.mounttl  a.rc  ver-.r  close  -~o the system previously dencril)ed for the 
monetary compensation amounts.  They were. fixe~ by_ Comtdssion Regulatio11 
No  269/7 3 of J:mun.ry  31  1973o 
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. '.Pho· kno\·:n  :irr.cQ>laritl en  were  m0.inly discovered. in  intr..J:-Cornrr.unH;:r  tr::'.d(;  <:tnd 
, . rcl.:ii:c  ·to  both mondnry  COr:lpCt:Gatory  amounts  and  D.CCc<;siOU  c'ompcrion:tory. 
::;.mount::; •. 
..  . . The  irregularities consist of falr:c  dccln.r<,·tiono  :::t1pportcd 1  if ncccs::iary,  b;; 
raiGi fied ve-terinary or custornc  docun:cntoo · 
~ 
.  '.' 
I  .  . 
f~:.J~.::~- fi.G~t  i.nr.l  of  '\."·~t cri.n::ry  t:.r.:!rt·i.f~_r:;~,+,C!"J 
f·1onetary  and· accossion compensatory  amount  is not  granted where  products 
a.rc  not  of  nol:nrJ,  i'::ir  m1d  ma:r!(~t3.1)lc  qun.iity ;,.nd,- j.f they· nrc .h1tcnrlcd.-
for  hum.1.n  r.o~};,:u;:;pt.i.on,  t·rh.~ro  thd.r  ch::trac·t~-:-i::~tje;:; ·or  st.::~tc  :rcn'3€·l'  thN1 
lm::;uita1.:•lc  or lese  t.l1.:\n  f':tlito.bJ.o  :!:or  that  purpozco 
In order  t.o  cwi.de>  tl;i~ :rule nnd  obt~in pnyrnent  of unclu12  r:inountc,  r;cvor<'l.l 
opcrn.to:ru  h::tvc  r.ub:·Ji-t'tcrl  fnlcr.:  dcr:L:trdioZ'!n  rcsnrdin(; the quality of the 
pro~~~l~ rrcacntcJ. 
The  opcrat<.Jrn  us1~:'Jlly prc:::cnt.ccl  forged  v,e·tc:rinn.ry  ccr·ti.fic~~teR  in·. c:upport 
of thc:;;c 'DllGe  dr:.cJ.."lr<:~t ionc,  n:i.ncc  in int:ro.-Co.mmuni ty trncl.c  meat  intist .be 
nccomp:1n'i.cd  by veterinary cert ificate:3  in accordance  'Vtit.h  t.he  provinions. 
of Direct  :l.vc  ISti/  433. 
These  j!'rc.:;tllaritic~:  \·rcr.o  <1iscovercd  either t.h:rone;h  cnGtomn  chccko;  zorr:c-
.  . 
tin:.:1s  prompted by  S1.t::Jpicior.s  concerning ccrtaj.n  firr:1c,  or ac  a  result  of 
health  incpection  checkA • 
~  .·  .  .  '  . 
One  t;'/PC  of  j.rrcznl~.rity di.r:covc:r.cd  was  connected '1-tith  the  applic.:11;ion .of 
the  Community trenGit  syt:tcm ·l-li.thin .the Commtmity. 
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Goor:l::J.  Ol'~.c:inatinc  i~ t.hir.d  countr:i.cs  must  l1~  covc:r~d by a  Tl declnration. 
~ 
in order to be·  cnrr:ied under the proccdurr::_ .for.  external Com:-r.unity  trc.nsit; 
goodotfrcc  cil~r::ulnti()n  h1  an  olrl f·fombcr  State mud  be coverer! h,y  a. 
T2  do:c  .:..H.tm. in  or~cr to be· carried under. internal Corrununfty  trn.r1Bit; 
coods  .. ent' f~om a  nc-.~  Member  St::~.te  mmit  -be  covered by a. 'T3  dcci.'lrntion  in 
order· to be  co..:rrlcd  under  ~he procedla-e  fo~~ internal C(')mrnunity  transit. 
These T  dooumcnt:::;  nccompany the  goods  and  one· of th~  copier~,  co.J.J.cd  · 
"control  cop;:('  i.G  returned by the of'fice .·or  de~~  inat  ion to the off:i.ce 
of departure. for· ·the  purpose  of· checking· that the transit procedure l·ras 
carried out  properly. 
I-<1.stJ.y,  Nhcn  goods  are  ~cnt  from  n  new  l·!cmbcr  St."'.te to n  r.:embcr  State  in 
the  ·or~Ginal Corr.munity without  employing the Community. tra.nsi't  procedure, 
cloc~t.~J~n·t  'f3JJ  ccrt ifieo tl:n:t  the  coods  n.re  in free  circi.tln:t ion in the 
·  .community  .• 
·~~btlintioa  ~To  .. 542/69  on  Community tr".nzit  la;;o  dO\m  in Article 6  th:·.t 
''ncmbcr  St'at:~~  m8y~  undt:::r  the Community tra.nGit  procedure,  intro(luce 
s:i.mpH.ficd·. procedures  for  certain t;ypcs  o:f traffic by mc~mo of 
bilateral acrecment3.  Such  a&Tccmcnts  Ghnll be. communic~tcd.to the 
Corrurii~:Jion and to the other  J.!cmlJCl'  States." 
J2t:::cript :ion  of the ,irrc:fjulnr:t  t;z 
Thio  alle~ed irresul~u·i  ty concerned goo  do  sent  from  one J.tcmbor  State· (A) 
through another  (B)  for use  in a  third (c). 
It appcaru that on  cxpor·t. from  A the dcst inat  ion of the aood.t;  was  dcclnrcd· 
M  country c,  and thio \'laS  ~upportcd by  a  Cor.ll'I1Unity  transit  docurneht  {T3). 
On  importation into B the goods were  entered as originating in A btrt. for 
home  usc  in D;  appropriate  compensatory rirnounts  were  subsequently claimed 
,., ..  ·:.·.  ·.· . 
.  , .. 
'.-:· 
. ".:.·· .  l!f. 
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'b:;•  tho  tr..::•.clcr  i!l  B.  Th~ coods  ~-:ere  then c::.::pnrtcd. to C 1mt  dricl~.rd  ..  :1s 
h[l.Vill&  l)Cf:T  in trnno:tt  th~ouch n  ( mtppor'tc~ by the  or1.cin11l  T.J)'  :::o  th:it. 
comrcn:;;ato:ry· tu'1101111'ts  cbtc  on  oxport3  from n to C Here  not·:_chnrc;etl,  The 
procedure  t-~c.::i  repeated on  sr:vcro.l  occasions  •. 
A  rd.mplificd  (1):i.la.t.c:ral)  control  _l)roccdurc  tn1d.Cr  Reg.  542/(;9  Art.  6  'Ht'lS. 
nv.-d.lablo  for ·tr<-'clc  1'ctvwen countricn  .A  ·and .n.  In  thi~ case the  :::d~nplificd  · · 
proct?durc  Ha~;  UC8<l  :to  cover. the  importation into. n,  ~nd. tpe  cledm for 
.  I  . 
c~>mpr:!lwntor;,r  o:nontrb,  even  thouch the  GOOds  had left  an  a  ·~ramd.t  consie;riillcn1: 
tin1.ler the norm;::.l  C~mmm:it;y trr:m::;:i.t  p:roG~Jdnre•  The  mod:i.ficd  pr6ccclui'c · 
providctl  lee:::  protc•~tion for  C6mrnvnity  fundn ·than the  r..ormo.l  ·tr~n:)i·t  P:J:"O'"' 
. ccdu.Tc; .but  thi::;  ha.d  no-t  been  r.".ppreciat.ccl  ::tnd.  c.onneqncntly c.dditiont:\.1 
E>~.f(!{;.'t:1.-r.:~:>  Hct'c  no·t  :i.n+:r.oduce:d  unt :i.l  tho  irret,"'llririty ·crun¢J  to' lic;ht  ~  · · · 
In the lit;ht  of thin  c::•.r:e  new  proccdurco  ha\·o  been  introduced und(;)r ·:  · 
\·1hi~h  cror>D.  chc0>~n  :,•_r(::  cn.:r.rbd · otd;  -to  €'n~t1:ro  thi't.t  goodo  e:.i:por1;_cd  .'1o  t1·n~.:.. .. 
sit  comd.ollncnto  hnu  'been  imported on the. ne.mc  basis  • 
. C.  Fh.lGc  t:l.cr;l:0.rn.t ion<:._££ 'Y:> ic;ht 
,·: ..  ·· 
.  '  f 
·{ 
i. 
I 
; 
• i 
l 
. ' 
i' 
·:  l 
'./. 
,  . 
A number  of operators overatatca the t-:eights  of live cattle on  expor·t 
from  one !Tcmber  Stotc to ;:.mother,  A monetary compcnr::ator.y  n.mount  \-:<1.:1 
clw:rc;cabl.~ to the  c:;.;:portcr  n.nd  a  r;;ondnry  compen:::o.tory  a;;,ount- r.,t  a 
h:i.:;hor  r~tc W.lS  p:1.yable  to the  importer Hith the· rc3ult that,  taking the 
.  . ] . . 
tram:act ion as  a  \·:hole,  a.  net  gain \-1as  ar.h:l.cved lJy  ovc:rs·tnt. in3 the W;;!ieht s, 
· T~c irrce:;ular:i.ty HD.c  discovered by check \·1ci5hings·  cnrriE;d out  by .Customs 
Officers and,  nrisin0 Oilt  of consul  tat  ions  arHl  co-operation bchrccn  ~he 
Authorities  in the tHo  Member  States concerned,  a  more  effective system· 
.  ·.  - .··  .·  ... 
of control wns  devised \·1hich  appears to have  prevented. a. recurrence• . 
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f3ECTIOU  IJI - r.1:1'i'J,T--:'~'t'IOT'I0  OF'  'PR/11.J}~  t~rm SPrY.JT)T,ATJlTP.  'rRt..nE  FT,(I~·JS  COH1J'Tir.TF.n 
NJ'rH  ~TF!  SY!":>'T'F~-!  OF  COf.}'1':'!!SATO'RY  1~r::omn•:; 
Thc::;e  <'T.'C  not  irr~,sul8.rities 1mt  econornicn.J.ly 1Jnj\td,;_ricd. traclc  .flO\-rr:l  \1hir.h 
do  not  carve the  fund.amcn·bn:l  ol,jectives of the common  ngricu1turc-tl  policyo 
1 
Thcr;;c  operations :'l·rc  made  por~:oil,le  by  irop~:!rfcctions or eaps  in the  Cornmunity 
rules  which  need to be  r~nediedo 
• 
This  ncr:-cl  is, morc0vor,  alreadY provitlcd roz:  by Art iclc 7(  fl..)  of Rcfl1.tlntion 
F.F.C  No  283/72  wliich  r;tntca.:  "the lkmbcr States  sh~:~.ll  consult. each  otl1cr for the 
purpocc of closing nny  c;nps  •..thich  l'cMme  appn.rerit  iri the course of npplic::tt ion 
of :the  provinion~:.:  in force  and.  v1h:i.ch  prcjuuicc  Corr.munity  intcrento". 
In  1973 there NO.o  an  nlmr:>rril::ll traffic in beef and veal to tcke  advani:C~e-c of 
the monetary compensatory n.mounto  levied on  imports to,  nnd  er<:~.nted  on 
· c:x:portc  from· the 'Federal Republic of Gerrnaey. 
l'lhcn  ir.1portccl .i'trto  thi::;  J.kmber  State,  Hhich .had revalued its currency,  the 
good~>,  fo1•cqun.rtero  of beef,  l'Tere  subject to the payment  of a.  monetary 
· c.om~cnsatory amount  of 53,65  Jl,y  p"'r  lCO  ke-. 
Af·tcr  importation these forequarters were  separated at the shoulder Wlder 
·veterinary. supervision and  reexported to'France  as "cuts of beef,  fresh or· 
chilled,  unbonod",  thus qu.a.lifying tor a  monetary compensatory  amount  of 
..... 
121,.01  J»i  per 100 kg. 
..,'  ,. 
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'!n  ee!''tn.1.T!  f!l.'tocr~,  the truQ  n{t't;uro  M'  the  ~per-tttion  w~~  t'ti.f,'l(!.'\.\1,~oft  1ly  ~- f~lr:~o .. 
dccl<:~.rat:i.ori  o.f  Ol'i[~:1 n nnd,  in ordor to  ccrti:f~· tho:t  the  c;oodo  re-cxport.cd 
-to France-originated in the Federal Republic  of Germany,  false voterina.ry 
eta.mpa  werE':)  affixed. to the cuts. · · 
The  difference _botl'Jceu  the  J·!CA  levied nnd  the r.JCA  crnnted  \<tO.S  clea-rly 
cxceszive  Cl.ncl  rcnd.crcd. the .cuttinc;· operation,  lvhich is not  in fact  very 
expensive;  abnorMr.tlly  profitnblco  This  difference  rcsultcr~. fro!':l  the "'""-;)"  · 
.  . 
. in \·1hich  the compcnt;o.tory  ::tn1ount  H<:.s· ctdcuh.ted  •. The  Y·!CA  payn.1)lc  for  en.ch .··  .. 
type of mcnt,  e.  G•  Wi1J6ncd  cuts,  ir.:  obtained by .~.pplyine [).  cocffi.cicnt to 
the basic NCA  fixed  for live animals.  The  solution \·tan  thcr~forc to rcdticc 
· this ·coefficient,  Hhich  Hns -in fact  done by  Corr~ilinoion Rel;uiation  No 
2930/73  of ?.6  Octo'ber  1973  (nee  an~ex No  II )  {1)~ 
n  •. 'ncflcc-t ion of tro-.de  cormcC't.ed.  \d:th the  o.vGtcr.i  of AC!.-:; 
.1.  The  "Ece:t  Carrow:;el" 
a)  Dcs.cr5.P.tion  of the!  "or:-e:f  c<~.rro1.1r.:cl" 
Tltc  "beef carr6uccl"  i.n  the term used  for  a  dcflectSon of trade  uyr::te-
mat icD.lly orcnnizsct by ".;rad.crs  in the  con.-lj incntn.J.  ~~.-::rnbcr  Stn:tcs  Hho  foun1 
it n:ore  profitable to export  bC!Cf  and veal  through tho United Kingdom 
with the assistance  of British-traders rather. t_han  trade directly with.· 
each other  • 
Ao  the  goods  t'l"crc  cc:.rricd  from  0110  of the continental·  J.~cmbcr ·  ::>-tC".tec  to 
ihc United KineclOJ!!  th('n returned to one of the aforementioned sto.tcs, 
the  ncce::wion  compensa·~ory. amovnts  (ACAs) · uorc first  npplied as  a 
subs:i.c1y  then· as  n  charec. 
The  profit made  on this operation resulted from  the d.iscrcpa.ncy  bc'tt-H~Em 
the subsidy pai<l  on  exports  from the Continent to ·the United Kingdom  and 
{1)  Hhen  invc:::tign.ting the milk products sector, the  Committee  di::;covcrcd 
that  a.  simi.J.nr  didoi-'tion \vas  created by the method of  calcula~ine the 
cc-ript::::;.:~·~; ~~r./  ....  ,.:<~·  .. :~.-!  :·.:  ···.1:  .. r 1  ~ r::-'..~."~1 ')  to·  ~·  .::.:.t-·.f~t:.:~~  :.rot:)nr·+ n  :::.nd.  "~~~··.:;ct~~"'~ 
r.:ontn.inin.:;  fn.-1; ". 
'  ~. "  ...  .  ' .  ~  . ...  .  : 
,•' 
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the  c)w:.rcc  lcvic1 on rr::-cntry of the cooda to the Contin(•nt.  Thio 
cl.i rJCl'Ci,:-:.nc;:r  8.X·o:::c  from  o.  loophole  in the  Coinmunity rules. 
~~tic  cler~C'ri::rt.im1  0f t.h(.' ro1.rto:L':'.ken  [l.l'!cl  the  Ctl.ccc~r::t.v.c_o:-.-:.'1ti.nc  t:ml 
. J.cv;t:i.n;;  of 0.ccc!;:::d o~  cr)!HDI'):r;:~r::tor;r.  nmotmts  ( 1) 
UK 
'· 
?. 
CUFt.OlT!C 
lc•;icd 
reduced  ACA 
1 
t?RC 
ACA  -i: '!.ntod 
cus~oms duty levied ~------------------~ 
An  ncccor::ion  compew:;z:.tory  runount  (ACA)  is era.nted.,  corrected no  rcqui:rctJ. 
by tho  n.:nount. of tho  custon::::  cluty levied on  importr-J  into ·the  Uni.terl 
Kincdom. 
Du:t ios  on  imports  into the U:nited Kin(."l"lorn  are  t•spct;:ific",  calculated by 
i1cich"t  nnd  rcprcE~entine or.J.y  a  negligible  amount.  (In the case of boned 
meat,  ·hov~evcr,  .:-.n  ad  VJ.lorcm  d.uty is levied.) 
The  rD.tc  of the duty depends  on the presentation of the meat.  If the ditty 
io  less tha.n 1  u o  n.o/100 kg,  it is not  t~kcn into account.  and.  th()  \·thole 
or· the accession  c<::r:::pensa.tory  a:nount  is granted. 
-... ... 
(1) The  plan does  not  take into account  the  s;ystem ·of  MCAs,  as the operators' 
profit  :i.s  derived solely from the  r~.pplica.tion~ of the  s.ystem of. accession 
compensatory {\ffiounts.  · 
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· The  hwtor;:!3  cl1tty  ir.t  ldvicrl. 
I"~~  into Fronoo  (or to "-'V otlJcr llc"bcr state on  the Co11tincnt) 
-I 
An·  t~r..A,  ro<iucscl.  t.o  to.kc  accoun·b  of tho  custon;s  dnty is lev:i.0d  an  \·/ell  ,.;:.. 
('" ....... ·,· 
the  c·tistm;n~:  clnty itoc1.f  .. 
TJ1o  db-tod.ion  c~uJ.sin.:_:  unjustified  profi~s .for the  operators lies jn the 
diccrej):.trlf~Y lH)h:ccn  t'hc  method of ca.lcu.latinc; 'tho  ornount  of thr;  cur.tom~~ 
dutJ'. and  th~ du.·r.y  achmlly levied. 
The  c.uGt.omr3  rl.ut~,  actually levied.  io  n.n.  nd  valorem  cht~ty cnlcul<J.tcd  on  the 
h:.:.;:if;  of the  (trd;u.o:.l  price of tbc  ;;oo(1.i:1  t·:hHc  thr..l  thC'o:rcticnl  r-'•r::o1.mt  of 
the  cue-tome  duty l·Jh_ich  :is  r-:u1)tractcd  from  1;hc  accession· compcnr-:a·tory 
· amoll~t  ir>  calcnJ.;_J.tcd.  on the b<tsis  of the  &~J.itl.c  price in force  ).n  i:hc 
United Kint;d0m.  The  guir:to  pr:i.cc  :i.s  frequently higher,  however,  than the 
actual price  of  the  goods  • 
. ....  · b)  ...  _Ti'_,:,,  ....  _.·.·  .... r.l c  th  ·  ~  nt  ·  bJ  ,  · t  ·  ;:,_.,_  ·~·- of  .  e  p:rof:t•;  o,_  ,o.J.na  .. c  on  r.PtC .. 1  op~:rn  :to~ 
At  the med :i.ng  of  t.hr:~  f•hno£ct!lcnt  Commi ttec for  Tic of  <~nri  Vertl  on 
5  ScptcJnl::cr  197)  t11c  Unitccl Y.int;dom  D')lCf.::F1.tion  cave  a  npr;cific  cxnmpl~ 
· .of the profit  obtninnblo  on the beef carronsclo 
This  cxampic, .givc;-t bclovt,  assume~;;  thn:t  tho operation  :i.nvolvcm  unbor.cd 
cuts of frc(<::}\  or chilled  r.lC.crt  \·lith  ~.  selling pri.  CC  of 64,20 Uoao/100 k&  1}  ..  ·. 
( £  350/tor.).  The  fic,u:rcs  quoted 11pply  t() tho period follol·dng the 
alteration of the  coefficient used. to calculate the  AC4,  \'lhich  had 
....  already made  deflections of trade less profitablco 
,  r  • 
(l) at the prevailing reference of 1.86369  UC  =  ~· 
,./. '.  •. 
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1)  8t;.l1~d.d;r  tin  eX})ort s  fro;,  th()  .!i'-!:!clcrv.J.  TicpubJ. io of 
Gc:r.mnny to the United Kingdom 
n)  ACA  for unboncrl  outa of mcn.t 
(12.39  X  2o0)) 
h)  Plus  amoun·t  of cuotomo  cluty 
c)  ACA  subsicl.y  (~.· + b) 
d)  r.!J.nus  the 0m;toms  ciuty  acttv:tlly levied in "'.;he· 
Uni:ted.  Kin~dorn 
c)  llct  subnidy 
o.oo  (1) 
'-5. 40 .. 
· 2)  Th.\~Y lo\•icd  on  :i.mports  into  France  from the United Kingdom 
~:J..  "~s~\  ~ .. 
b}  ~~ior~-f  i~·c,ai .'.Fr~rtc.h  cut  07'1G  duty 
·  .. ·  ... ··( B~  ..  x· ·97·.'55 ·.Y.  .2. 0)) .  ·' 
'  .  .  '  . .  .  . ~  . 
.  . 
·=·  ..  0}  .AG.~--~dt~\lh.li;'/7  l.<n;ied  .( n··-))  . 
. '  ..... ;.  .  .· ....  _,  ·'.  ..·  ..  ' 
..  <t.)  'O~t~i-om.s· (lut~·  ~otually levied 
· . ( 6,f. 20 ·x  .8f) 
c) Totql.  ch::tre£:<~  actually lc•Jiccl  ( c  + d} 
3)  Diff(rcnce bctHecn the  subr::icl.y  on exports  from the 
Fcder::1.l  Republic of Germany a.n<l  charges  on  imports· 
into  France 
(1)  (e)  - (2)  (e) 
TG. or. 
...  · 
14o54 
:to. 38 
(t 56.59/ton) 
c) Reform  ndopteti 
Altern:U.on of the  b;::~ir;  for  c~.lm.tla,tin{; the ::tmou.nt  of cuctomc  dut:r to b<.:l 
sn1.ltrac:l:cd  frcm  tl1c  cor:1pcnr.:ator;r  amount 
Commh:sion Rcgul-n:tion  (EEC)  no.  2582/75 of 10 October  1975  fixcu the  sums 
to be  levied bs accession compensatory ·amounts  in order to prevent deflections 
(1)  rn·  ~-h<Zory 1  OeliB ,,.n.,,hno  kG";·  'h-trt.  it.  :i.s:nr;t  t~ken into  co~c:td.cr~tlon for the 
c.r-!r::ll;:rtin~l  (l_[  ."'\.CGc-;;.:;~5 r.J!l. ccmp~:l.o'"J~'i.tO:t~r  ;)..:):Jti.nt:?  1JCC~une  :i. L  ·:t~  ·lo::~;t;  ·t:hL·~n 
j_  ~'·'•/100 1~c  .. 
..  .  '  . 
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Thfn  re0-ulation  madcr  0.  c:Uotinction 'bct.ucen  proclu.c-tn  oric;in:1.ting ,fror:;  animal::; 
.  .  I  . •  .  .  . 
oln.ueht~~- c  .  in Ircln.ml' and the United 1Cin.:;r1;m  on  the one  h."tnd  m1d.' thoEle·· · 
from  mnn 'lH  r:il_ciu~ht0~·~J. ·in oth~r cou!'ltricc ·on the other.· 
.  .  .  .  . 
For pror.uctn  :i.n  the fird  cn:tcgor;;t tho old oyctcm uas  rn~.:i.ntc>,incd.  13ut  for. 
tho  occon~l ca.tctiory  nr:H  n.cocc~ion  compcn~i.'..tor;-;  :ll:lOt 1.nts  \'1Cre  fixed- Ut:li:r'!C  tho.  .  ...... :· 
•.· 
~-lc:i.;:;btctl  ::>.v~ric;o  of prices  re':\'='r.c1cd  in rsprcr::entntivc  rt:.r.:.rl:cto  "in Ir·eJ.o.nl'.t  . 
.  . 
anrl  t~1c  Unitci.l'K~.tl[;:lom  r.Ls.  tho- "h,ar~i~;  for  co.lcui:::.tintl,' tho  nmount  of  ec_;::;i;or:m 
dnty to be  GUl)tr~~ct.ctl  fro:n the  acccoG:i.on  colilpen::::n.tory  amounts • 
. ,_.  Tht::  extremely thcoreti0::tJ.  'l;!nch~  p:rovio.cd by t_hc  c;n.:i.cle  prico wac  thuo  rr.pl_aC()(f 
in the· forn  of the  ~:vcre-ec · mD-rket ·price. 
The  "coinmir-.t:~:i.on  h1'3._G  rccromt ly. decider\ that  a.s  a  ;result  of  a  rerluct ion  ili  "th~ 
._level  rJf.  ACA:~ there  :\.s  no  lont;ol~ a  rink of carrousel  tr(.l.(~int=o  Rcgult~.t  io1:1 
2582/75  ha:;  therefore beeri cancelled,  with  effect  from  15  ?-!arch ·1976, · · 
b  n  l  , ·  r.o~j~'  J  nC(;,"1l  '"'~1011  )-.;1  ttl• 
. '.-
.Th~.:  Comr{li ttce  l-1as· been  infori!lcd  of another method Hhich  mr:J.y  be used to exploit·· 
the  compcnr1a.tor:r ·r-t;nount  0:rstcm b;r  c.-:trrou8el  t:rad:i.11g  in other scctorn than 
1Jecf  ~nd. VC(I.l.  This  a.:d. ncs  Hhcn  thc:re  :i.s  to be  a  cha,nge  of rete of &CC('F.Hdon 
cc)r:~pcnaatol·Jr :vr.oun:t  (AGi'\)  ci·ther  n.j  a.  rcr;.:ul"t  ·of one  of" the  prcGcribc~.  · 
red.ollic  n.dju::rtmcn'ts,  o:l:'  to take accounts  of the  changes· of the amotmts  of 
the leviea which  hove  rcpercus:::d.om~  on  ACAs.  Such  changes  ar0 often predic-
tnble as to amount  und  operative  d<J:tc,  oo  th.i:t.t  eoods  could be  sEmt  from  one 
.member  strtte' to a.nother  immediat.ely before the da.te of change to qu::tlify for 
.  .....  ~.·.  . 
entitlcl'lc-nt  to 'ACA  ci.ml  returlled. to the  orit;in:J.l  cottntry  ~-fter the d:>.tfl  of 
chtl.nge  incurring a  liability to pay  ACA  but at the )lel'l  (lolver)  rate; .or, by 
the use of v.dvance  fiXing facilities,  goods  can be  exported when  the  ACA 
. refund  is hieh  and returned when  the levy  j_s  imv.  For  a  commodity which is 
J  •••.  •  ••• 
..  0  ·'  ..  ~.:...- •• 
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of ] 0l·i  'hulk  and.  hi.t;h  vn.lw:::  the  c;roc~ profit  rcr.ul  tin{!  f':r.om  thf!:  l'f"duction  1.n 
.fiCA  wa.y  1)C  C(lfficicnt .to p:rovfdc the t:rn.dcr \.zith a sul)r;rtc.n.tio.l  n.et  pi:'ofit 
o..f"lcr; mcc·tine tro.nc::portntion  and  other e;:pcnscn.  'tlhcrc there arc  ~orrc:::potlclin.: 
clHlngc3  in  r~ttcs of monetary  compcns~.tory amo1mt  (MCA)  t!.t  a'bont  the  ~arne 
time the profit·would be  incre~scd. 
Si~cc· the rink l.1ecr,~.mc  appare71-t  the  Commission and the Member  Stntcc hnvc 
· Col1f.lidered,  \·1honcver  there is to be  n.  change  in rates  nnct  commodity by 
·commodity,  '~hethe.:r there  \1::\3  n.  likelihood of exploitation of thie  k:i.nr~i  .•  If 
so,  a  provioo  ha::;  been  included  i"n  the amendinB R0.eulations to the effect· 
·thn:t  the previous rates of.  ACA  a.nd  MCA  continue to apply to tranoactions 
nfi;cr the d;.'l.te  of change Hhich are arevers.al of transactions before tha.t 
· d<J.tc •. "In  opHe  of thcae prccnutiona,  one  case has been iclentified in the ace: 
sect.or in ,.,rhich  a  very. ::~mall  loophole remained ,.,rhich  loJ"B.S  exploited by a  trndcr 
. with the  re~nJ:t  th.:J:t  tho  compenf:ia·tory  nmounto  he received exceeded.  those 
he  pa.i.d  "by~ome.28;000 u.a. 
;. 
lo  Vcr:i.fica.t5.on  of t1Jc  anthcntidt;y of· vctcrini?.ry  <:!.nd  cur::torr:s  doc1tmcnts 
·a)  Vctedna:ry  ccrtifjc~tcs 
· In i.;evcral  cases fal~;c C.cclarat ionn  as to the nature and quality of the  goodn 
presented were  supported by the submission of falsified veterinary 
certifica:tcso 
The falsification of these certificates was  not  discovered until the 
... veterinary and health  insp~ctions in the importing. countrye 
.. I 
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· ... - Hhere  [;tiods  hn.•.re  to.  unclc:rgo  cliffcrcnt  typcn ·of  inf:ll)ectionc he  for"  e:zpc'lrt., 
the var:i.ou::::  competent  bodies.  (custom~;,  veterin~"l"Y r-:crvicc)  should  rn.:lkc. 
e\·cry effort to carry out·  frcqur.::nt ·joint or  rd.multancoir~ controlr:.  ~:hi.ch 
overall checks  could  pro~c more  fruitful than n  a~ries of ·partial 
!f.', 
· ... \checks  c:t ·lont,~  intervn.lso · 
Irregula.ri  tics concerning the falsification of cust'oma  documents. (Community · 
transit documents)  become  increasingly frequent. 
I"ol'Gcd  U.ocwnento  have  l)<Jen  authenticated,  moreover,  with stolon customs . 
r;tampc, 
As  a  rcr.ult  all instruct  ionr;  concerning the sccurit;{ of offj cin.l. deinps . 
n1U!.:t  l'e  ct:r.ict ly a.ppl i C(l  and  r>.ny  tliert,  loss or dicn.ppeo.ra:'lcc  of a  utcmp  ··  .  .  '  . 
rnud  be  nutomo:ticr..ll~r no·tificd to the other· J.~cmber  Stater:~· c:i.nd  to the 
Corr.mi i:: ~.don, 
· The  Co;runi t·~ee ·aotos thnt  O.ired  CO!>Gnltn:tj.on  ~-nd  co-opc:r.s:ticn  O(;~t;·:ccn the 
author:i.ticu  in Gomc  Meral1cr  State3 has  led .to the  ro,pid  introduction of more 
'efft:c"tivc  control procecb;.rcs,  It uelcomcs  :;uch act.ion and \·d.:.::hc:s  to · 
emph::~.sisc its vfl.J.uc  in combatting irrccularitics, It conGiders that all 
·  ..  ·por;sibJ.c  stcpr.:  t!hot~lcl.  l:c  tr:ken to .encoura-ge the  dcvclopr.:cnt  of such 
· co-0pcrat  :i.ort. 
The  Corru:JitttJc  \·Jclcome  the  otcps taken to  improve  control procedures  in order 
-_to  prevent  a  rcpctitj_on of particula.r irregularities that have  come·to 
_·li;;l1to  They feel  hm·:cvcr that  in earl:i.cr  cn.ses  preventive action Hould :have 
: been taken if the  Community and na.tional authorities had  considered the 
por~oible finn.ncial  conocquor..ces  of certain  ~1ctions and deci.sions - CofJ• 
the use of bi~a.tcro.l control procedures  in .pnrn.llcl l-dth  normn.l  Community 
procedures,  nnd  changes  in th"3 ·reference rate of national .currcncic:':l,  ,'I'!1c:~· 
('• 
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careful  con~ddcr::J.t:i..on by off:i.cinls Hho  cnn rccoc;ni:::c  tvhcre ·a l1C.:tk'3ninp:  of 
control  or ·the  openin{(. of a  lC'cpholc migltt  1Jc  ~;,n  u.nintcndcJ.  conncq,ucnce 
of· •:m  other :'l.d :i.Olio 
a)  The  cx::tct  cod of thc- procc:;;Ging operation must  l?e  borne in inind  Hhcn 
r.;cled:i_nc tJ1c  cocffic.j  ~Cmts  used. to  c<.~.lcul:1tc  from  the  1m~ic cornpot::':<1.tor;y 
~monirt.  f:h~d. fo:r  live  ~:nimo.lo,  tho  o.mount  v.pplicablc to  proc~N·wc·l i':ll"o(1.ucta. 
The  Get!l'C  npplicc to the milk,. prorluct~ oec·tor  nnd tho cliffcrcncc bch;ccn · 
the  cot:11JcnG::l.:tory  a:.:ounts  applic::J.ole to fa.t-froe yoghourt  and ·to yochour·t 
cont r.:.ii1i.ng  f~.t. 
ThcGc  op-::ra·t :i.onr::,  ~-rhilc  not  irr·cgttl101:r.lt :i.es  in ,:the  lce~l :::cr.:::c,  ;;ere 
C ~;pJ  o·. J. t ..,.,. J.. or.-· o.ro  t 1• e  "_ ....... '"·"'  ..., ... ~  :'!  ......  ·  x"',-,_;~  ·,..._.  •.  ,•  ~-''' ..••  :t  J.  ... .i.- o..."'-.)"...,!J~IIi  ,._.,._  ..  _,  -· 
'  ... 
~~s.· th.c 
fl{d  .~ot,· ~l,':~hicv.e  nn;r  •;Go:r.o:d.C  pD~pO~~. 
It h;:;.rr  brJen  shown  that.  in the 'beef  n.nd  vca.J:  :::ector thEl  difference  in 
.. compcnon.tory  mnotm.tr:;  for  c:cportn  from  J.)d  importn to the Continent  ... 1as · 
cr:.ur:;ccl.  l1y  the usc of a  not  ioJ~<:-1  cler:H:m\  in tho  (~o.lci.tJJttion 'of one  of 
thoce  amou.nt:::: o 
In  pr:i.nc:l.p1o,  l·:hnrcvcr  import . jc  j_mmodiat ely follm·ICd by export  irJ 
intra-Coi.Jnu.nity trade,  uitllout  the goods  in qucct:i.on  enterin.:; tbe 
national  commercial  nehrork of the importinz country,  the  compensatory 
amou.nt  &Tantcd  and  th::1.t  levied during such a  tl..ro-fold  operation 
--should  al~;c.yo be the sa:r.e.  This  is more  lik~ly to be  achieved by the 
us·c  of actun.l  rr:.ther  tbo.n notional elements  :i.n  calculating cornpensator:,r 
amotints  o..nd  the  Cor::mittco  conside:n; that the uso  of notional  elements 
should therefore be  a'~ided. 
\ 
·(l) It is the guide  price which is used to calculate the amount  of customs  duty to 
be  deducted from the basic compensatory  ammin~•-
·  . .~. 
--·----·--::..---.·-··- __ .., __ 
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The  C:omrnitteQ  n()'~_ef.!tho:c  tho  caf~c,"Uil!'d.  moa~;mt•o luis  now  'bean  oanoolled and.  it 
trusto that the Community a.nd  national authorities wiil keep  a.  careful watch for 
any cha.nee .in price levels that  might  re-open tho  opportunity for  c:x.ploita:tion~ 
. c) Other  rH~flcctiom:; o~~  : 
The  Committee ·wnicomcs the action. taken by the  Commission  and  Member  States to 
.rcvim-1  the poGsibility of  ca.rom1el  trading end.,  where appropriate,  introduce 
safogua:rds  when  there are  changes  in the rates of compe1watory  amoun-b:;oThe;r note, 
h.Ot-Jever,  ihat  theGC  reviews  are an  addi  ti.onal  burden for the  offic5.::;.1s  Concerned, 
and  they involve  a.  judgment  as to the li.kelihood of exploi  ta.tion in each case and 
i.  .  the possibility that  Community  funds  will be lost becanne  ~- loophole  remaino. or 
'· .  . 
..... .  · 
.. is not  closed  complct~ly. 
·The  Committee  therefore  recommends that the  Commission  should  examine  the possi-
bility of  iritrod.ucing a.  general  (horizontal)  regulation  (perhaps  of a.  declaratory 
nature) to establioh the principle that  transa.c·tions which .consist  of ccnding 
'  goods  in circuits which  have  no  economic  justification but are  intond9d to bcnefi  t 
from  changes  in the rates  of compensatol'y amounts  are contrary to the  purposes  of 
the c.A.P. 
In ouch cases the rates  of  compensatory amount  applicable to the first transaction 
.. should.  also apply to all subsequent  movements  of the  same  goods  by the  same  or 
associated trade:-. 
Such. a  regulation would  demonstrate that transactions  of this nature are contrary 
to Community  law  rather than the exploitation of a  loophole  or weakness. 
Th.e  Committee  think3 that while  mari.y  traders inay  be prepared to seek  out  and 
exploit weaknesses  in· Community lal-t,  very few _woUld  resort to fraud  and to a  large 
extent therefore this particular problem would be-eliminated. 
\ 
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Ex:amination  of the  procedures  for  implemen·tint:: the system  of con1pensa.tory 
amount:;  has  shown  clearly that  operators have  made  full  use  of every loophole 
in the  Comnnmity  rules  in order to ob·tain undue advantages. 
In this oo1moction it should  be  remembered that the Council  Resolution of 
16  ·DccemlJer  1975  (l)  calls for tho  Community  institutions to 
t'•....  exol  ude  any possibility of financial  support being granted 
- for  sham  transactions,. 
- where  the uno  of'  the subnidized  products  is clearly contrary to the 
of the Commlinity 4cts, to the  extent that these aims  are specified 
aimc 
n  .  •••• • 
The  Special  Ce>mmittee  of Inquiry notes the \-tork  be81J.n  within the  Cornmh1sion 
dcpa.rtmcn.ts to ensure respect  for the principle of Community rules by applyinli 
the· theory of .i'thQ  misuse  of laM". 
It considers nevertheless that  in order to facilitate the work  of the control 
organisation,  and  to put the traders on their guar·d· againr:t  r;uch  pr~tice~, the 
· purpose  of the measures .taken in ·the. n\Magement ·of the  C.A.P.  Ahould be  mentioned 
in  each  item of Cormriuni ty Legislation passed in thiS  area. 
\ 
(1)  Resolution  on  stricter prevention of and ·proceedings against  irregularities 
in the financing of the common  agricultural policy (OJ·C 29Bof 20 December 
1975). 
,  ..  · 
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. SE.C'l'I ON  I 
CHAP'l'ER  V  - THE  FRF.MIUM  SYSTE!•!S 
-----------------------N--------
'rHE  RUlES 
Ravine based  the organisation of the  market  on the principle of price  c;upport 
the  Council  had  to  adop·~  a.  poli.cy of t;ra.ntlng premiums  to producers. in order, 
~~ th~~ne_~~~~~  ·!_~_::egul~!~ th~~~ke! and,  on the other,  to  supp!~~~12! 
farmers'  incomco. 
T~.;o  m~;~,jor  premium  systems;  partly fintmced  by  the Guarantee Section of the 
EAGGF,  were  Eet  up  : 
for, the 1974/7.5  marketing year premiums  were  granted for the orderly 
. rna.l'keting cattle for  slaughter, 
for the 1975/76  ~at'keting year premiums  were  paid to producers of bovine 
animals  (slaught~r premium;  premium  for retention of cattle; premium  for 
. the. birt.h of caives .)  • 
In both cases  t_hc  premium  systems  \o:ero  not  upplied uniformly,  derogations being 
granted to certai.n Member  States. 
After making substantial changes to the  system in force during the 1975/76  mar~ 
keting year,  the  Counqil  extended its validity to the 1976/77  marketing year,  j 
but  three Member  States only have decided to  operate it  • 
. A.  Prem:i.um  for the orderly: marketi.n·g of cattle for  sla~hter 
(Council Regulation  (EEC)  No.  1967/74 and  Coinmission Regulation  (EEC)  No.  2163/74; 
In order to encourage  the orderly marketing of bovine  animals  for  elauehter 
and  avoid.maosive  slaughtering in the  autumn,  Member  States were  authorized 
to grant  a  premium  from 1.8.;1974 to  28.2.1975,  up  to a maximum  unit  amount  that 
varied according to.  the month;  for the  slaughter of all adult  bo.vine  animals, 
excluding cows,  that  met  certain criteria as to weight  and.  conformation. ..... 
78  -
1 •.  ~·;~.~.!!..~~nt of the prcmiym and  nmount  borne b;r  the  EAG,C~ 
The1maxirnwn  a.mounts  applicable were  as  follows  :  August  20  u.B.. J 
3q/u.a.; October 42  u.a. J  November  4'2  u.a.  .. ;  December  52~  50  ~~a.  J 
I  .  .  . 
September 
January 
¥-J75  - 65 u.aq February 1975 - 73.50 u.a  .. 
The  measure  was  finally extended Wltil  30 April  1975  (March  ~ 80 u.a. J 
April  - 8o  u.a. ). 
·The Guarantee Section of the EAOGF  financed expenditure up to amounts that 
varied by month and by Member  State,  as  shown  in the table below. 
1  9  1  4  u.a./hesd  .. 
. 
Aug.  Sept  Oct  llov  ·Dec 
~ - -.  .. 
Ireland  10  15  21  21  26,25 
.  ' 
Germany  aild. 
Denmark  ·  0  0  0  28  33,25 
::~::~=~===:~-,·~~  -~-_L~=~:~~=~· 
1  9  7  5  . u.a./hcad 
Jan  Feb  March  April 
Germany  aJ1d 
Denmark  37,60 
~ 
37,65  30  30 
Other Member  States  37,80  . 51,45  30  30 
. 
I  . 
' 
r . 
i 
In practice Luxembourg is the only Member  State to have applied the ina:dmum  : 
'. 
authorized during the entire marketing year~  ·Germany and Denmark fixed the  : 
unit amomts at the .level borne by the EAGGF•  · The  United K1Dgdom~ Nether-
lando and Delgium granted the maxitllUiil  premi't~ authorized .until 28  Februa.t7'  . ·- .·  ·  ..  - " 
19"15·  Ireland. did likE:w.i.se  U.util  ~~  .Octob~r 1974. 
. I . 
;. 
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'  ' 
2~  ~!:PJl~Jield  of  P:P..P..l.icat.~?n  end der_oe;A.tiol!_s 
. 3. 
···.' 
Neitlter France nor ·Italy applied the  system described above. 
From  7 October 1974  Italy vTaa  authorized to apply,· inotead of the  above:..· 
mentioned premium,  a  premium  for the retention of bovine  animals which 
finally was  not  implemented. 
With respect to France  and  Italy account  l'tae  taken of. the arno1.mts ·that  ''~ere 
not disbursed for orderly marketing premiums  whon  fixing the_  ·.:u1i t  amount  of'· 
. the premium  for the  retent_ion of cows  and the birth of calves (see below) •. 
Laatly,  some  Member  States were  authorized to  grant  supplementary national 
aid· (in Ireland an interest rate subaidy on ·loans  adv£>.ncod  for  the retention 
of young cattle, -and in the United Kingdom  a  variable national  premium).· 
De:tniled rulea 
~~  ----
in ()rd~r  ·  ~o grant the premium,  Member  States ha.d  to institute various  con·~rolr. 
at· differ·~mt  ~tagea of the procedure.  In particular they had to ensure  that  : 
- .the animals presented met  certain criteria (eo g.  minimum  weight  :  330 kg) J 
the producer in fact received the premium; 
the  premium  was  granted .only to  e.nimals of Community origin or animals 
that·  lmd  been  fattened for at least thre_e  months· in the  Community; 
proof of.  slaughter was  duly provided (by return of the ·control  copy TS  or 
"  . 
by an attestation of slaughter) in cases where  eligible animals  were  ex-
ported from  one Member  State to another for slaughter; 
- in cases where  meat  :from  animals that. had received the· premium  was  bought 
. in by an intervention agency the premium  was  ref'undedo  Each Me~ber State 
could decide not to permit such .meat  to be bought  in by tho intervention 
·agency. 
\ 
. . ··  ,··.· 
;·  ~  '.  ;~  .  ·.  . . 
':" 
. :  .,· . 
. .  ,·  ·,' ' ~ .. 
. I . 
i  . 
: - eo 
It was  necessary to mark  the animals or the meat  to avoid a  double payment 
of premiums  for the  same  animal,  and. to ensure that,  when  buying :i.n,  the 
. in;6rvention agency waa  in f'ull knowiedge of the  facts  and asked the oeller 
td rei'und  the  premium  : 
/ 
- in the case of live·nnimo.ls,  where  the premium  wa.a. granted not at the 
time of slaugh-ter but when the animal  was  first o:ffered :for· sale. for 
slaughterJ 
in  the. case of meat  from  anj.mals that had been granted a  premhun.  lfucre 
no  system of marking such meat  was  applied,  proof that meat offered to 
an intervention agency did not derive  from  an a.n.imal  to which  a  premiwn . 
had been granted was  provided in the  form  o:f  a  certificate  accomp~ving 
the animal  throughout all transactions up to selling into intervention. 
In practice,  only the United Kin@om granted a  premium when  the  animals  l-rcre 
first .offered for sale for slaughter.  Furthermore,  in the United Kingdom  the 
'premium  was  automatically deducted at the time of bu,ying in. by 'the inter-
vention agency  (1). 
B.  Premiums  for the proclucers of bovine  a."limals. 
(Council Regulation  (EEC)  No.  464/75,  Commission Regulation (EEC)  No.  848/75) 
The  Council decided to set up a  new system of premiums  for producers of bovine 
animals for the 1975/76 marketing year. 
Jn this case the premium was  granted for the slaughter,  during the period from 
1  May  1975  to 29  February 1976,  of certain adult bovine  animals of Community 
origin other than cows. 
1.  Amount 
During this period the Guarantee. Section of the  EAGGF  paid a  premium of 
28 u.a. per head while the Member  States were authorized to grant  a  supple-
mentary national premhun of a  maXimum  of .52  u.  a •.  per head. 
. I  . 
(1) - The  Netherlands  and Denmark also adopted this system during the l975/76 · 
marketing year in respect  o~ the premlwn for the slaughter of adult cattle. 
'• 
! 
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The  nm:rlceting year· was  ex·tcnded until 14 March 1976 . (Commission  Regulation 
(ETW)  No.  457/76).  The  Community premium ·was  not paid dllring tho  pc~riod 
. 1 
1
L  l~ March  1976 but  t~e maximum  ~nount of.  the  supplementary m.&.tionnl  pre-
r,flium  was  raised to  77.06 u.e..  for that period. 
I 
I 
2.  Rules. for  ![!.antine;__t]~.r!.'£emiuin 
The rules for  l:,>Tn.rrting  this premium  were  very similar to those described 
above  in respect of the or_derly marketing prerni'UJTI. 
llol>rever,  ·a.n  importc.nt  relaxation of the controls applied shoulcl be pointed  ------·------------------------.  -
out.  It concerned  the procedure  whereby proof of slaughter had to  bi:?  pro-
,. 
vided in respect of animals  'Hhich were  the  subject of an application f'or  prc-
miumo  in Member  St~te A and which  were  sent to Member  State B  for slaughter. 
In  simi~a.r circumstances  the orderly marketing premium  had been granted onl:r 
on production of proof of £llaughter  (declaration of'  sla.ugh:ter provided.  for 
in Council  Regulation  No.  1967/74~  control  copy of the  Community transit 
docwnent  T5 or,  failing that,  attestation of slaughter provided for in 
Commission  implementing 'Regulation No.  2163/74). 
'fhe  same  provisions  (1) were  adopted in respect of·  the slauehter premium  and. 
Commission  implementing Rec,rulation. No.  848/75 still :Y:"equired  in the  first 
instance production of the  T5  control  copy or,  failine that,  of an  attesta-. 
tion of slauehter.  But this  la.Bt  regulation added that if the  proof of 
slaughter could not  be  provided in accordance with the  above rules within 
three months  of the  completion of customs  export  formalities,  the exporting 
Member  State could grant the premium against proof. that  such formalities 
had been completed. 
In these  circumstances there was  no  longer any incentive  for operators to 
verify that slaughter had  indeed  taken place in the  uountry or destination 
,  and the least demanding requirement  became  the normal  pre.ctice., 
. I  . 
1) - Council  Regulation  (EEC)  464/75 of 27 February 1975 provLdetJ for the pro-
duction of a  declaration of slaughter or other eqliivalent official declarationJ 
Commission  implementing Regulation No&  848175 adopted  C'!'l  J  April  1975 pro:--
v.irl•.::n  for  procluct:ion of LlH.;  '<;·c·.:·nh·ol  copy or,  faili··  .•  ,;th.;;.~r  of cwi  u..;v~t!:j·~.~.~l•." 
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3.  Geo.c;F_?Ehica:r field of  np;r.lica.t~_on  and  op_ecial  SJ-Stem 
The  system  der::cribed  above  was  not  applied in Italy and :f'rance. 
(a)  Frnnc0  H.;?.r:;  authorized to  (Q'O.nt  a  premium  for the retention of· 
~  1-1hic.h  .was  granted only up to  a  maxirnum  of 15  cows  per holding 
(5  cows  in the case of producers for tJhom  agriculture was  not the 
main  scmrce  of income)  and  on  ~ondition that  tho  recipj.ent retained 
on  his holding until 15  November  1975  at  lear1t  as mal\}'  cows  as uerc 
taken into consideration for granting the premium. 
The  unit  a.mount  charged to the  EAGGF  was  9.941  u.a..  per head and 
the supplementary national  premium  was  18.462 u.a.  per head  (tota). 
premium:  FF 160  per head). 
(b) Italy app] ied  a.  system  of calving premiums.  The  premium  was  gro.ntctl 
for all calves born during tho  1975/76  marketing year.  It amounted 
to 56  u.a.,  charged'to the Guarantee  Section of the  EAGGF.  It was  l 
~aid in hto equal  instalments,  one at birth and the other 12 months 
later if the calf was still alive. 
C.  System  applicable  duri_ng tho 1976/77  marketing year 
.... 
After mo.king  some  changes in .the rules for granting premiums  the Council 
extended the validity of two ·of the  premium  syatema  described above to 
'the 1976/77  marketing year. 
1.  Sl<.~.ue:hter  premi.u.m  (Council  Regulation  (EEC) ·No.  797/76  of 6  April  1976) 
Two  significant changes were  made  in the system previously applied: 
(a)  premiums  may  be  granted only in respect .of animals  born and 
raised in the Community  and  aiaughtered in the Member  State granting 
the  premium. 
By way  of derogation,  however,  the United Kingdom  may  grant  a 
,  ... 
'  ~ 
premium for  animals born and raised ·in that Member  S~Bte and slaughterei. 
in Irele.nd. on condition that  a  certificate is provided as  proof 
~~~.---- ..  ---·· ;  : 
I. 
' 
\ 
I 
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(b)  Beef from  the. ee:.tegOriea· of animal  elieible in the J.lemher  Sto.t.c 
I  granting the  premium  may  not  be  bought  in by the  intorvc::ntion  nwm-- ' 
2. 
cieo of other Member  States. 
Only in the Meml,nr  Sta.te  which gronts the prerniurr\  may  the inter-
vention agency buy in such meat,  on condition that the premium ie 
refunded. · 
The  m~N premi  urn,  for which  a·  maximum  amount  is fixf:d  ( 4  5 u. a.  per 
her~d) in  finance:d  from  national  funds  until 1  Septe;~!her 1976.  As  .. 
from  1  September 1976 the  EAGGlo,  will bear 25%  of the  expendi  t'1re. 
Premiu~2:J:11e birth of c:-UveR  (Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No.  620/76 
of 19  Narch  ~976 and  Commiosion  Regulation· (EEC)  No.  734/76 of 31  March 
1976) 
For a  further period of twelve  months  a  premium  is granted for any catf 
born in Italy on condition that the.calf is still alive six montho  lateJ 
3. 
The  unit a"'lount  of the premiu.n1  (28 \l.a.);  which is half uhat  i1;  waa 
the previous year,  is to be: borne entirely by the  EAGGF  Guarantee 
Section and  paid in one· insta1ment. 
' 
The  premium  r:1ystem  for the retention of cows  was  not extended. 
Only one  Member  State notified the  Commission of irregularities under  the 
r·. 
! 
'  procedure  for granting slaughter premiums during the 1975/76 marketing year: 
They all  concern  animals that were  slaughtered iv the Member  State that 
granted the premium. 
No  irregularities were reported in connection  wit~ animals which had been 
the  subject of intra-Community trade although the  .,..iak  of irregulari  tie  a 
and  the difficulty of exercising control were  even greater in thio case. 
1.  Fa~e....2.££1:-'12'ationl:!_ of wele.ht 
Member  States WCJ,'e· responsible for laying down  the  ca~i.::t;;.,  ...  i·.;.~ ,.  lJ.i:,•.\J.i--
tieo and  lower weight  limits of the animals entitled to premiums.  The  .  . 
rules· merely proVided that the minimum: weight  may  not  be lower  thitJl 
330 kg live  _weight~.  . .  , , .,  .  ·-~  _ ., . _
1 
• • / 
"';  ':'·' \ 
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In tho case  in point,  conditions as to weight that were  more  rigorous 
than the minimum  requirements laid down  by the Commission  and which 
vo.r.ied  according to the breed and  sex of the animals  had  not  been compl.ied 
with in  n~any instances. 
2~  False declarations of kind  :  cows  declP~ed as heifers 
The  slaughter premium  for 1975/76  bould be  granted only for adult 
bovine  animals for  slaugh~er of Community  origin other· than cows. 
Cows  were  d.eclared  as heifers in order to obtain  the ·premiwn. 
J.  Al?plicn:~  iono without  Mil  bnn:i.s 
In this ca.Se  :  ___________ .  .,... 
applications for premiums  wore  submitted for non-existent animaks, 
or 
s~veral applicationa for premiums  were  a:mbmitted  for  one  and  the 
same  animal.  Here,  aeveral  slaughter cards were  ma.dc  ou:t  for the 
same  animal;  on  these cards were  entered the numbers  of different 
ear tags which had been applied previously for  purpos~s other than 
the granting of premiums  (veterinary inspections,  for example). 
All the above  irregularities were  discovered during inspections 
carried out after the grant  of the premiums • 
·4  •  .!~larities connected with the system of granting premiuma  when  the 
animals were first  offered for sale 
ln one Member  State the relevant authorities suspected that fictitious 
sales were  registered to provide_ a  basis for claiining· premiums.  Cases 
where. irregularity was  suspected were  investi~ted and,where  appropriate, 
·  ..  -
payment  of the premium was  refused. 
.  . , 
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SECTION  III - DEI•'LECTIOlJS  OF  TRADJ:~ IN  A}fll.iAJ.S  ON  ACCOUNT  OF  DIF'J1,EREtWES  IN  '.rm;  APPLI- · 
CA'l'ION  OF  ~'HE  PRENHJ~~  SYSTU1S l.ff  liJ'E.'HBER  STATES 
.  . 
1.  Hi th respcc't  to. both the  orderly marketing premium  and the slaughter 
premium for adult  bovi'ne  v.nimuls  l-1cmber  Sta·i;es  ·c.;er-e  allowed  some  la-
titude as regards the  arnotmt  actually paid to producersp  in that 
Community  regulations  rncre1y  laid O.o\m  the rr.aximum  umount  of  the pre-
mium  on  the  cno  hand  and  the  maximum  amount  borne  by tho  EAGGF  on tho 
other.  'I'hus  tho. amount·  collected by the producer was  not  always the 
saine  i;hroughout  the Community. 
Furthermore,  the Un:i. ted KinGdom  obtained authorization  . :  grant  a 
. variable  premium . intended to mrtke  up the  difference  betvlecn  th(l 
average price rccoTded each Heek  on  the  internal  marke't  for certain 
. animnlo  and  a  target price. 
2.  ~:rregulari  ties wei·e susrSectod in cormedion lli th the application of the 
·last mentioned  apecie.l  s'ys-tem.  In July and August  1975  wh(m  the  slaughter 
.  '  '  .  . 
premium for  aduH  bovine  animuls  was  being applied; the variable  premium 
.  .  .  . 
in .Northern Ireland.became  so  attractive  (66.66 u.a.  and 60.70 u.a.  per 
head respectively)  tho.t  animals  were  exported from  Irela~d .to Northern 
Ireland in order to obtain the  Community  premium  and the variable  premium 
and it was  suspecte.d that they were  then fraudulently returned to the. 
Member State of origin. 
This practice calls for. the following comments  : 
(a)·it was  facilitated by the fact  that  in Northern Ireland entitlement 
to the  premium  was  acquired Hhen  the animal  was  first  offered for 
sale rather than at  the  time  of slaughter. 
(b)  The  result  of:smuggling these  animals back into Ireland .was  that 
there  was  no  guarantee  that  the animals  would be  slaughtered·within 
·the  statut~rjr 28. days following the date  when  they lltere  first 
offeredfor sale. 
.  ;·. 
'  '  .  I 
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3.  This irregularity was  broueh:t to an  end on 5
1 Au.e,1L'3i;  1975  by abolishinff the 
option.of' granting the premium  in northern Ireland when  the animals originating  " 
I  in Ireland wex·e  first offered for sale. 
~EOTIOU IV - DIFFICIJLTmS  FUCOU}T'I'EHED  Til  CARRYmG  OU'l'  ,cEHTAIN  PROCEDURES  AND  CON'l'ROLS 
1  .  .  ........ - - ---
The  application of the premium  system gave  rise to two  categories of problem in 
. intra-Community tra.de  :  the firot  concerned  the obtaining of proof of slaughter 
of eligible animals  exported to another Member  State for  slaughter,  and the  second 
tho  sale into intervention of animals or  ca.rcaaes on which premiums  had  been paid  •. 
f 
!· 
The  application of the. special  systems in France and Italy also  gave  rise to  control t  .. 
difficulties. 
1.  Proof of slaughter ,of animttls  exoorted to another Member  State 
(1) 
In the event. of the  export  of eligible animals to another Member  State,  it was 
•  I 
the exporting Member  State which  granted the premium  on presentation of proof 
that thg  animal  had been slaughtered in the  importing Member  State (1). 
Proof of sla\lghter conslsted either of the control document  '1'5  or of an 
•  I  . 
attestation of slaughter.  ·  ·  .  · 
This procedUl'<>  has not !f'unotioned properly in particular in trade with a 
certain Ioiember  State which is a.  major importer of 1i  vestook,  since the  appli-
cation of th~ system of orderly·marketing premiums~ 
. I  . 
The  clause under which two  Member  States may- agr~:e .that,  in trade 
betwe~n·them,  the premiums  are to  be paid by the Member  State in which 
the animal is slaughtered applied only to the premiUm  for the slaughter 
of adult bovine  animals  and was  used· only in trade between .IrelBnd and 
the United Kingdom. ... _  ·--
-~  .. _,  _______ h·  .. ~-- ..  ' 
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. . 
According to the_  Gxpla.no.hon  Given by 'tho  oompotont  '~u·thoritios,  tlHt 
malftrnctioniP.g of thic procedure  was  cam:ed maiuly by the  phyoical  im-
posnibili  ty of checking ·themr:elvos  the  dostinati onr:,  according to "the 
x-egU:lation,  of eligiblo. animals.  Acco:r·ding  to thos.e  service3,  there  \'!O.S 
o.  gap  in thn  rE::gulatl.on  dne  to the  abr~Hmce of  an.  obligation on the  p2:r"t 
of the purchaser to provide  proof  of destination. 
At  all events,  in order not  to  endanger the interests of pr(lduccrn  in 
the exporting Kcrnber  States,  the  regnlt>.tion introdu.cing :the  oy:-;tom  of 
slaughter premium~:~ for adult  bovine  animals  laid do\·m,. at firut  on  a 
provisional  and  exceptional basis  and_  then for tho  whole  markoting 
)rear,  that  the prcemium  could  be  granted upon  precent.ation of proof 
·bf  t)Je  completion  of customs  export  formalities  (see  Section I, D.2.). 
Consequently,  there  Has  no  further  13.kelihood of tho  normal  procedure 
being applied,  and  there  \'tas  no  longer even any point  in operators pro-
.senting a  T5  control  copy at  the frontier. 
2.  Vcrific::ttion that _!he  pre~~-~~!_  combined  with intervention 
buyiJ~ (see  Section I, A.).). 
This could be  more  ear-:ily verified in the case  of animals  t..rhich  }lad 
been  slaughtered  and .lvhich  \·tere  offered for intervention in the l·lembcr 
State  \-thich  granted the  premium.  In  several I-<iember  States,  the reim:buroe-
mcnt  of the  premium  was  automatically required l'lhen  o.ny  carcaso  from  an 
animal  eligible for  premium  was  offered for intervention. 
· However,  verification \vas  more  difficult in the case  of exports to 
another Member  State of carcases or of animals for slaughter.  It 
....  required  : 
effective  communication between the J•Iember  States of  information 
about  their respective  schemcsand procedures and in particular of 
specimens  of the statutory marks placed on the live animals  or  on 
the  meat.  'l'h:i. s  exchange  of information took place· wi th:i,.n  ·~he Manago-
mef\t  Committee  for Beef and Veal  but it does  not.seem to havere-
sulted in the communication of sufficient information to the officials 
responsible for  oheeking-euc~ marks;  · 
. I  . 
.  .-· ... 
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""  X'X'Qpnr  tt-Pf'~eo!n.tto:n of'  ·th\\1  dgn:I.Noe.rtoe ot iho  ma:-Jd.~c: usotl otl lle 
anj.mals  rmd  carcasea.  Member  Sta·f;es do not  ~nerally grant m:twh  re 
I 
cognition to the  system of marld.ng uoed  by their partners.  Some 
...  Membe~ StD.tes  even refused to' buy in any  meat,  including mc<l:t  t-ritho 
~y  vis:lb1e marks;  obtained frorn  rna.lc  animals  a.ud  ht<:_ifcrs  ori&ino.ti · 
·  in certain Member  States. 
'l'his rlsk of' the  combination of the  premium with intervention buying w 
all. the greater in that the largest volume of imports  was  effected  by 
MemlJOr  State whj ch did not  npply the  system of slaughter premiums  and 
which declared itself 'mable to tal:e ef:fective  measures to avoid 
d.uplioti.tion of aid  .• 
It han  been noted,  fUrthermore,  that the period of large-cco.le  :J.mport:; 
of live animals into that J.lcmber  State coincided with a.  considerable  i; 
crease in buying-in operations by the  intervention a.genc·y,  and that no 
request  was  made  for the reimbursement  of' premiums. 
This underlines once  more  the disadvantages of the failure to  &\Ve  pari. 
cular· rules uniform application throughout  the  Community. 
3.  Other control  p;.pble~ 
The  control  problems arising f'rom  the  application of the premium for th 
retention of col-rs  and  the  calving premium must  no·t  be underestimated. 
Since  these premiums  were  paid. in two  instalments  two  successive s"ets  o 
controls hnd to be  carried out thereby creating a  heavy burden for the 
Member  States concerned. 
The  Committee further noted that,  because of administrative delays,  th~ 
premium for the birth of' calves was  not paid until several months after 
the beginning of the 1975-76  marketing year.  Because  of' this delay, 
premiums  had to be back-dated. 
'l'he  Committee has  expressed a  certain sceptici'sm op the possibility of 
controlling backdated premiums ·and,  although no irregularity has been 
. I  . 
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noted.,  would  express its concern as to  the· poasibili  ty of ensurinc tha:t 
tl,lCSC  systems are  correc'Uy applied.: 
.  I 
.  I  . 
/r:t  drmm  the  Commissio'n' a  n:tten1;ibn to the deairc'hili  ty of en investica:tion 
./in depth of the  way in which these systema  :£'unction. 
ECTION  V - C01Wr.tJSIOl'JS  AND  RT•;co;.TIJIJi:J-lDATTOUS 
...;..;;.--.;..._~_  .. ___  ._  .. ____  ., .. ., 
., 
. . 
.. 
.. 
1.  The  ma:in  characteristic of the o.dminiatration o:r  the  pre:  ·,-"t.um  Bystem  ic that.: 
it covers  a.  large number of operationa.  The  follolling  f:~.gu.res,  for. illu-
strative purposes,  give  the number of animals  for  "~hich,  aco&rding to pro-· 
visional estimates,  a  prem:i.tun  was  granted in the various Meml;)cr  Statc.s 
during the  1975-1976 marketing year,·  from  May  1975  to February 1976• 
Premium for the slaughter of beef animals  •  . 
·.Germany  :  2.168.420  ... .. 
• 
Belgium  •  .683. 000  .. 
Denmark  s  467.547 
Ireland  .  595.308 .  .. 
1,·  . 
Luxcml1ourg  •  31.512  • 
Netherlands  •  273.892  • 
United Kingdom  •  2. 920.898  .. 
Premium for the retention of cows·  s 
-'·France  I  8  100 000 
Premium for the birth of calves  : 
Italy  I  2  500000 
2.  The  administration of the premium  systems  has  been a  major task for the 
authorities in the l4ember  States  •  . Problems  ha;;, e  been encountered and 
there have been weaknesses  in. the Sdministrativ:· and control procedures 
with .consequent  scope· for  irregularity~  Hovrever,  a  number of steps  h-3ve 
\'  .,·:· ..  .  :< .,  ..  I . 
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been taken to deal  l-ri th the wflaknesaea  that hn.ve  emerged,  both by modifi-
cations in the Regulations and improvements  in national procedures;  but 
no~· all the problems in.the  schemec.~or the 1974/75  and 1975/76  marketing .. 
~ars  ~rore resolved. 
The  lessono of' the past  have been taken  in-to  account  in dre.\ri.ng·up  the 
arran{;Cments  f'or 1976/77  which  appear to the  Committee  to  be  rmtch  more 
· :mth;fnctory from  the point of vicl"''  of control.  But the  sa.fegua.-rdB  uhich 
have been  incorpora.·~ed to prevent the f'ull  intervention price  from  being 
pa.id  for animals  on which premium has  been paid must  be strictly applied 
· in all the Member  States.  The  CoffiL"lli ttce understands that the  Com;:d.ssion 
Services are due  to cari·y out  a  comparative  study of' the premium  and  inter-
vention schemC)S  before the  end of the yearo  They welcome  ·this study tthich 
·they f'eel  could use:fully be  extended to embrace all aspects of the heef 
sector*  The  Committee  conoiders that the level of expenditure in this 
sector in. recent years more  than juatifieo a  :full appraisal of. the operc"ti.ion 
of all forma  of support  so that the effect:i.  veness can be .a.ssesaed  an!f  com-
pared,  together with the  costs;  the problems of' control,  and  the  ri~  of· 
irregularities. 
The  general lessons to be lea.l'llt  f'rom  the experience of thene  schemes  seem 
to the  Committee  to be :. 
a)  the legislative authority of the  Community  should ensure that before 
any new  schemes are introduced the national administrations have the 
capacity to  implement  them  and  to exercise effective control, 
b)  since problems are likely to be encountered in the adminiotration of 
new  schemes on the  scale of tbose discussed. in this Chapter,  it is 
essential that they should be closely monitore~ at both Community  and 
national levels so that weaknesses can be  quinkly identified and re-
medied; 
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o).  unles8 there are  compelling rcacone to the contrary there. r:;hould  be 
uniformity of  sch~mes and of their administration in all the Membei· 
Stat  eo, 
d)  ·full· co--opero.tion between. the l~cmber States is essential especially 
where  the  schemes  can  imrolve'·croso-frontier transactions  •. 
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CJJ~I\PT:E:l?  VI -· U!!:A::mirm  TO  PTIO!.~CTJ!! THF.. 
I 
C01!:1T.fl'.T.PTION  OF  BF.!iiT"  AUD  VT:',}\.IJ 
SF.C'J'JON  I 
::>lJrpJ.w:..c:;J;  ·the  Cour:.oil  tmd  tho 
Commis~-~  5.on  ~cl6pt  cd  ncvcrr1l  rn c;:;::::mres  in·~  cnd<?(l  to  i:•rrJmot e  conr.:umpt :i.on  of 
this rreGt  f:t'\1171  July 1974  omvnrds. 
r.on~~'~n;cr  (council  P.ecnif.l.tion (EP.n)  Uo  1856/74 1  Commiosion  Dc~ision 
lr  7., I.,.,..,  /..-n-·'1').  o  lJi  •J~-_.:;1 ;:,r  •• 
'  .  ~ 
~1C'rr,1)t::r  St  ~ten ,.;ere  :::l.u-t.hori zed to er::nrt  nn  o.id to consumers  in rcce ipt 
of aoc.in.l  bcnr:fit::; to  enu.blc  them to p'Jrch::u::c  frcr;b,  chilled or  frn•:121 
·beer nt  t·cdt:.ecd  pr:i.cas. 
ThiH  n\rthorhdtion ran from  21  Jt:.ly 1974 to 6  April  197). 
Aiel  l..rM  to be  g.t.•anted  :i.n  the form  of coupons  or equivalent  documcr.tn 
of ent it  lerr.ont  v;Hh  a.  ccr·tain fe.cc  va.ltte  cxprct~st>d in nat ionnl  currency, · 
to l>e  d:i.r.tributod.  free of charee to  consmncrG  for usc  in  pn.;;7r.en't  of an 
· amo,Jnt  not  e:tce'::dina 5c%  of the. pricrJ of the meat  purchased. 
Th0  mcximum  amount  of aid granted wo.G  not  to  e..;cceed  2  u.a  .•  per person 
per  mo~·rth. 
Member  States l-:cre  re~ponsi'Qle for making the necessary arranzcmcnts 
to  cnr::u't'e  :::atisfactory distribution of the coupons  and supervise their 
U.!JCo 
. .  . 
The  EAGGF  Guarantee  Fund  financed 50}&  of the expenditure  incurred. 
- ""':~·--·- .. ·~--:--.~-::!~-~~---...  :. . 
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k~·.r•Yr.•-1: j_i-d.Jv~ ·.:Jhrl  ~:1l:l:l.~:;.tv.  r.i.ltit1):1.~.~--n~: 
-----:--·-·----~;.  .  --~~~··"":--.... .  ; 
(r.~;nuidl  Rc[.11lt1.fjon  (I:i.iYJ)  No  1135'1/7~1} 
.,  ··.· 
.ncmhc:r  i.H rrt.ciJ  Hf:l'e  .~nthor:i.  7..ctl  to p'or:roto  t  for  1~  month:.~. fror.l  1.C .• rt:.i;y. 197 t,, . 
·~.d.VCl''l;h:ing  ::u:cl.  r,:ublir.Hy C;lrnpi;.igns  dc:.:;i[./lGd  to b:t>hig  -!;he.  C•)l:r.umer'r.;. choice 
·rno:rc  into  line- ~d:th the  surr.ly  r.tml  dmr.;J.ncl  ponition for beef and vc::tl 
.  ,· •t.  (1)  I  I,~("'  1":'  p:rC.( ..... • . '·'  .  ·  ...•  .. : 
..  ,· 
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T}l•::  7..-\C:GF  Gu:T~·.ntoc  Ji'und  .fin.Jnccrl  ~:o%,r::lll)j•3r:t  to  a.  ccilin,S·,of t'hc  c:cpchrlit.<trc  :.· 
:ir;ct~r:rcd ·ii1  c01mcct:i.on  H:i.th.thcsCm··~;Ol.:.::u:r-cs  •. 
~ ,  .. ,  ~- ·r,..~•,ir:-.n·t; ,,.,,  ,  ;.:_  ..  ..._(  ..... ;  ......  ~  (...·'~ 
....  .,J'  \;.,.""  "  ._.L  ...  ,..  ...  •  t,..  ;.::.,  ...  J ..  "  ·•  -·•·  f 
at  l·cdltce0  .. pric:cs .fixed.  :tn:  ady·~  .. ncc  or·~.  a.  fla:t-1··a.t c. basi?,  h:l.ndcrun.r~t  ~rG of  ··  · 
· o.cl.u.H  cati~lc,  bonN1  wco:t  or. beef  nnc1  veal  preserves· hcltl by  :i.nterven1;:i.on · 
. lis  l::i.th  r.:·'1J.ca  at  r6d11C~.!d prices to certain :catecories of  cm~GUr.Jcr  ,r.~cmbcr. 
St:t:tcr::  h."ld  to trke  ·~he  nt:ccT:s<1:ry: met•.:i:ures  1;q'  enou.re  th.?J.t  i;hc  pro(~uctn  fJolcl 
tinder this  hc-0.dil1£  rcr-,.chcd.  thc:i.r  proper·  clostin<'.t:i.on. ,Accord.ir.r,ly,  provid.on 
't-12.8  rnaclc  for  a~.minist:r.utj_ve control of the  moll:~  p1.lrchn.r::cd,  deposit  of 
O.  f.:('l'11.l.t'it;{11Y  purchascrG  and  prcpli.rcdion Of ·aCCOUnts  by bcneficin.ry  . 
:i.l1rd; :i:t t::t. ions. 
.•': 
.  :  .  .'  . 
A  ~::i.mHnr rezu.lation  ~·m.s  aclo.ptcd  in  ·tl~e  scctoriJ  of :Picmeat  e.hd  poultry_ 
( Cot1ncil  regnlat  ion  No  29  ~0/7  4  of  18  November  197 4 •...  · 
.·  .. 
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a)  The  ::\t1.le  0t ·rr::chwor.l  prices to  ~e:rte.:i.n  cntoeo:r.:i.cs  o:f  commmcr  t·ia:..~·  ."J.n 
5.m,ov8;1;ion  :l:n  ·t:hc  beEf  <.md  ·:rc,tl.l  n12ctor  in thr,t  ·th~ rrict" W().S  reduced 
to  :i.rlcntify the  pcr~on::; entitled,  nml  fol' the diotribution and  r,upc:r-
viuj on  of tho  twr_;  of t'hc  ~ouprmn. 
Th:i.o  RC'[.'ll,.<"~.tion  '.·;."J.r::  ~n fn.d  applied only in  Frt1.n~c:  nnd the United 
Kin{;ucm.  In· both  countriea the  opcrnt  iona ·t·Jcre  carr  led 01it  and  Otlper-
. v:i.scd l)y  one  or rnorc·nocUtl  rninistrie~~,  '1-Tho  alono  \-1erc  .:in  a  po::d.ti<>n 
to  i<lr:mtify  ·the  catocories entitled,  in· conjtlnc:tiori liith the intcr-
vent:i.on  n.gencie:::. 
The· chief co11trol  men.surcs  wero  as  follO\·lS: 
tbo r.listribut ion of coupons  l-T!:l.S  cntrur-.;ted to the  pf'.lnsion  funds  in 
France  and to thE:  3ocio.l  S~ct.rrity offices in the United ICillt;dorn; 
- untJ.~'c)d  coupons Here  c1eotroyed; 
:....  rc:i.mburocmcnt  ·centrco  1  n.ccounts  '1-Jt>rc  audited; 
- coupons  handed  in l)y. retail butchers were,  after checking,  subncquently 
den-tro;red  by the  authqriti~s concerned,' 
.... By  Commission  decir.1 on  No  75/28/CNE of'  19  December  197  4,  France  \'10.3 
authorized to  implement  that  scheme  iri the ovcrsen.n  departmen-ts l)y 
scllin& preserves held by the intervention aBcncy. 
b)  Jmplcmcntn:tion of tbc  inform0.tion campaicns  \-IO.S  left to  ~ember States  1 
cl iscret  ion. 
\ 
·' c)  Salec  nt  reduced. prices of. certain beef and veal  and preserves thereof 
held by intervention aeencies to ccrtain.institu·Hons and bod;es of a.. 
of Coi,:r:1isc:!.on  lkQ.tln.t ion  ( E:::c:).  lTo  21C/GJ  for  ·~b;:: _lh:-;por:,;n.J.  of  f1':J ;~c'n · 'tc·.::f 
;~nd vcn.l  bought  in by intcrycntiori n.ccncics.  The. greatest difficulty 
cnconnt.cred  w1.1:;. in makinG  ::-:pcci~l  nrranc;emcnto to control the dent  inn.-'~ ion 
of meat.  sold in this \·re.y, 
Tld.o  Rccv.lation  Hn;:  e.pplied· only in Ita.i:'!  and 13elgitun  • 
..  ·:  ..,.·-::·=-;~-~;~;"!'"";':...--~  ...... -.-:::: ,., ......  ·:::..::::-.~·.-·:-:._-.-=~··'".;:;:-··--· ~-· -::·-.  -- ..  ....,._... ..  ~'7·-.,...,.~ 
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. 'rL)  The  r>J~;·t;  ·to .EM'lCF  of  :::a.ler;  <:~t r~d.u.r.:ed.  ri:riccn  to  ccr--t~in ·  ~::·  .. tccoric::~ · o:f 
conr:mmcr  is ·or;timated  .rtt· j6 milli~n u.·n  • 
. .. ·· 
~) The  c-ont  ·to  E.!10Gfi'  of:  fim.nr-:i.nc ·)Oj, of  cxpcncliturc . :i.n  r::om1~0t  :i.on  \d:lh 
t)1C  iliforn0:tioi'l .  (~::unpo.ienn  p,rn,otmtccl  to  an  ndcU.:t ion<"!.).  2. 9 r:lill  :i.on  \to ao;  . 
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SjJ.c:.:  ::rt  . 
to  F.ACGJi'  of 1.,j million i.t.;:t •... 
C"n::::,i•nry·t :i.rJ11. 
~---__,1-i..-... -
cnt:ttlod  in ·the United. K:i.nr;dom  benefited  from the menoure.; 
.l  ••  ~ 
. In  F'r~rich 10 000 tc!'ls  of n;c,-,1;,  and  300 tonr;  of preserver:· in the  oversc::::.rr 
.  cl<:~p~.~-ttr.c.nts t  \\8TC  tl:i.~::poGc1  of'  in  thj.·~;  way •. 
Un:it~cl J(h)c,rJ.om  :~·1;'-'·'Ucr.;  s'hcM  1;h::d;  the .ccmt:wnption of' bec.f  n.i1tl  veal by·. 
e-ll  hon:;;sholc.1n  ir,cr~.!D.;~;cc.  uy 2G'5  in the first  q1Jn.rl.or  of 1975  :::;::~  C{;c\inst 
the  f:i.r~t  qun.rtcr in 1')7  ~,  >·<heres  the  correnpondinc fiL"l..tre  for pen-
..  sioner~;  rc~Civin;; ·the  fl..irl  vri::::  67<f,• 
b) It  i~ <lif.ficul  t  to  ju.dc;c  the cffcd of the  information  campa.iL'"JlS  on. 
:·the  consu!11ption  of beef  <mri  vco.l~ 
· ·c)  As  a  rermJ.t  of i;he  sal,.J:::  of.  i}lt  crvent ion beef and  ve.::~,l  and  prc:~crV€'S 
n:t  rccl.nccd  pri('.cs,  6  1100  toris  of meat  ·Here' disposed of in  lt~:iy o.i1d 
150 tolls of preserver:  in. Belgium;  this does 'not  neoe::marHy .indicate. 
o.  ri~l"l  in commm.ption. 
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s;;r:·riOH  :UT  -·  r.;JT;8T TT:l  :rON~~  ! iTT'!  HT':n.0.!'fl'fli~~~1Jt't'TGr·~ 
...._~---...-....  -~._....,.......,..__,._~  _  _.... 
/\1 i;}wu::;h ·no  r;<J.~.lr.:·:::  of irrcQJlari"ty J1.:wc  l1ccn  rcpor·~cu, ·there  ::trC'  clr:::!.rl;j' 
:1 nhcrc·ni.:  dr·.nc•::1:::·o  in "1;y :::ys·h:m  1::hich  op•::rn.tcr:~  on the brts:i.::>  of prcfcr·ont  :i.fl.l  · 
rni.:or;  for ccr·tr:dn  cntcco-r:i.r:!s  of c911tminor  (individual or erour} and/or the· . 
nco  of  conpo;1.;::  1tn.vi.n.;·  <.l.  nonctnry  v~~.luc. 
The  CommittcfJ.  rococni~:c:::,  -thnt  such  me.:t::mr£>::::  mny  have  a  p<'..rt  to pJ.ny  in 
1.1:r:omol; inc r.0w::tmp·!; il':m.  TJut  110  f:i.:hn  C\riclc~ncc  ha~ 1)oen  providccl  of the 
cffcr::tivNw:.:~n of past  J~~<H.;urct~  in relation to  oo!Od;.  ·The· Corr.mHtec  think::; 
it dcsirnblc,  ·therefore thn:t  coat/bcncfH;  ::;-tudiec  sh01,tld be carried. out 
in order th:-tt  the  p:roblcrnr.  of control and the ri:::k of loGo  can 1)c  put  :i.i1to 
pc~.'!Jpe.ct i ve, 
If,  <.tf·l;.er  d1l.~  con~·d.dcrn:tion 1  nrr.:m~c;·ientr.;  of  thir~ nature· are to be  intx-o-
duccd  in futur•::!  the  Committee  suggc2ts ·that l-
1)  r;uoh  schew.es  should n"rmally be  of:  limHcd d.urat:i.on,  for that  cousiclernbly 
minimises the rish:: of  irrecnlarit~,, 
:?)  r::pccin.l  r.:l.:r-0  mmr!.;  be  i;,.J,.en  in ncv:i.s:i.ng  admini~trativt-: and  qontrol  procerlure:.:: 
(c.~. by limiting ·khe  nu1:1bi-~r  of coupons  ir;su.ed.  nt  n.  tirnc  t>.r..d  their pc:d.or:t 
of valinH:,·,  n.nd  c.he.n.:;ing  the  colou.t'  periodically), 
J)  arran&cmcnts  r;hould be  m,<tdc  for broad a.ppraian:is at  rcg:ionA.l  o,nd nationnl 
levels of the cffcctivcneas of the  co:ritroi procedurcso 
c:  ·-· 
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FINAL  CONGUJSIONS  AND  Rl~OM11F.NDATIONS  ·------ ---~..;;,;,;...~;,;..;.. 
In the preceding chapters tho Committee  has  outlined,  case by case  and together 
~tith the nn<tlyses  made  of the various problems,  the  r~commendations which it 
io  Rttbrnitthig t.o  the  Corl'l.:n:i.saion. 
In the  introduc-tion to  th;i.s  r·eport,  the  Cornmi ttee also made  mention of the 
genera.l  cor~clur~iona  and  recommendations  contained in its earlier reports on 
milk products,  on the one  lw.nd,  and  on olive oil v.nd  oilseed~, on the other·: 
improvement  of the rules,  improved  cooperation and  exchange of information  . 
between  Neml)er  Stnt-:!tl  <tnd ·\orith ·the  Gomm:insion,  reinforcement  and ha.rmonizat ion 
of penal  t :i.es,  adopt ion of a  syat  em  for the recovery of sums  wrongly pairl  and 
better training for  inspectors. 
The  Committee 1 G  investigations  confirm that tb.esegencral recommendations  hold 
good  for the bce:f and  veal  s~ctor and deserve to be stressed anew. 
The most  :important  genera.J.  conclu!'jions  reached by the  Committe~ following ito 
·, 
investigat_i.pns  in the beef n.nd.veal sector fall under two  broad beadings& 
.:::-:.  - ..  .  .·  ...... 
}>.~· ~-.2(~·--.  ~..  . ·  ..  :;t";;'"/'"'?~;..:J 
.~~:~~1";;;~~--s;i~;:~:;~~:.?;:i:i:::=-:~~::~:~~:t;~:c~?'.:::~:>'·;·c:;$P;:- ·  .. 
- improvement  in the procedures .for the  implementation of the rulco. 
The  rulea  should be  simplified l'rhcrever· possible,  standardized in certain 
respects and  so  formulated that their application does  not  leadto economically 
unjustified results. 
. ,· 
.! 
..  · > 
~~ 
Ao  SimnliftC(:!.t:l.on  or the  l'UlP.a  --·--·-·-,.  ~·---·--
1. Con~_2;L:i.CJ::1t~f_  ... :llie  ruJ..en  in t~icul  t~:~12.al  1::<~~1.! 
Given the  number  and  compl~:x:ity of the regu.latiom:  applying to agri-
culture  j.n general  and the beef nnd veal r.ector in particular,  t.he 
conooli.dation of such legislation should be  a  priority objec·tive. 
'l'he ·Committee  note;:;  that  a  considerable effort has. already been made 
tovTards  this end,  pa.:r-ticularly in the cereal  a,  egg, poul  try-z'leat, pit,---mt:a·(;, 
a.nd  fish sectors,  and takes the view that similar work  should be pur-
aued or initiated in the other sect·ors. 
2.  hdap"t.8~~-t.£!l_of  th~ rulec to take .;~~nt of the  prn.cti_g_0.J:  .  .J?ossibi1 itj:es 
£~!!E:l.~;.J2i  c::t r::l.t im]__·~~J:!!E.l?_ect ioll 
The Commi t·tec does  not  propor.e to express  any opinion on the economic 
advisability of the  various  support  measurer.:  because it concentrated 
on  examining the  problel.JlR  :from  tho.point of view of' administration 
and  inspection only.  The  Committee. recommends  that as far as  por:;siblc 
no  rcgula.tions  should be  adopted which  make :for  excessive administrative 
work or complicated inspection procedures 9  taking account  of the capa-
city of eKioting oervicns. 
This  recommendation effectively applies to all forrno  of  support  in tho  nector 
·of beef  and veal. 
2.1.  Public  intcrvcnti~n nndJ2rivate storage a:i.d 
Both  forms  of  interv~ntic.l'\ - buying-in by the public  intervention 
agencies  and private  storag~ aid - should,  as  a  gen~ral rule, bo  lHJed 
for products which,  by virtue of their presentation,  len~ themselves 
to relatively simple  control  procedu.:-~-.,s.  The  storage of boned  and. 
preserved meat  presents such inspection . ~tl. _ad.miniatrative  problems 
that  it  should only be  envisaged when  esaei.-:..  .o~ al for  economic 
purposes. 
~· 
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The  Cornrui ttcc  ha~ noted ·that  ·tJw  ·r;rtor.::1gc  by  a  Mc~r.bcr State of intcr-
v~mtion rneo.:t  'outside its own  te'rritory io not  specifically provided 
for  j,n th!l  Goro;nun:lty  regulations.  The  relevant  regulation should .be 
amended to d.eal  with this pointo 
Tho  ru.leH  r.hould  not  provide for different rates of rofund,  depending· 
on the  chr.•.racteriatlcs  or  prenent.:r~i~n of producto,  Hhen  the phynical· 
.verification of the  elements  on  .. which  sv.ch  differentiation is ba:::;erl 
is l'rcll  n:l.gh  impossible in practice or whore the rules do  w:>t  specify 
the cr:i.teria for distinguishing bett·icen  the various  forms  or  pres~n­
tations of the products. 
This  recomm~udation particularly applies to the following cases: 
diatinct.ion  betwe~n pure-bred breeding animals  and others  (inadequate 
. dcfiniti~n)f 
percentage of visible fat,  intornal and  external.  (This criterion 
no  longer·fjgures in the rule11;  but  before the  change  checks were 
practically impossible); 
boned cuts  j.n  respect  of  whi<.~h the rate of refund inay  vary according 
to  whe·ther they are presented with or without  the thin flank and 
the  chin  which  mm:;-t  be  packed separately  (check virtually impossible 
·in acceptable  economic  conditiohs). 
Both premiums  and social \'tel fare measures  involve  a  very great number 
of operations,  result in a  very heavy administrative task and are 
difficult and  expensive to monitor. 
In some  cases there has been a  veritable "explosiontt in the nu..inber  of 
operations to be administered and monitored,  so  th;;~.t  corta1.n  Member 
States have  had to make  wide use of .ttrttrained auxi:.iary staff to carry 
. ·out  inspection work. - 100 --
Having roe,a.rci  to  th<J~c di:Cfi.cul'tioa,  the Committee  com:iderl'l  tha.t 
there  shou.ld ·oe  cost benefit  s·tudics so that  due  weight  can be  given 
to all relevant  factoro - nnrocly  economic aspecto  1  problemEI  of control; 
·and risks of irregularities - before the introduction. or continuation.: 
·oi'  ::mch  schcuu.:s  is decided upon. 
·The  Community  au.thor:S:t:iea  should also ensure that  especially in·_ the· 
initial stagea the operation of such arrangements t-dll be kept  under 
close revieli oo  that an;y·  weak.nesGos  are rapidly identified and  ~erne-
. died. 
Tho  Committe  found that  considerable difficulties have  resu.lted from  the 
fac·t  that. the Community has  several different· ae-ts  of rules  a.pp~_ying to 
the som·c  subject  and that  J;iember  States are free to adopt  diffc:rent 
procedurec for the  implc,mantation of one  and the  same  set  of. rule:;. 
1. Generally spea.k.ing,many  implementation problems  could be solved by 
the adoption of a  uniform  system valid throughout  the territory of the 
Community. 
HOl\"ever,  if different systems have to be.  introduced for  economic  reaoon~, 
~s l-10Uld  seem to be the case 1-1ith  premiuma 9  provision should be made 
to ensure that their coexistence does not  cause extra control diffi-
culties or increase the ri.sk of irregularities. 
·:2.  Member  Sta.f;es  have been alloHcd  some  latitude in the choice of the 
implementing procedures for one and the  same  regulation (slaughter 
premium  for certain adult bovine animals).  {Grantir.c; of the premium  at 
the time of the first marketing or at the time of slaughter;  various 
arrangements to prevent the same. anim!ill  qualifyLlg both for the 
premium  and for purchase by the intervention agency). 
'  \  .  .· 
The Committe  considers that greater standardization would have faci-
litated the control ·procedures• 
!-
t  ·. 
.  l 
' .  ·. 
\ 
\ 
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C.  Pre~~nt  ..  ~on.  ·  o:f..~..l'!.£l!E..:i~y  \U, J2..:•:rt ifi.ecl.  ren'!!.t  a. 
I  .  /  ..  . 
1.  'l'he  Committe again (1) note.a  that, in conpf)quence. of the  prcscnt::ttion  or 
\. 
l 
the  degree  of processing  ~:'.ndorgono, tl1ere have  bE!en  diffcroncoc  in the 
I'n.tes  of  the  monetary  a.l'ld.  accot:rdon  compenoo.tory  amounts  levied  and.  thou..; 
granted.  t..ihich  have  not·  a.l"~<~1ays been  economically  jus:tified.  Thes(~ differences 
have  lccl to abnormal  patt~:rns of trado  which  have  proved  o:xpcns:i.v(~  for the 
EAGGF  and  d€Jriondru.te  that  the  system  of compemco.tory  wnounts ·bad  not  been 
\dthou:t  influence  on  tr<~.gc  po.ttorns. 
A  feH  cxaJ!!ples  from  the preceding chapters mn;y  be  recalled in thiB 
connect ion  a 
different  rates of" monetary compcnoatory ainountn  rcsul  tihg from ·the 
application of coefficient  a  (for carca£>.es ~  quart  era,  cnts,  etc.) 
which were  not  always  a  true reflection of actual: processing costot 
method of calculating the incidence of the customs  duty for the. 
adjustment  of the accession compensator,, amount  in.trade between the 
continental  J.kmbcr•  States,  on the one  hand,  and Great  Britain and 
Ireland,  on the  other~. 
2 •. The  Committee  recommends a 
2.1. that, before the rates are fixed,  ev_fm  more  detailed studies should 
·be  undertaken by the Commission  and ·tho  Management  Committees to 
gaur.-e  the economic  impact  of the mc;;tsures  envisaged; 
2.2. that  in intra-Community trade the principle of syrranctry  should be 
observed between the monetary and  accession  compensatory amounts 
granted on  imports  and levied on  f:xports ,or vice-versa,  if it is 
clear that a  product  is being  suc~essively imported and  exported 
(1) This problem was  mentioned in the Committee's  eo.rl~.er  report on milk 
products,  in connection with low-fai;  and. high-fat yoghurts. -. 102 -
witboq't  entel,oing  th~ d.iot:r:l.butive  ne1il'JQ:rk  ot the  l>1¢m'be1•  S·ta.te  ~on"e:r•ned,, 
and provided the principle of symmetry doea 'not, create  ndvan~;agco 
for opcratoro. 
'l'hirJ  could dincom•a,gc  speculn.t  i vc  ~pe:ra.t iono  such  a~ those  dM  ip,nat  t'!d. 
by the term "tho beef carrouoel"J 
2.). that mf!mbcr  States should be  given tbe, means to dM.l  llith  Hpeculative 
operations Hhich are  incompatible l·lith the  economic  aimo of the 
legislation.  In the  shoi~wrm, this aim  could be achieved if the 
theory of the "abuse of law"  uerc more widely applied in order to 
refuse financial support  in all · casm;  \<o'here  such a,buse  l-rould  be 
possible under present rules.  Application o:f this theory to apecific 
catJcs  would,  hovmvcr,  depend,  on the abilH.y to dcmonctratc that tho 
operation in quoBtion waa  not  'consonant  \iith tho aima  of the legis-
ln.tion,  which would limit its field of application. 
.... 
'In the longer term,  Community legiolation on the matter would  Gecm 
the beat l7ay to achieve this aim.  Thus,  it \-IOUld  seem  necessary to 
. define  systematically and  clca1•ly the arrangements  for· the application 
of euch  Coz.rur.unity  instrument  providing for financial  advantages  in 
the light of its economic  purpo3e.This is the implicit  ouggestion 
behind the "Council RcBolu·Uon  on atric·ter preveni•ion of and pro-
·ccedings against  irrogu~arities in the financing of the  common 
agricultural policy"  (1).  In this Resolution the Council  asks the 
Community  in3titutions "to increase; to the greatest  extent possible, 
.  . 
their efforts to ensure  t~at Community  instruments exclude any possi-
bility of financial support  bein~ grantedi 
for  sham transactions,  · 
where the use of the oubsidized products is c1.early contrary to 
the aims of the Community instruments; to the extent that these 
\ 
aims are specified"• 
(1)  f'.rro  C 298  of 30  December 19'15· 
·, 
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() 
Scm(l:rn.Uy  FIPQI'\ld.~'~'  tho  Ccmu"~:t,·tol!)  Qnnnider.·o.  tha:t  tho  ob~jne·tiV€f1 
referred to in A,  D and C  could be  more  easily nchicvod if'  th<~~e . 
wc:r·e  more  ac·U  ve  involvement  in drmving up  reguln;b iono by repre-
sentatives of the departments  and  agencic:::  responciblo for con·trol. 
u• H'iPROVEMF.NTS  TO  'l'H.Di  JmrAILF.D  RUL~:i FOR  APP.LYING  THJ~ Hl£XJUJ,ATJ.ONS 
~-·-
. A.  Inf.?E.'ation21Ld_£!JOP~:r.£~~i.9ll 
h  J3etwec!li[.!£.1.'!.'"::.'!!..bcr  Stats;:;:_~;:~.nd  bct.t·Te!m  the lnttcr nnd  ·the  Cormr.;~..::'~i:.!?n 
· i.l  ..  A certain number of shorl;cornings  have been rcvcalc'd ao  regardA  rcJ.n.tions 
between  Nomber  Stater.;~  Thc!'Je  concern infol.,nation on ·the typnr:1  of docu-
ment  i~.rnuod and on the  a·~runps (e.g.  customs,  veterinary) and  identi-
.fication ma,rks  used  (premium  system). 
..  • 
The.  C:omniittcc  recommends that,  as  ir;  crivir;agcd ·in a  propos:;tl  for a 
C~uncil Di.:rective  on mu·tual  assistance by the competent  authoriticz of 
the  Mctnbei'  St~~o in the field of direct tro:ation {1), the possibility 
should be  examined of ·making  av~ilable officials particularly fro!n  the 
·Guperv:i.r;nl,'Y  dcpartmcn~a of each  l·1emb9~ State to all  ot.her IJ[ember  States, 
for the  purponcs  of liaison 'I-Ii th their administration of origin 
.The  Committee  pointG out that,  for many ·operations, the payments  m::uie 
or the levies pollccted in one  J.Jembcr  State are affec·tcd by actions 
taken in other J.iember  States.  It therefore feels that any lack of 
awareness of the financial  implications of such actions,  in a  Commu.nity 
context,  constitutes an inherent  danger of irregularities involving 
Community funds. 
The  Committee  recommends that  Member  States take action to  ensure that 
·officials adequately 'Understand the system in operation in other Member 
\  .  . 
States and the financial  implications of the doctw.Dnts  or certificates 
which these officials provide.·· 
--------------~--~·-
••  '<  ·  ...... 
1)  O.H~ C 94  of 27  April· 1976 • 
.'•',. \ 
10·1 
1-.2.  As  rega:r:d.s  the Gon.mi::mion'rf'in.formation,  the Cor.tmitte  considers ·that 
I  . 
the didinction hctlvacn irrcguln.ritice  takin~ place  :i.n  conncctj.on Hith 
opcrationo :forming part of ~he c.:;ystcm  :financed by ·the  P..AGCF  Guarcmtec Section 
and.  tho~;:c l-Thich  lead to non-collection of o'rm renonrcco  r.wflm.s  rather 
artificial, in pr.r-~icular on account  of the ins·tHution ·or the oystcm 
o:f  mon(-tary  cornpcn~atory  ."a.'Jlounta  which  dependine; on  "the  nature  o:f  the 
operation mu:;:t  be  f)l~tt:!rerl  in  th(~.  acto~nts either  un~.er  0\in  renourc~s, or 
\l.nd.er  the  Ji:AGGI<'  Guarantee Sed  ion  ( cf  ..  aru1e.:x:  3  concerning ·the· accounting 
treatment  of monetary and  acccosion compensatory amounts}  .. 
Further,  it is clear that  frauds  on  levies, lvhereby pr·oducts  orieinn:ting 
in tld.rd couJrtr1os  are  in·troduce:cl  into the Commu.nity,  can have the 
eff~d of "·ffgTava:t ~nr,- tnarket  ..  conditions in the Community  and  incre!>.sine 
tha EAGGF'  Gu<:i.;a:O:t!:",e  ~~cc·~iori':.;  support  expenditure. 
Therefore the Committee  t·ecornmend.s  either that a  system similar to that 
laid do1m  in Regulation Uo  283/72 be  introduced in the i'ield of own 
ressou.rces,  or that 't!ho  scope of  Regul~tion No  283/72 be  extcndc.d to 
include  own  ·resources. 
\Uthin each Member  State checks on the regularity o:f  operations may be 
tightened up by improvins liaison bott1een: 
in certain cases, the supervisory departments and the paying  ~ericies 
(pcrPaps  by the uce  of  d.ata. processing), 
- the various supervisory departments (e.g.  customs  and veterinary . 
authorities). 
,,•·' 
'· ..... 
......... --·  -~-·-...... ·  .. ···-~-·-··~ .. 
- 10) 
There  ohou.lrJ.  he  fl.  otrength.:m  of  FJUpervisory  staff for  ccrtnil'). 
opc~:t·atiN1G  (e.g  ..  1J1iyin.3'-in  1:w  the  :i.n"ter-V"cntion  :.t[;'(!I1Cy)  nr the 
co.rry:i.ne  out  of so-co.llcd "routine"  checks  (cot;•  t·tdcht  chcok1:1). 
1.2  .. · Hciching instrumont:J  r,houlrl  be  m-:xlei"l'Li.~.crl  and  th<~  rn:'o0cdu~-,··:  for 
reznlar a.nd  thorouch inspection should bo strictly in·  ~.e:nonted.. 
,..•! .. 
·1  .3. Studio:,  on the  stixt:i.stiC<J.l  inclicatorn of intcr:nationo.l  trade  fJ.m-nJ 
o.re  of ,vc'3.t  importance  in (l.:i.reciins control to  ccr-te.:i.n  "r;t:ndtivo" 
product::-{. 
'l'ho  Cornrni tteo · :rccommcndn  that tho  HOl'k  undertaken by certain l·i•.')mbor 
3tdc:> in this sphere  slwuld be tal;:en.  up  generally e.n1  intemdfiea. 
.  '  ' 
. Tha ·Committee  conr;iders  th~t. in  some. Mcm1:ler  Siin.tes  the  extcrnn.J. checking 
'.of oporati~n~ r:a.rried.  o1d l)y intei"'Tcntton  t~.gcndos,  completely 
. idcpcmd.e;'ltly _of  thor:(~  ac;encier:.:,  should b0  :i.ncrca.sd., 
Tl1e  Comrai ttce ha.s  had.  to ctrcs8  on  several  occ!:u:;ions  in the preccdina·. 
chapters thiJ.t,  in view of, the possibility of ir;regnla.rities'  pa:rticu_1nrly 
.rigid supervision  shou~d- be  a.pplied to  : 
stock control, 
deboning, 
- if applicable,  the marlUfactu.t'e  of preserves. 
,.  ' 106 
M.~  rcc.;<'.rd.n  puhU.c  stock:~,' the  Committoo  r;·trea~1cs tho  :tmporf;anc:c  \~h:ich 
it attache:::  t:)  the preparation of s;ystcma.tic  protrramr.Jcs  of  phy:-Jica.J. 
. /tor:J~-takin~· a•1d  the  !>'C::-Jeral  applice.tion of  th~"l  principle. of the 
I 
;in-~:~ci~l ;cs~on~H>iii~y of cold• storc3 for tho  nt_ocks. entru::;iecl to 
them,  defined. in a  formal  way tmrlcr lot;ally ·enforceable contacts. 
I·):JrGovcr,  the  importi:l.ncc  of the  check  of export  oporc:~iot1!3  chould 
be ntrermcd,  in  Go  fa.:r  as these operations.  haVe  :financial conse-
quences.  Traditionally,  customs  in.spectiona have be()n primarily 
· concern.ed with import  operations. 
o.  ~:;t.:::.n•J,.).rd:i.;,n:ti.on  o.f  nr.ocedttT'cs 
---.-·.....,._._-~.p  ...... 
Th'~  Committee  found that  in certain ca-ses the coexistence of different 
pro~ed11rcc vli  thin ·the  Com"11.tni-ty  increaced tlifficul  t.ics  s.s  rcgo..r-lo  con·~rol 
a.nd  mMc it eu8ier ·to  carry out  irregular operations. 
This applies to 
the. exist  once  of e.  simplified customs  procedure e.pplica'blo to direct 
tra(lc between tHo  J.;em'ber  States,  ii'l  so far e.s  the  combiner!  use of th:i.s 
procedure Hith that of  Community transit has  enabled certain operators 
to carry out  irregular opcrationl'l; 
- tho d.iver:::Jity of marking systems  used in the various Member  States. 
The  Committee. recommends  that the Commission  and  the  Member States confer 
together with a  view to progressively standardizin~ these procedureo. 
:· .. 
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.  . 
:i.t1creasinc;, concern  o,ic~ irrc(;t.llari  tier:;  C.urh1g  Gom;::u11i ty tro.ndt, in 
.  .  .  '  .  '  . 
particular 1:iy  i;hc  u~o of fv.lf:e  or forced  Tl.  and  T3  d.ocmncnt~.:.,  t·nlilc 
for the mome:nt  confin:Lng ·it::;clf i:o  ·the  recomrr.enrlatirmn  in  Gbo.rr~or III 
.  . 
(ace .  pat;c  5S  unde·r  E  )  tho  Committee  rcservos the rirsht  1;~  cxc.mino 
this  problcrn  morn  thor~ughly ancl to present  more  det<dlecl  rccomnicmlo.t:i.ons 
at the  t:i.mr~  of  the next: report  on  the· wine  sec·t~r• . 
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BEEI~ A!m  VEAL  - COZFFICIENTS  USED  FOR  CALCULATING  MCA0 s 
ACA' s  AND  LEVIES .  · 
Coefficient::: 
Description 
f.1CA  ACA  Levies 
., 
{ 
;l 
~----~--~~------------------------~----~--~---------------r----------~----------ir----------; ! 
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Livo  n.nimnls  of the  bovine  species,  includin· 
animals. of the  buffalo genus: 
A.  Domestic  species: 
I. Pure-bred breeding animals  (a) 
II. Other: 
n) 
b) 
Calves 
Other: 
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Cm:a~C"s of a  \vt·i~ltt ,;f  not  ks~ rl•an  J80 kg· 
bnt  not ntnrc  rh:art  :!711  kg  :md  h:~lf-c;nc.,~cs 
or ''cornpcn'Ollt·d" ojll:trters, of :1  ~n·ir,hr uf not 
It·~,  tfrom  ''H  kg hut  nnt  lllfllt'  tho1n  1.15  kg, 
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a:t:1)  Of  :t  wright of  ~ot 1;5; ·  ~hdn 45. k;  b~t  ~~(f 
more th;1n  (,!f  kg (not  lcs~ 1han  .'IR  k~  .hu~ not'·' 
Ill OR'  rk•n ,, I  L1:  ;" thl'  ct<c .,( 'f'i,rol.l' ntr,),. 
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pinf..  l·nlnnr an.l rl..- (;or  nf  \\'hich, (,f cx·rn:nwly .. 
firw  sl111\"llrrt·,  is  white  lo  light  yellow  in  .· 
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or .:m  iutu  :1  lll:txirnum  nf. fin:  p;,-,-es,  :10,:1: 
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Meat  and  edible moat  offals  (except  poultry 
liver},  oo.ltec:J,  in brine,  UI'ied or smoked  · 
c.  Other:· 
. I.  Of domestic  bovine  animals: 
a)  '~1eat:' 
"i.  Unbonc1  (bone-in) 
2.  Boned or boneless 
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•  Choice of coefficient 
·Originally,  for  calculation of the monetary compensatory- amounts  in t'.v.! 
: be_ef  and veal  sector,  the same  coefficients were  adopted as were used  for 
· calculating levies. 
The  chief concern when. calCulating levies was  'to enaure adequ.e+e  protection 
at the common  frontier,  which could be changed depending on th!!!  presentation .. 
of the  goods  (carcases,  pieces,  etc.)  • 
1.  Exp~r~ence haa  shown  that in intra-Community trad3 the differences in 
..  the level of the  coefficient  could lead to the development of specu-
lative trade :f'lows  ( cf. the abnormal  trade in beef and veal between. 
France  and GerinBI'}Y  described til the  second paragraph of II B 1 )., 
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The· Commission,  by RegUlation No  2930/73 _of ·26  October 1973,  which 
·entered into force. on 29  October 1973  •... has made  the following· 
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.  t  Old coefficient  Uew  coef'fi.oient 
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02oCl  Ali a)  1  oc) 
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Fresh or chilled cuto 
'  '  11  2,85'  1,90  (bone-in)  .. 
22  . F'resh or chilled boned nuts .  3,26'  '2,17 
. 
02.01~ A II a)·2 .dd) 
.,  ' 
11  Frozen meat,  unboned.cuts  '1,50  1,00 
22  ceo)  other  1,72  1,25 
'' 
·  2.  Regulation  }io  .•  lo38/74  of 3 Nay  1974 . (t-rhioh  entered into force 
on 6  May 1974)  aligned the coefficients in respect .of calves  and  veal with 
thoGe  applicp.ble to a.d.ult  bovine 'animals  and beef. 
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Old  coeffie.ient  llew  coefficient 
Live  calves 
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for  lldul  t 
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>  ·'  animals) 
02.01  A II a.)  1  aa)  :  •  ..  •·  .  ; 
11  Ca.rco.ces  or half-carca.ses ·  '1,56  1,90 
22  Forequarters  '1,.20  1,52  .  ' 
33  Hindquarters  ', 1,92 
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Intra-Community trade 
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.Almex  3 
MEI'HOD  OF  ACCOUNTING  FOR  ACCESSION  COMPE!{SATORY  AMOUNTS  (A.C.A.)  .· 
f 
grant 
levy 
to be  accounted for.as intervention pursuant to Regulation No  3536/73 
to be  accounted for as a  levy under· Article 128  (a) of the Act  of 
Accession 
_.I 
lrade  with non-member  countries  grant/levy  I.  in the case of imports  s 
,.· 
-.  '·  :,  - I  .  ,, 
I 
l 
I 
:...·\  .. 
1.  The  import  charge is increased or reduced by the  A.C.A. 
(Articles 55  and  47  of the  Act). 
2.  The ·A.C.A.  may  not  exceed  the  import  charge  (Article  55  (6) of 
the Act),  except  by- way of derogation by the Council.  In the 
.  event of the A.C.A.  bei~g granted,· the  contraction may therefore 
not  give rise to a  payment· being made  to the importer. 
II. · in the  ca~e of exports  s 
l.  The  refund is increased or reduced by the A.C.A ..  (Articles  55 
. and  4  7 of the  Act ) •  · 
2.  If the refund is less than the A.C.A.  to be deducted,  or if no 
rafand is applicable,  the difl'erence or the total compensatory-
amount  may  be  charged under Article 56  oi  the Act · :  charge  by 
way of .a  levy (Article 2  (a) of the Decision ': f  21  April  1970). 
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Intra~ommunity trade . 
· Trade with non-member  countries 
~ 
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MB'l'HOD  OF  ACCOUNTma  FOR  MONETARY  COMPENSATORY  AMOUNTS  (MsC .. Ao) 
f 
Gran~ and  levy 
'levy 
.-, 
-
The  MoCaAe  from  part of the interventions 
(Article 7 (2) of Regulation Nc...J74/71) 
.  '  .  ·.  ~-
l•  The  M.CaA.  charged are agricultural levies (Art. 2  (a) 
of tha Decision of 21  April 1970) 
2 •. However,  the M.C.A~ charged on exporte are deducted  from 
the refund (Article 4a (1) {b) of Regulation No  974/71 
(contraction)).  ·  .  .  . 
Where  the M.C.A.  charged exceeds  the  refund,  or vhere  no 
refund ia a.pplioa.bla,  the difference. accounted for as  a 
lev,y  (Article 2  (a) ot the Decision of 21  April  ~970)  •  .. 
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grant  1~  The  M~C.A., granted _forin  part of the refunds  (Ar-ticle  7 (1) 
of Regulation No  974/71).  · 
2o  However~ the M.C.Ao  granted on  imports are deducted from 
the oharge  on imports (Article 4a  (1) (a) of Regu.lation 
No  97 4/11)  (contraction))  o  · 
Where  an M.C.A.-.  to be  granted on imports  exceeds the  charge 
on imports  (exemption provided for in the  second subpara-
graph of Article 4a  (2)),the difference ia accoUDted  for 
as a  refund.  · 
(The application of the  second subparagraph of Article 4a. 
(2) is,  however~  suspended  for  the  time being} 
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